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Abstract

One of the objectives of the Solar Orbiter mission is to quantify how the Sun creates

and controls the heliosphere. The spacecraft will observe the Sun with unprece-

dented temporal and spatial resolution and will sample the sparse, hot plasma that20

flows from the Sun known as the solar wind. To succeed in its aim, Solar Orbiter

will require pointing of its remote sensing instruments to the region most likely to

produce solar wind, which will later be measured by the spacecraft. This is not

a small task, as it requires a combination of knowledge of the Sun, its magnetic

field, solar wind dynamics, and a comprehensive verification of the results. In this25

work, we have explored a methodology which enables a systematic comparison of

observations from the corona and the solar wind.

The first study presents, evaluates, and applies a method to compare coronal

observations to in situ measurements of the solar wind using Empirical Mode De-

composition. The second study compares coronal observations with solar wind30

measurements made by spacecraft closer to the Sun. We compare Active Region

observations with the outflowing solar wind sampled at Solar Orbiter, and Coronal

Hole observations with solar wind reaching Parker Solar Probe, another spacecraft

that samples near Sun solar wind. The third and final study concentrates on the per-

sistence of timescales within solar wind observations, where we study in situ data35

from different spacecraft in radial alignment, at different distances from each other.

In each of these studies we successfully extract a correction factor to each of the

measured solar wind velocities, constructing a framework to investigate the origins

of individual solar wind streams, and the radial evolution of the solar wind proton

velocity. We conclude that, on a case-by-case basis, our technique can be applied40
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to aid modelling efforts and explore the question of solar wind origins in greater

detail.
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Impact statement

As our local stellar body, the Sun naturally produces a plasma outflow that we call

the solar wind. The solar wind fills a large region of space within which the Earth is45

located, and thus presents itself as a natural plasma laboratory that we can measure

directly in situ. Due to the relative proximity of the Sun to the Earth, we are addi-

tionally able to image dynamics of near-Sun plasma to great spatial and temporal

resolutions. For the above reasons, it is natural to want to link what we observe

happening in the Sun (large explosions, ejections of tonnes of plasma, or magnetic50

reconfiguration events) to the outflowing solar wind. This type of connectivity or

“linkage” science has been a driver of solar system research for many years, with a

clear global trend of attempting to measure the Sun and the solar wind at increas-

ingly higher spatial and temporal resolution.

In this thesis, we continue this research trend by exploring remote and in55

situ observations of the solar environment, attempting to link activity and plasma

regimes we remotely observe close to the star and material captured hundreds of

millions of kilometres away from it. We particularly concentrate on providing sup-

port for the Solar Orbiter mission, which since launch in February 2020 has im-

aged the solar environment from previously unexplored, closer-in, vantage points,60

captured UV and EUV images with extremly high spatial resolution. The contri-

bution we aim to have to linkage science is related to how the Solar Orbiter func-

tions. There will only be a limited set of opportunities when the spacecraft captures

high-resolution data, and during each of these windows of opportunity, imaging in-

struments onboard the spacecraft must be pointed at a relevant region of the solar65

atmosphere, following some particular logic. Usually, instructions for spacecraft

pointing should be processed days in advance, so it is essential for the success of

the mission to have reliable forecasts of the most likely source of the solar wind

stream through which the spacecraft will pass. The work contained in this thesis

thus aims to help in the construction and interpretation of these forecasts by ex-70

ploring how modelled dynamics differ from the measured behaviour of the plasma,

and parts of it have been published in the Solar Physics journal, as indicated in the
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relevant chapters.

Finally, the research trend to understand the Sun and the solar wind that this

thesis contributes to is not only important academically, but also practically, as it is75

crucial for the stability of the rapidly advancing technology based at the Earth and its

fleet of spacecraft to understand and prepare for possible damages caused by solar

activity. Linkage science helps in forecasting geomagnetic activity at Earth and at

other planets or positions in space, and thus aids in the protection of spacecraft,

astronauts, and the electrical grids based at the Earth.80
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4.2 Overview of lightcurves extracted from the active region for each415
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4.4 Correlation results for the 9 individual subregions that form part of
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4.7 a): Small coronal hole in AIA 193 and 171 Å passbands, with five460
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point, Coronal Hole Plume, Coronal Hole, and Quiet Sun regions.465
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Chapter 1

Introduction585

Identifying the source of the solar wind, the supersonic outflow from our local star,

the Sun, is essential to enable us to solve one of the biggest current science ques-

tions in heliospheric physics: how the Sun creates and controls the heliosphere

[Zouganelis et al., 2020]. To explore this issue, it is crucial to understand the radial

solar wind evolution, so we require observations of the near-Sun environment and590

of the solar wind as it travels away from the Sun to explore the Sun-heliosphere con-

nection [Rouillard et al., 2020b]. Gaining a greater understanding of the chain of

events from near the Sun to the far boundaries of the heliosphere can be invaluable,

as the solar wind affects all planets in the solar system [Marsch, 2006].

Preferably, to study the Sun-heliosphere connection, we would have observa-595

tions of a particular source region in the Sun and of the outflowing solar wind. To

establish and confirm this link, we usually investigate the particular properties of the

captured solar wind to identify the most likely coronal source [Brooks and Warren,

2011], or trace the solar wind measurements back to their expected coronal ori-

gin [Brooks et al., 2015]. Whichever method is used, currently we cannot confirm600

the origin of a particular solar wind stream with certainty due to solar wind radial

evolution, solar wind corotation, and other complex processes that can significantly

modify observables [Rouillard et al., 2020b]. One such example of these challenges

is the fact that while we have understood that the solar wind quickly accelerates in

its early stages [Parker, 1958], simple models that use solar wind observations need605

a correction to the travel time as they fundamentally do not consider any accelera-
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tion [Neugebauer et al., 1998].

In this chapter, we first explore fundamental principles of plasma physics use-

ful for contextualising the Sun, its plasma environment, and the solar wind. We

then explain facts about the Sun that are useful for understanding this thesis and610

dynamics that take place in the solar atmosphere. Finally, we introduce the solar

wind and methods for linking streams to their source region.

1.1 Introduction to Plasma Physics

Plasma is an ionised gas that can be created in a laboratory but can also be found

naturally in the atmospheres of planets and astrophysical bodies, and within inter-615

planetary and interstellar space [North and Z., 2015].

The most simple plasma is created by ionising atomic hydrogen, which forms

a charged gas with an equal number of electrons and ions [Belmont et al., 2019].

Within a plasma, individual particles may act on one another both via short-range

forces due to collisions and via long-range electromagnetic forces due to currents620

and other changes in the electromagnetic fields permeating it. As particle density

is usually small in space and astrophysical plasmas [Lyons, 2003], we can expect

electrostatic forces to far exceed kinetic pressure effects, so collisional forces can

often be ignored in the study of these types of plasma.

In this section we present the necessary properties that an ionised gas must625

have to be considered a plasma, and explain some relevant principles and laws of

electromagnetism in the context of astrophysical plasmas. We then discuss parti-

cle plasma dynamics and the relevant forces. We finally discuss the processes of

magnetic reconnection and plasma ionisation.

1.1.1 Plasma criteria630

According to Chapter 4 in Harra and Mason [2004], for an ionised gas with num-

ber density n0 and temperature T to be considered a plasma, it must satisfy three

conditions;
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λD =

[
ε0kBT
e2n0

] 1
2

≪ L, ND =
4
3

πλ
3
Dn0 ≫ 1, fCN ≪ fPe =

1
2π

[
e2n0

meε0

] 1
2

, (1.1)

where e and me are the charge and mass of the electron, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,

ε0 is the permittivity of free space, and L is the scale length of the plasma system.635

The first criterion that we show in Eq. 1.1 represents the requirement for the

plasma to have quasi-neutrality: it states that the Debye length, λD, the distance

over which a plasma is able to shield out a charge imbalance, must be much smaller

than the length scale of the plasma. The second criterion expresses that the number

of particles inside a sphere with the Debye length as its radius, ND, is high enough640

that the plasma shows collective behaviour, as otherwise collisions dominate as it

is not possible to represent individual particles as a smooth continuum. The final

criterion for an ionised gas to be considered a plasma is that it must be nearly colli-

sionless. This final criterion is linked to the ability of particles in a plasma to react

to charge imbalances by generating an electromagnetic restoring force to neutralise645

them. This creates a natural oscillation frequency, called the electron plasma fre-

quency fPe. For plasma to exhibit collective behaviour, the frequency of collisions

of plasma particles with neutrals, fCN, must be small compared to fPe.

The fundamental differences between a plasma and a gas are thus: 1) Plasma

interactions are collective instead of binary. 2) While gas conductivity is very low,650

plasma conductivity is extremely high, often treated as infinite in many plasma ap-

plications. 3) While individual gas particles mostly react in the same manner to

external forces, in plasmas two or more distinct populations exist (electrons, ions)

and can thus react in a different manner to the same force due to their different

charge sign. 4) Finally, while the velocity distribution of particles in a gas can often655

be described by a simple Maxwellian (a gas of moving particles with mean energy

of 1
2mv̄2 adopts the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of velocities exp(−mv̄2

2T )), col-

lisional interactions in space plasmas are often too weak with respect to electromag-

netic interactions for the Maxwellian distribution to be descriptive of the system, so

it often exists far from local equilibria.660
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1.1.2 Electromagnetism

Plasmas react to electromagnetic fields and contain unbound charged particles, so

to properly describe plasma behaviour, it is imperative to review concepts that tie

charged particles, magnetic, and electric fields together.

To represent the relationships that electric and magnetic fields have with each665

other and with respect to their source, we use Maxwell’s equations [Maxwell, 1865].

They are the foundations of classical electromagnetism, commonly expressed as the

divergence and curl of electric and magnetic fields. In their differential form;

∇ ·E =
ρq

ε0
, (1.2a)

∇ ·B = 0, (1.2b)

∇×E =−∂B
∂ t

, (1.2c)

∇×B = µ0

(
J+ ε0

∂E
∂ t

)
, (1.2d)

where E and B are the electric and magnetic vector fields, respectively; ρq is the

net charge density, J is the current density, µ0 is the vacuum permeability, and ∂ t is670

a timestep. From top to bottom, they describe how an electric charge generates an

electric field (Eq. 1.2a, Gauss’s law). That the net flux of a magnetic field through a

closed surface is zero and thus magnetic monopoles do not exist (Eq. 1.2b, Gauss’s

law for magnetism). That a time-varying magnetic field induces a curl in the electric

field (Eq. 1.2c, Faraday’s law). And finally, that a magnetic field can be created675

both through an electric current and through the displacement current generated by

changing electric fields (Eq. 1.2d, Ampère’s law).

Another useful concept to understand the dynamics of plasmas and electro-

magnetic fields is Ohm’s law [see e.g., Cammack et al., 2006]. It states that the cur-

rent flowing between two points in a conductor is proportional to the voltage across680

them, which accounts for the electric resistance. For an unmagnetised, isotropic,
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and slowly varying plasma, Ohm’s law takes the form:

J = σE, (1.3)

where σ = (ne2/mevei) is the electric conductivity, representative of the material’s

ability to conduct an electric current and reciprocal of the resistivity, and vei repre-

sents the ion-electron collision frequency.685

As a consequence of large shears in the magnetic field associated with Eq.

1.2d, current sheets can be created with scale sizes of several metres to kilometres

in width [Aschwanden, 2004]. These currents are magnetically induced in plasmas,

and can be confined to a thin layer (the current sheet) due to magnetic forces it not

being possible to dissipate currents that permeate the fluid. This can occur when,690

for example, there is an internal change in the polarity, where energy stored in the

current sheet will progressively increase [Gonzalez and Parker, 2016].

As a consequence of the divergence of the magnetic field being equal to zero

(Eq. 1.2b, ∇ ·B = 0), we may describe the concept of a flux tube [Parker, 1979]. By

defining a tube composed of magnetic field lines where no field line intersects the695

tube walls, to conserve magnetic flux, it must hold that for any cross section of the

tube magnetic flux must be constant. We thus expect that if the field strength along

a tube increases or decreases, the tube area is constrained or increased to maintain

constant flux.

1.1.3 Characterising Plasma Behaviour700

Interactions in a plasma can be addressed starting from single-particle behaviour,

by considering the state of particle populations, or by taking the plasma to be a

magnetised fluid.

1.1.3.1 Single-Particle Dynamics

The most exact way to specify the state of particles in a plasma is to give all parti-705

cle positions and velocities, characterising the relevant electromagnetic fields at all

relevant points in space [Zyla et al., 2020]. For a system of N particles, the par-

ticles would be described with a phase space (position and velocity space) of 6N
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of a uniform magnetic field line (black), with the circular electron
path in blue, and the circular proton path in red, and green circles denoting the direction
of the current. Note that the direction of rotation is dependent on the sign of the charge,
with the proton (electron) gyrating anti-clockwise (clockwise). Figure adapted from Nasa
[2014].

dimensions. Even for low density plasmas, as is the case for the solar wind, a 1 km3

region would have N ∼ 1015, which is unrealistic to investigate and compute to a710

meaningful level [Harra and Mason, 2004]. For studies of single particle dynamics

to accurately predict particle motion, it is imperative that a strong external magnetic

field is present, and that the plasma has a low enough density that inter-particle

interactions, such as collisions, are negligible.

One useful result from single-particle dynamics studies is the description of715

the Lorentz force FL [Lorentz, 1909]. It is the force that an electric or magnetic

field enacts on a charged particle q that moves with a velocity v:

FL = q(E+v×B), (1.4)

such that positive and negative charges react in opposite ways to the same field.

Assuming a constant and uniform magnetic field, and the absence of an electric

field, we may describe how particles gyrate around field lines. Due to the v×B term720

in the Lorentz force (Eq. 1.4), particles moving in the same direction as the electric

field experience a force perpendicular to their direction of motion. As this force

depends on the charge sign, it acts in the opposite direction for electrons and ions,

directing them to gyrate around B lines, as we show in Figure 1.1. The gyroradius

(rg) and gyrofrequency (ωg) for gyromotion are given by the expressions;725
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rg =
mv⊥
qB

,ωg =
qB
m

.

Since both of these expressions and FL depend on the mass m and charge of the

particle q, ions have a larger gyroradius than electrons, and gyrate in the opposite

direction. We show this in Figure 1.1, with a uniform magnetic field in black, and

an electron and an ion (blue and red, respectively) gyrating about the field line.

1.1.3.2 Kinetic approach730

When collective effects of the plasma must be considered, studying the dynamics

of single particles is unrealistic due to the high computational complexity of the

system: calculating the motion of every particle according to the influence of the

rest of the population is impractical, and alternative approaches must be considered.

One such approach is the kinetic approximation, in which we describe the particle735

populations with a distribution function, f (r,v, t). We set r to represent particle

positions and v particle velocities.

The first important result of the use of kinetic theory for the present thesis is

that, for a case where spatial and temporal variation of a population are not being

considered (e.g a single measurement being taken from a spacecraft), the distribu-740

tion function f can be reduced to a ”velocity distribution function” (VDF) ; f (v).

For reference, the function that describes the portion of the population in a gas

that is in thermal equilibrium, with no bulk flow, can be represented by;

f (v) = n
( m

2πkT

)3/2
e−ε/kT , (1.5)

where n is the total population density, ε = 1
2mv2 is the kinetic energy of a particle

with velocity v, and kT is the average thermal energy of the particles in the distri-745

bution as extracted from the ideal gas law. Applying this function for a neutral gas

returns a Maxwellian distribution of particle velocities (energies), so for a gas we

expect a simple, isotropic distribution of particle temperatures [Benson and Flood,

1954].

However, as we have explained, space plasmas are seldom found in thermal750
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equilibrium because of their lack of collisions, so unlike gases, they are not well

defined by a single Maxwellian [Livadiotis, 2017]. Space plasmas are more accu-

rately described by a bi-Maxwellian: a Maxwellian distribution that displays two

characteristic temperatures instead of one. These are dependent on the magnetic

field, with the parallel and perpendicular temperature taking different values such755

that T⊥/T∥ ̸= 1 (definition of temperature anisotropy).

To obtain the bulk physical properties of the plasma populations, it is usual to

take the moments of the particle distribution’s VDF, with the nth moment of a VDF

being the integral over all velocity components weighted by vn [Parks, 1991]. v is

then offset by the bulk velocity, vb, to account for a distribution that is moving in

the observing rest frame. We can then describe the first few moments (zeroth to

second),

n =
∫

f (v)d3v, (1.6a)

vb =
1
n

∫
v f (v)d3v, (1.6b)

P = m
∫
(v−vb)(v−vb) f (v)d3v. (1.6c)

The zeroth moment describes the number density n, the first-order moment de-

scribes the bulk velocity particle vb, and the second-order gives the pressure tensor

P. Note that in an isotropic plasma, the trace (sum of diagonal elements) of the

pressure tensor is equal to the isotropic pressure: tr(P) = p = nkBT , where kB is760

Boltzmann’s constant. For an anisotropic plasma, the diagonal (i.e., modified trace)

gives the corresponding anisotropic pressure terms, while the off-diagonal terms

give information about shear stresses in the plasma. Further moments, such as the

heat flux, can be derived, and are important for energy transport over large distances

[Cranmer and Schiff, 2021]. Kinetic theory is currently the most accurate method765

to describe non-collisional plasma and its interactions with surrounding fields that

can be practically implemented, and the notion of plasma moments is often used to

describe plasma distributions measured in situ [Swanson, 2008].
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1.1.3.3 Magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD)

The third approach is to treat plasma as a conducting fluid, adapting the fluid equa-770

tions to include the effects of electromagnetic forces. This theory is known as

magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD) [Biskamp, 1993]. It can be derived from the ki-

netic approach through averaging out all of the kinetic effects. MHD is applicable

to most plasma regimes, but many interesting effects that occur on smaller scales

cannot be explained if employed on its own. The simplest form of MHD is called775

ideal MHD, which considers the fluid conductivity as infinite.

Since MHD deals in bulk properties of the plasma instead of distributions, it

averages over the motions of individual particles over time and space and can only

be safely applied for time and length scales larger than the plasma kinetic scales for

e.g., particle gyration around field lines. For a comprehensive view of the plasma’s780

behaviour, it would be necessary to consider a quasi-neutral plasma, with two fluids

(protons and electrons) at the bare minimum. For simplification, it is common to

consider a single fluid only, usually the electron population, as this is enough for

some critical outlooks [Baranov, 2006].

As it is useful to track changes in the particle properties not at a fixed point in785

space but instead as advected with the flow, the material (or advective) derivative is

introduced. It describes the rate of change of a quantity over time that is subjected

to a macroscopic velocity field. For a parameter a, the material derivative can be

expressed as:
da
dt

=
∂a
∂ t

+v ·∇a, (1.7)

where v is the vector velocity field, and ∇a is the gradient of a.790

Mass Continuity

As with neutral fluids, when there are no sinks or sources, MHD fluids are expected

to conserve their total mass. Thus, a change in the mass contained within a volume

can occur only as a result of the mass flowing in or out of it. Mathematically:

∂ρ

∂ t
+∇ · (ρv) =

dρ

dt
= 0, (1.8)
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where ρ is the mass density for the given unit of volume. For the single fluid ap-795

proximation, v describes the mean velocity and ρ the total density of the combined

proton and electron fluid.

Momentum

To quantify the changes in the velocity of a fluid element due to external forces, we

produce an equation of motion including gravitational, gas pressure, and Lorentz800

forces. For an isotropic, single fluid plasma, we have:

ρ
dv
dt

= ρg−∇P+ρqE+J×B, (1.9)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, P is the isotropic gas pressure, and the

two final terms are linked to the Lorentz force (Eq. 1.4). Usually, depending on

the system being described, many of these forces can be approximated to zero to

provide a simpler description of velocity fluctuations, or other relevant forces can805

be considered.

Equation of State

The equation of State relates the pressure and the mass density. Assuming that the

single species fluid is adiabatic (no heat gain or loss), we have;

P = κρ
γ , (1.10)

where κ is a constant and γ is the adiabatic index that indicates the ratio of heat810

capacity between constant volume and constant pressure. Typically, for an isotropic

plasma with a Maxwellian particle distribution, γ = 5/3 [Parks, 1991]. Another

common representation for the equation of state is for an isothermal fluid (temper-

ature is constant):

p = ρRT (1.11)

where R is the ideal gas constant.815
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Induction

By combining Faraday’s law (Eq. 1.2c), Ampere’s law (Eq. 1.2d) and the simplified

Ohm’s law (Eq. 1.3), for a plasma moving with velocity v, and eliminating E and

J, we find the MHD induction equation:

∂B
∂ t

= ∇× (v×B)+η∇
2B. (1.12)

The first term on the right-hand side is the advective term that describes changes820

in the magnetic field due to fluid flows. The second term is the diffusive term and

indicates changes in field intensity due to diffusion of the magnetic field through

the fluid. To get an estimate of the magnitude of each term, we approximate ∇ to 1
L ,

∇2 to 1
L2 , and ∂B

∂ t to B
τ

. The simplified expression is thus;

B
τ
=

vB
L

+
ηB
L2 . (1.13)

Where τ indicates the timescale of the system, and η = 1
σ µ0

is the magnetic dif-825

fusivity, proportional to the electrical conducivity σ and the permeability of free

space µ0. For this reason, the diffusion term is negligible when the plasma can be

considered an excellent electrical conductor and diffusion of field lines relative to

plasma motion is small. On the other hand, for small size-scales, it is possible for

the diffusive term to become important. The parameter which quantifies the relative830

importance of each term is the magnetic Reynold’s number;

Rm =
∇× (v×B)

η∇2B
∼Lv

η
(1.14)

As for many space science cases the typical length scales are large compared to

the velocities, and conductivity is high, Rm ≫ 1. When changes to the magnetic

field are deemed to be controlled only by advection, ideal MHD applies as the

fluid conductivity may be considered infinite. Under these conditions we expect835

magnetic fields to be advected with the plasma, or “frozen” in to it, as Alfvén’s or

the frozen-in theorem states [Alfvén, 1942].
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Alternatively, if Rm ≤ 1, for small characteristic lengths or low conductivity,

magnetic field lines are able to diffuse through plasma and Alfvén’s theorem breaks

down, important for mechanisms such as magnetic reconnection, which we discuss840

in Section 1.1.4.

Plasma Beta

The plasma Beta is a useful quantity which describes whether the plasma or the

magnetic field dominate overall motions [Aschwanden, 2004]. We mathematically

describe the plasma beta as:845

β =
P

B2/2µ0
, (1.15)

where P is the kinetic pressure, and B2/2µ0 is the magnetic pressure. For β ≫ 1,

particle movement dominates the magnetic field, so the magnetic stresses (pressure

and tension) are not as important as kinetic forces. Otherwise, if β ≪ 1, magnetic

field evolution dominates, and particles follow or are convected with magnetic field

lines instead. Plasma beta takes a range of values in the heliosphere depending on850

magnetic field strength and plasma density. We describe the plasma beta regimes

relevant to solar plasmas in Section 1.2.2.

Alfvén Waves

Another important output of MHD theory is the description of Alfvén waves

[Alfvén, 1942]. These waves play three distinct roles in magnetised plasmas. The855

first is as an energy source or sink. They can absorb energy, or be created during en-

ergy transference in a magnetised plasma. Their second role, and arguably the most

important one [Duan et al., 2020], is energy transfer to (often remote) locations,

carrying information about changes in the current and magnetic field or convective

flows. Their third role is to dissipate energy, as when the waves travel and interact860

with their environment they are able to cede energy to turbulent processes in the

space plasmas [Keiling, 2009]. The group speed of an Alfvén wave is referred to

as the Alfvén speed (VA), and depends on the magnetic field strength, the plasma

density, and the conductivity of free space:
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Figure 1.2: Two-dimensional schematic of the geometry of magnetic reconnection. In
the left panel we show two magnetic fields of opposite polarity in solid lines, bounded by
a central current sheet represented in the grey line. In the middle panel we show the two
fields reconnecting inside the diffusion region. Finally, in the right panel we show the highly
kinked field lines with a colour gradient, escaping from the region at a velocity Vout = VA.
Adapted from Genestreti et al. [2012].

VA =
B

√
µ0ρ

. (1.16)

If the plasma convection velocity is below VA, the plasma is termed subalfvénic.865

When instead the velocity is larger, it is instead labelled as superalfvénic.

1.1.4 Magnetic Reconnection

Magnetic reconnection converts stored magnetic energy into particle kinetic energy

[Hesse and Cassak, 2020]. It is thought to be a common process in space plasmas

due to the complex configuration of field lines, which is conducive to local break-870

downs of ideal MHD as the magnetic pressure experienced in small “diffusion”

regions is high for oppositely oriented field lines, and the Magnetic Reynolds num-

ber becomes very large. In Figure 1.2 we show a schematic of 2-D reconnection.

The left panel shows the initial configuration of antiparallel magnetic fields (B1 and

B2), separated by a current sheet. In the middle panel, as the the stored magnetic875

energy increases, a local break down of the frozen in theorem allows a diffusion

region to be created. Within this diffusion region, it is possible for magnetic field

lines to reconfigure and change their connectivity.

Finally, in the right panel, we show a reconnection exhaust with the new, highly

kinked magnetic field lines that are ejected from the reconnection site with a veloc-880

ity Vout due to the intense magnetic tension from the bent U-shaped field lines,
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which drive the frozen-in plasma away from the reconnection region. While the fig-

ure implies that it is necessary to have antiparallel field lines, in a three-dimensional

field configuration the field lines need not be completely opposite, as there might be

a strong enough shear that can lead to current sheet formation and thus reconnection885

[Pontin, 2012]. While magnetic reconnection is a universal process allowed due to

the frozen-in theorem breaking down for sufficiently small length scales and strong

enough magnetic tension, its driving processes depend on the local environment

conditions, such as the magnetic field strength and plasma density.

1.2 An Introduction to the Sun890

The Sun is our local stellar body. Its radius (commonly symbolised by R⊙) is ap-

proximated to be 696000 km from centre to the visible surface, and the different

layers of the solar structure are classified depending on temperature and density of

the local plasma. For reference, the Earth is in an ecliptic orbit around the Sun at

an average distance of 150 million km (known as 1 Astronomical Unit - AU), which895

corresponds to ∼ 215 R⊙ [Haberreiter et al., 2008].

In the following sections we introduce conventions relevant to the study of the

Sun, explain the solar structure and its distinct layers, dynamics that take place in

the solar atmosphere, and the solar wind.

1.2.1 Relevant Conventions to Study the Sun900

When observing the Sun remotely, it is common to refer to the edges of the solar

surface as the solar limb, and the visible solar surface as the solar disc. Following

the cardinal conventions on Earth, the East and West in an image of the Sun are

swapped, as they are in reference to the Earth’s cardinal directions.

For any solid, rotating body, regions that are adjacent to each other at one point905

in time will remain adjacent as the body rotates normally. By extension, points

further from the rotation centre will travel at greater speeds than those closer to it

in order to stay solid. When the rotating body is not solid, however, regions that are

adjacent at one point in time do not necessarily maintain the starting configuration.

This is referred to as differential rotation. In astronomical bodies such as stars and910
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giant gas planets that are not solid, differential rotation causes equatorial regions to

travel faster than polar regions, such that equatorial features or gas clouds return to

their starting positions one rotation prior before features found closer to the poles.

In the specific case of solar differential rotation, it has been observed that the solar

equator in the frame of reference of Earth has a rotation period Ω of ∼ 27 days915

[Bartels, 1934], while for the solar poles this periodicity is closer to 31 days [Zell,

2015a].

We often contextualise the position of solar observations relative to the solar

surface and its rotation by using Carrington Rotations [CR: Carrington, 1863]. Each

CR is one equatorial revolution as seen from Earth, with the first recorded starting920

on 9 November 1853.

The solar dynamo is the process that generates the Sun’s magnetic field, con-

verting kinetic energy into electromagnetic energy [Aschwanden, 2004]. It is at the

root of all solar activity, and is thought to be linked to the fluid motions that pervade

the solar interior [Charbonneau, 2020]. The Sun is a self-sustaining dynamo that925

converts convective motions below the surface and differential rotation to electro-

magnetic energy.

1.2.2 The Sun: Structure

As the goal of this thesis is to understand the origins and propagation of the solar

wind, here we briefly overview details of the Sun’s structure underneath its visi-930

ble surface, and then explain the solar atmosphere in the following sub sections.

Convective motions driven by energy generated through fusion in the solar core

cause plasma to rise to the surface, feeding material into all of the regions above

it. These convective flows of plasma below the surface generate the solar mag-

netic field through a dynamo process, where rotating, convecting, and electrically935

conducting plasma that conforms the Sun maintains an electromagnetic field [Char-

bonneau, 2020].

Broadly, the lower solar atmosphere can be separated in the photosphere, the

chromosphere, the transition region, and the corona. In Figure 1.3 we show the

temperature (bold lines) and density (dashed lines) height profiles for the solar con-940
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Figure 1.3: Solar subsurface and atmospheric temperature and density structure, in bold
and dashed lines respectively. Temperature decreases with height up to the edge of the
photosphere, where the temperature minimum of 4300 K is reached, after which it starts in-
creasing with height, reaching values of a few MK in the solar corona. Density is measured
to monotonically decrease with height, with density at the base of the photosphere being
108 larger than that of the solar corona. Figure adapted from Eddy and Ise [1979].

vection zone and atmosphere. In Figure 1.4 we show the plasma beta regimes for

each of these regions. As it can readily be observed with changes in the plasma

beta, while the gas pressure dominates in the photosphere, magnetic pressure dom-

inates in the chromosphere and corona as plasma beta is smaller than 1. Beyond

106 km in height, in the solar wind acceleration region, the gas pressure again dom-945

inates [Aschwanden, 2004]. We may now briefly describe each of the photosphere,

chromosphere, transition region, and corona.

The solar photosphere is the solar layer from which photons may escape, and

is often referred to as the solar surface. We show in the bottom of Figure 1.3 the

photosphere, which is approximately 500 km thick. The mean photospheric tem-950

perature is 6000 K, and the mean particle density is 10−3 kg/m3. The magnetic field

strength in the photosphere is of the order of 4 to 6 kiloGauss. Sunspot groups
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Figure 1.4: Plasma beta against height in kilometres for the different solar layers. From
[Aschwanden, 2004].

that are directly visible on the photosphere are formed when magnetic flux tubes

buoyantly emerge into it from below. They are localised dipolar manifestations of a

strong magnetic flux, and display lower temperatures than the surrounding regions955

due to the very strong magnetic fields that thread them and keep the heated material

from underneath from reaching the surface [see Chapter 16 in Zobaa et al., 2018].

As sunspots come in pairs, there is a leading (stronger) and a trailing (weaker, more

fragmented) polarity, with the overall sunspot group elongated in the East-West

direction, and the leading polarity instead lying closer to the equator [Stepanov,960

1987].

The chromosphere lies directly above the photosphere. It is more than 2000 km

thick, and the plasma density is 10−8 kg/m3. Since plasma beta is low in the chro-
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mosphere, plasma motions are controlled by the magnetic field (See Figure 1.4).

Above the chromosphere is the transition region. It is a very thin layer between965

the chromosphere and the corona with a width of about 100 kilometres, and a rapid

temperature increase from 2 thousand to 1 million Kelvin. Plasma density is about

10−10 kg/m3.

The final layer of the solar atmosphere is the corona. Its name is derived from

the fact that it looks like a crown during solar eclipses [Aschwanden, 2004]. Coronal970

plasma density is of the order of 10−11 kg/m3, and plasma temperature is on the

order of about 1 MK, with variations from this value depending on local activity.

Plasma in the corona co-rotates with the Sun due to it being entirely dominated by

the evolution of its magnetic field. As it can be observed from Figure 1.4, the corona

extends from the low solar atmosphere where plasma beta is low and the magnetic975

field dominates motions to a few solar radii where plasma beta increases and kinetic

motions of the plasma begin to dominate instead.

1.2.3 Imaging the Corona

The corona is optically thin, so to observe it, we must image the filtered line of sight

superposed profile of the plasma. The emission intensity in a given wavelength is980

then proportional to plasma density integrated over the volume of plasma that exists

at a certain temperature range [Espenak, 2013]. For this reason, projection effects

can play a big role in how the corona is imaged and subsequent observations are

interpreted. The most simple structural description of images of the solar corona is

that of plasma-filled loops that coexist at different temperatures.985

While many coronal structures have been observed and are labelled currently

[see e.g., Aschwanden, 2004], in this thesis we need only describe coronal holes,

active regions, and the remainder, or “quiet” Sun. We show one example of each of

these regions as imaged in the extreme ultraviolet in Figure 1.5, and describe each

of them below.990

Coronal Holes are regions of the corona which show lower light emission

intensity in many different wavelengths due to their lower plasma density. They

appear dark in coronal wavelengths (e.g., 193, 211 Å), and are rooted in locally
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Figure 1.5: The solar corona as observed in 171 Angstrom (EUV) observations. Imaged
plasma is at a temperature of approximately 1 million K. Just above the solar Equator we
show an Active Region, below it we indicate a portion of the quiet Sun, and in the bottom
we contour a coronal hole. Figure adapted from [Cargill and De Moortel, 2011].

open magnetic fields that allow chromospheric upflows to flush plasma into the

solar wind very efficiently. The expected photospheric footprint of a coronal hole995

is often a large unipolar region [Cranmer, 2009], and the northern and southern

polar zones of the solar disc are each capped with a large coronal hole throughout

the solar cycle [Hathaway, 2010]. These structures can extend to lower latitudes

during periods of low solar activity, lasting several CRs [Wang, 2017]. At times of

high activity in the corona, both polar coronal holes have a smaller footprint, and1000

equatorial coronal holes are expected to have a shortened lifespan [Cranmer, 2009].

Coronal holes rotate rigidly, and thus magnetic reconnection is necessary at their
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eastern and western boundaries for them to conserve their shape over several CRs

[Aschwanden, 2004].

Active regions are areas of particularly strong magnetic field in the corona,1005

usually linked to a sunspot group [Zell, 2015b]. They contribute most of the solar

activity but make up a small percentage of the solar surface area. In white light and

magnetogram observations, they can display dipolar (or more complex) magnetic

configurations, and usually a strongly concentrated leading magnetic polarity is fol-

lowed by a fragmented trailing polarity [Toriumi et al., 2017]. As a consequence of1010

plasma heating in the chromosphere, we observe upflows into coronal loops, giving

active regions the appearance of multiple filled loops of hot plasma that produce

bright photon emission in X-ray and EUV wavelengths [Sakurai, 2017]. Active re-

gions are often found within 40 degrees in latitude to the solar equator, and their

lifetime is usually one to two CRs [van Driel-Gesztelyi and Green, 2015].1015

Quiet Sun is what we call parts of the Sun that display closed magnetic flux but

are not active regions [Aschwanden, 2019]. Although the quiet Sun is imaged to be

brighter than coronal holes in EUV observations, it is usually dim, and does not host

strong or coherent concentrations of magnetic flux. In photospheric observations,

the Quiet Sun is characterised by a “salt and pepper” pattern consistent of relatively1020

small, scattered bipoles [Aschwanden, 2004].

1.2.4 The Coronal Magnetic Field

The magnetic field from the photosphere extends into solar layers above it, includ-

ing the corona [Wiegelmann et al., 2017]. It can be classified as “closed” or “open”,

depending on whether both footpoints are clearly visible and based in the photo-1025

sphere or only one polarity is visible while the other is less evident as magnetic

field lines extend through the heliosphere before returning to the Sun. In this way,

as the divergence of the magnetic field must be zero, photospheric (and by exten-

sion, coronal) field lines that are “open” are actually open only locally, as they come

back to the photosphere with the opposite polarity [Klimchuk et al., 1988]. Com-1030

pared to the photospheric magnetic field, the coronal magnetic field is very weak

and takes values between 0.5–50 Gauss [Jess et al., 2016].
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Figure 1.6: Simple schematic of interchange reconnection. An initially closed loop comes
into contact with an open loop of the opposite polarity, forming a current sheet in the corona.
Finally, the closed loop becomes open to the heliosphere and is allowed to escape. From
[Crooker et al., 2002].

Reconnection in the Corona

With newly emerging magnetic flux reaching the corona, differential rotation and

convective motions at the solar surface, and the constant necessity to disconnect1035

from the heliospheric magnetic field (HMF), the coronal magnetic field constantly

builds up and releases magnetic energy [Solanki et al., 2006]. The mechanism that

allows all of the above to occur, releasing stored magnetic energy, is called magnetic

reconnection, and can be deduced from dynamics observed in the corona in almost

all wavelengths [Longcope and Tarr, 2015]. Due to the three-dimensional config-1040

uration of space, a large number of relative field line configurations may produce

conditions favourable for releasing the stored magnetic energy in thin current sheets

into plasma heating, particle acceleration, and plasma motion when compared to the

simple two-dimensional reconnection. The most relevant type of reconnection for

this thesis is “interchange reconnection” [Crooker et al., 2002], which is illustrated1045

in the cartoon in Figure 1.6. Interchange reconnection begins with an initially closed

loop forming adjacent to open field of the opposite polarity (left panel), resulting in

the creation of a current sheet (see Section 1.1.4). When the magnetic pressure of

the area becomes too large due to the sharp change in polarity, the dipole and open

magnetic fields reconfigure so the closed loop can release plasma into the open field1050
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(right panel), and the coronal field can simplify its state.

1.2.5 Coronal Plasma Ionisation

Ionisation is necessary to produce a plasma from a natural gas. For a plasma envi-

ronment with high density and temperature, and with a low flux of incoming radia-

tion, as is the case in the corona, the most common type of activator for ionisation1055

is collisions. Collisional ionisation takes place when an electron collides with an

ion or neutral particle, making it lose bound electrons. For slow enough plasma

evolution, an equilibrium state can be reached where the rate of ionisation or re-

combination into a given state is balanced with the rate of recombination out of it

[Hundhausen et al., 1968]. As the kinetic energy of the electrons is directly propor-1060

tional to the temperature, higher temperatures allow for higher ionisation states. We

can expect that each ion species will be partitioned into several ionisation states as

a function of the local electron temperature.

Just as in the case of their neutral counterpart, electron transitions in ions lead

to emission or absorption of radiation. The transitions of bound electrons from a1065

high to low energy state results in the emission of a photon, and transitions from

low to high energy states are related to the absorption of a photon. In the case of

emission, the change in the energy of the electron is directly related to the emitted

photon’s energy and wavelength;

E =
hc
λ

= ∆Ee− = Eupper −Elower, (1.17)

where h is Planck’s constant, and λ is the wavelength of the emitted photon. Ionisa-1070

tion states are generally classified using roman numerals (I, II, II, ...) depending on

how many electrons have been lost (i.e., a Neon atom that has undergone ionisation

five times would be Ne V).

1.2.6 Coronal Composition

Available energies and thus wavelengths of emission of near-Sun photons depend on1075

the stage of ionisation of the elements, as we explain in Section 1.2.5. The intensity

of the emission for a given spectral line is linearly dependent on the abundance of
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Figure 1.7: Top: latitude of sunspots over time. Bottom: average daily sunspot area, linked
to phases of the solar cycle. Note that at solar minimum, a higher proportion of sunspot
area occurs at higher latitudes, and closer to solar maximum, sunspots appear closer to the
Equator. Figure from NASA Solar Science.

each particular element. In the case that the mechanism of emission is excitation by

electron collisions, as in the solar corona, emission intensity scales with ne
2 [Golub

and Pasachoff, 2010]. This fact allows for the use of the intensity of emission lines1080

to determine density, temperature, and composition of emitting plasma [see Chapter

2 in Harra and Mason, 2004].

The composition of the corona is predominantly H and He ions (90% and 9%

respectively) [Meyer, 1985], with heavier elements present in smaller quantities. As

plasma density in the corona drops off quickly with increasing height, there comes1085

a point where ionisation ceases to occur. After this point, it is impossible for ions

inside the plasma to change their ionisation state. For this reason, it is said that

coronal composition is “frozen in” to solar wind parcels [von Steiger, 1996].

1.3 Solar Coronal Dynamics
The Solar Cycle is an ∼ 11 year change in the degree of solar activity linked to1090

the number and size of sunspots on the photosphere. As these sunspots are linked

to active regions, the larger and more complex the sunspot systems on the Sun, the

https://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/images/bfly.gif
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more magnetic energy is available and more active regions manifest [Sakurai, 1976].

As seen in Figure 1.7, the cycle starts from solar minimum, where the largest portion

of sunspot area appears at about 30 degrees inclination with respect to the Ecliptic,1095

and then evolves over the ∼ 11 years to host larger sunspots closer to the equator

[Carrington, 1863]. As the 11-year solar cycle is a manifestation of the increasingly

more complex solar magnetic field driven by differential rotation, at the end of each

of the 11-year cycles, the solar magnetic field will have swapped North and South

polarities [Wilson, 2005]. Generally, during solar maximum, the coronal magnetic1100

field is host to large, complex structures, while during solar minimum the solar

corona shows long, symmetrical streamers at the equator and plumes at the poles,

with sunspots (and by extension active regions) not being as large or numerous

[Aschwanden, 2004].

1.3.1 Solar Flares and Coronal Mass Ejections1105

A solar flare is a large explosion in the Sun that happens when stored magnetic

energy is quickly released into the corona, usually through magnetic reconnection,

and emits a large burst of electromagnetic radiation and accelerates particles in its

vicinity [Toriumi and Wang, 2019]. Coronal Mass Ejections [CME: Aschwanden,

2004] are large mass eruptions from the Sun into the heliosphere, and are sometimes1110

observed to be a consequence of solar flaring, while in other instances CMEs are

not accompanied by flares. CMEs are usually threaded by a large magnetic flux

rope (a bundle of helical magnetic field lines that wind about a common axis), and

are capable of enhanced interaction with magnetospheres of planets [Chen, 2017].

Near the the solar cycle maxima, the Sun is able to produce several CMEs per day,1115

while around the minimum only one CME every five days is produced on average

[Kilpua et al., 2017].

1.3.2 Small scale dynamic features

Small scale events are ubiquitous in the corona. These might have characteristic

timescales on the scale of seconds, minutes, or hours. They are powered by a com-1120

bination of subsurface magnetic loops buoyantly rising into the corona, convection
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motions below the photosphere, and magnetic reconnection above it. All of these

mechanisms and their effects are likely to be an important source of energy and

mass input into the solar corona, and by extension, into the heliosphere [Raouafi

et al., 2016].1125

As an example, coronal bright points [Madjarska, 2019] are small, dipolar re-

gions, similar in their structure to active regions, but that form inside coronal holes

or the quiet Sun as flux emerges in small coronal loops. Eruptions of material from

coronal bright points have been observed to lead to the depletion of their mate-

rial through a process known as mini-filament eruptions (jets) [Hong et al., 2014].1130

These eruptions have been linked to both wave fluctuations in the corona due to

their recurrent nature, and to reconnection at chromospheric and coronal heights

[Bagashvili et al., 2018].

1.4 The Solar Wind and Heliosphere
With increasing height in the solar corona, rising temperatures result in a pressure-1135

driven solar wind outflow, termed the solar wind [Parker, 1958]. We may consider

the radial momentum conservation in the presence of pressure and gravitational

gradients:

ρvr
dvr

dr
=−d p

dr
−ρ

GM
r2 , (1.18)

where vr is the radial plasma expansion speed, p is the scalar pressure, ρ is the

plasma density, G the universal gravitation constant, M is the solar mass, and r is1140

the distance to the Sun. Mass conservation for a spherical geometry then states:

d
dr

[r2
ρvr] = 0, (1.19)

And we finally take the equation of state for an isothermal plasma (Eq. 1.11),

which combined with Eqs. 1.18 & 1.19 gives:

1
vr
[vr

2 − cs
2] = 2

cs
2

r2 [r− rc], (1.20)
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Figure 1.8: Solutions to Eq. 1.20 for an isothermal wind at discrete wind temperatures.
The sonic points where are marked by the filled circles, in the zoomed-in panel on the right.
From Vidotto [2021].

where cs is the isothermal sound speed (
√

RT ) and rc is the critical radius at

which the solar wind speed is equal to the sound speed. While this equation has1145

many possible solutions, including a calculated flow speed that is very fast in the

low corona, or finite pressure as the radius tends to infinity, only one of the solutions

is a physical representation of the expanding corona, known as the solar wind. We

show in the left panel of Figure 1.8 the expected solar wind velocities for a range

of coronal temperatures, and a close-up of radii where the sonic point is reached for1150

them on the right panel.

In this section we show a steady-state description of the solar wind, discuss

coronal sources of different types of solar wind streams, and overview solar wind

modelling.

1.4.1 Steady State Description1155

The solar wind, much like the corona, evolves on a large range of time scales, from

fractions of a second to several weeks and months. Due to its coronal origin and

solar rotation, solar wind structures for a steady state corona show a 25-day recur-

rence rate, equal to the solar rotation period [Hathaway, 2010]. Most of the infor-

mation for this steady state description of the heliosphere is sourced from Owens1160

and Forsyth [2013].

As explained in Section 1.2.2, coronal plasma is quickly heated to several mil-

lion Kelvin in the transition region and corona. These high temperatures along with
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Figure 1.9: Parker spiral magnetic field lines for a solar wind speed of 450 km s−1. Lati-
tudes of 0, 30, and 60 degrees are indicated in black, blue and red lines respectively. From
Owens and Forsyth [2013].

favourable upflows or magnetic field configurations lead to the formation of the so-

lar wind which is ejected from the corona, and reaches superalfvénic speeds after1165

about 20-30 R⊙.

In a steady state picture of the solar wind, we assume that the solar wind

photospheric footpoints remain stable, so it remains magnetically connected to the

Sun. This assumption is most accurate for solar minimum-like conditions, when

the corona is observed to display a relatively simple dipolar structure (see Section1170

1.3). The solar wind for the dipolar configuration is generally classified as fast, with

typical speeds of ∼750 km s−1, aside from a sector of ±20° latitude corresponding

to the coronal streamer belt which displays denser, slower solar wind with veloci-

ties of ∼ 300 to 400 km s−1 [Luhmann et al., 2013]. The boundary separating each

polarity in the corona is called the heliospheric current sheet (HCS).1175

1.4.2 Simple Solar Wind Models: The Parker Spiral

Because solar wind conductivity is very high [Sazhin, 1978], ideal MHD applies, so

the magnetic field is frozen into the plasma flow of the predominantly radial solar

wind. Additionally, the solar wind footpoints are anchored at the photosphere as

the Sun rotates. Due to these two constraints, the HMF traced from any solar wind1180

parcel back to its magnetic source can be expected to be wound up into a spiral as

it travels outwards. This spiral is referred to as the Parker spiral [Parker, 1958]. If

we fix a solar wind speed vsw, the three components of the magnetic field (radial,

latitudinal, longitudinal) can be calculated as;
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Br(r) = B0

(r⊙
r

)2
(1.21a)
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v
|Br(r)| (1.21b)

Bθ = 0, (1.21c)

where B0 is the photospheric magnetic field strength at the footpoint, θ is the colat-1185

itude (latitude as measured from rotational equator) and Ω⊙ is the average angular

rotation rate of the Sun. The total magnetic field strength as a function of radius can

be described as;

|B|= B0
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(1.22)

The Parker spiral model is thus one dimensional, not taking into account time varia-

tions in the photospheric field closer to the Sun. We show in Figure 1.9 the solution1190

for Parker field lines between 0 and 25 AU for a model case where solar wind speed

is 450 km s−1 for all latitudes. The tightness of the spiral wounding is propor-

tional to latitude of the photospheric footpoint, and higher latitudes display tighter

structures.

1.4.3 Solar Wind Coronal Origins1195

Despite solar wind in-situ observations being available for more than fifty years, the

precise origin of solar wind streams is still unknown, apart from the lowly charged,

fast solar wind that originates in coronal holes [Krieger et al., 1973]. Still, solar

wind in-situ observations contain information about coronal origins of the stream in

several measurable quantities. For example, the elemental and ionic composition of1200

the plasma can be linked to the electron density and temperature in the corona, as

the elements and charge-state ratios for these are ‘frozen’ above a certain distance

to the solar surface [Bochsler, 1987].

The solar wind distribution is broadly bimodal in terms of solar wind speed. It

is usually described as either “fast” or “slow”, with the original threshold being the1205

plasma bulk flow velocity being above or below 500 km s−1, respectively [Hund-
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Table 1.1: Slow and fast solar wind properties.

Property at 1 AU Fast Slow
Vr 750 km s−1 400 km s−1

np 3 cm−3 10 cm−3

Tp 2 x 108 K 4 x 104 K
Te 1 x 105 K 1.3 x 105 K
Composition (He/H) 5% 1–30%

hausen, 1972]. These two distinct types of solar wind have a very distinct set of

typical properties, which we summarise in Table 1.1. We usually find slow solar

wind to be denser, and cooler than fast solar wind.

Space missions have shown us that there are three major types of solar wind1210

flows, depending on the magnetic field configuration of the source region and on the

release frequency [Marsch, 2006]. From closed magnetic field lines (coronal loops),

we can get fast, transient wind in the form of coronal mass ejections (CMEs), or

a slow and unsteady wind from the tips and edges of temporarily open streamers,

loops, or active regions. From open magnetic field lines (coronal holes), we observe1215

a constant stream of fast solar wind.

Plasma from Closed Magnetic Field Lines

Linked to Active Regions and the quiet Sun, closed magnetic field lines can be

linked to two distinct types of solar wind, depending on the process through which

magnetic reconnection that enables the plasma to join the outflowing solar wind1220

occurs:

Fast, transient solar wind. When material builds up in an active region due

to the stronger dipolar magnetic field, the kinetic pressure increases, while mag-

netic pressure remains constant [see e.g., Chen, 2011, and references therein]. After

some time, the pressure difference reaches the point where pressure of the material1225

attempting to expand becomes larger than that of the magnetic field that is contain-

ing it. This allows the highly dense plasma to rise through the solar corona, creating

a current sheet as the antiparallel magnetic field lines above the footpoints come

closer together. This current sheet can then force magnetic reconnection to take

place, creating magnetic bubbles which are not rooted in the solar surface [Moore1230
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et al., 2008]. The magnetic tension force holding down the material significantly

decreases, and kinetic pressure forces the material upwards. Due to the loop no

longer being rooted at the photosphere, reconnection is able to take place under-

neath it. When the altitude is great enough, the structure can be released from the

low solar corona as a CME (see Section 1.3.1).1235

Slow, constant solar wind. Spectroscopic observations have shown positive

Doppler velocities near active region boundaries which are located adjacent to a

coronal hole [Harra et al., 2008], but other release method. These upflows can be

linked to a slow, steady release of material into interplanetary space [Sakao et al.,

2007]. This type of solar wind is often observed to be denser and more structured1240

than faster types [Bame et al., 1977, Schwenn and Marsch, 1990]. Recent studies

have quantified the contribution this type of solar wind in terms of total solar mass

flux, which is high, especially during periods of high solar activity [Stansby et al.,

2021b].

Plasma from Open Magnetic Field Lines1245

Coronal holes, as the prevailing structure underlying open field lines in the corona,

can be linked to fast, steady solar wind streams [Krieger et al., 1973]. Reconnec-

tion in the corona is not necessary to release coronal hole plasma as part of the

solar wind, as the magnetic field open into the heliosphere, continuously releasing

material [Borovsky, 2016]. The open field configuration leaves little time for the1250

plasma to be collisionally heated up in the corona, so solar wind from coronal holes

is relatively cool. This is observable in charge state ratios of elements within the so-

lar wind, which are characteristically lower than those of solar wind with different

source regions [Zurbuchen et al., 2002].

In this Section we have described some fundamental principles for space1255

plasma physics, revised the distinct solar layers and their observable dynamics, and

presented the solar outflow known as the solar wind. All of these notions are crucial

to contextualise and understand the linkage science presented in this thesis, where

we intend to develop a method which can adequately compare timescales captured

throughout the heliosphere, improving ballistic backmapping techniques and learn-1260
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ing about signal conservation, evolution, and transport in the solar wind.

In Chapter 2 we explain the types of observations and methods required to

reproduce the results that we show in the research chapters (Chapters 3 – 5).



Chapter 2

Instrumentation and Methods1265

In this chapter we describe the spacecraft, measurements, and the necessary tech-

niques to produce and analyse the data shown in this thesis. For each of the in situ

and remotely sensed observations, we first present the methods to collect measure-

ments and common instrument designs and then the missions and data products that

we use from each. In the last section, we list physical models and techniques used1270

throughout our original research work presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.

2.1 In situ Observations of the Solar Environment

The best method to sample the natural low density solar wind is by using instru-

ments onboard spacecraft that capture its particle populations and electromagnetic

fields, in situ. These single-point measurements can be limited because they do not1275

allow us to separate temporal and spatial variations in plasma without further as-

sumptions, so for the solar wind it must be assumed that variations observed by

a detector are dominated by spatial changes that are propagated with the mean

plasma flow [Verscharen et al., 2019]. It is also necessary that the orbital veloc-

ity of the spacecraft is slow compared to the observed solar wind bulk flow velocity,1280

as otherwise aberration of the data would be present because the two velocities are

comparable. The time series measured by the spacecraft is thus interpreted as the

radial solar wind profile as the flow passes the spacecraft sensors.
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2.1.1 Plasma Population Characterisation

To describe the solar wind properties at a given location being sampled by a space-1285

craft, we must first capture information on individual particles which conform the

plasma. Measuring the energies and trajectories of these particles allows for the

description of the statistical distribution of the sampled population, referred to as

the velocity distribution function or VDF. Usually instruments that measure particle

counts with a given energy and travel direction to infer VDFs consist of a veloc-1290

ity space filter system, a detector, and a counter. The filter controls the access of

particles to the detector, so only charged particles from a pre-selected volume ele-

ment in phase space can reach the detector at a given instant in time [Paschmann

and Daly, 1998]. Building up several snapshots with different velocity filtering, it

is possible to infer the VDF of a species. If the plasma is host to several species, as1295

is the case for the solar wind, the detectors must have the ability to distinguish be-

tween particles of different masses and charge states, as they can be used to classify

particle species and describe the plasma composition. After a velocity distribution

is accumulated, its moments can be calculated (see Eq. 1.6) to yield the number

density, bulk velocity, and pressure tensor of the plasma, which are parameters that1300

determine what processes are more likely to occur in the flow. In this work we

use two distinct types of instrument that provide plasma VDFs; Faraday Cups and

Electrostatic Analysers.

Faraday Cups

The simplest particle detector used for this purpose is based on the Faraday Cup1305

principle [Gringauz et al., 1960]. These are metal cups designed to capture charged

particles in a vacuum. The design operates under the assumption that when a vol-

ume of plasma hits the cup, it is neutralised, and a small current produced during

the metal discharge can be measured. This current is directly proportional to the

number of ions entering the sensor per unit time. The electric current can be mea-1310

sured in the metal part of the circuit, and provides a measure of the total number of

ions hitting the cup per unit time, while electrons that enter the instrument directly

produce a current when hitting the metal plate which can be measured [Paschmann
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Particle path

Detector Detector

Example Particle Trajectories

Detectors

Detectors

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of particles entering a top-hat electrostatic analyser
and being detected around its base. Top panel shows the cross-section of the analyser from
the side, showing the aperture to either side from where particles can be received. The
bottom panel is a top-down view to show the plane where detectors lie. Black lines show
path of detected particles in both panels. Adapted from Paschmann and Daly [1998].

and Daly, 1998]. Faraday cups are generally not as sensitive as other detectors

because of secondary electrons from the surface struck by incident charges and par-1315

ticle backscattering, but are highly accurate as there is a direct relation between the

measured current and the number of ions.

Electrostatic Analysers

A more complex type of particle detector is the electrostatic analyser [Paschmann

and Daly, 1998]. There exist several types, and the most common for space physics1320

is the top-hat analyser. In Figure 2.1 we show the schematic of particles entering

(top panel) and being detected (bottom panel) in a top-hat electrostatic analyser.

They are made up of two hemispheres and a number of detector anodes in a circle at

the bottom. Particles with a velocity tangential to the detector base of the top-hat are

allowed to enter through an opening at the top, which has a 360° acceptance angle.1325

Functionally, an electric field applied between plates within the top-hat analyser
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selects a particular energy range which is allowed to reach the detector plate, while

particles at other energies collide with either plate and are not detected.

To enable the measurement of counts representative of a full particle distribu-

tion, the deflecting field strength is varied over time to measure particles at different1330

energy ranges. The counts versus energy-per-charge distribution is then converted

to a velocity distribution function for each species. Spacecraft which use a top-hat

electrostatic analyser often spin to complement the abilities of the top-hat analyser

and allow for the production of full-sky 3D velocity distributions. For non-spinning

spacecraft, it is common to see three or more electrostatic analysers fitted to main-1335

tain the full-sky field of view, or to use an aperture deflection system.

2.1.2 Electromagnetic Field Characterisation

Interplanetary space is permeated by electromagnetic fields, with which particles

that form the plasma interact, so measuring these fields accurately in space is cru-

cial to understanding plasma flows and their coronal origin. While different magne-1340

tometer designs are used in solar wind studies, in this work we use only data from

fluxgate magnetometers.

Fluxgate magnetometers

Fluxgate magnetometers usually consist of three orthogonally mounted “fluxgates”

that measure the magnetic field component in a given direction [see e.g., Wei et al.,1345

2021, for an overview of their uses across the sciences]. Each fluxgate consists of

a pair of coils wrapped around a ferrous core: the driving and sense windings. The

driving coil generates a magnetic field in the core, which in turn induces a current

in the sense coil that is wrapped in a direction normal to the external field to be

measured. As alternating current is driven in the driving coil, oppositely-directed1350

magnetic fields are induced in the two halves of the core. In the case of no external

field being present, the induced field from either side is equal and opposite, so

current in the sense winding is identical to that induced by the drive winding. When

an external field is present, however, the half-core aligned with it is driven into

saturation more rapidly than the other half, producing a non-cancelling magnetic1355
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field and by extension a current in the sense winding. The strength and phase of

the difference depends on the external field’s strength and polarity, which can be

deduced in the sensor logic.

Spacecraft Charging

One interesting problem with measuring electromagnetic fields in space is that the1360

spacecraft itself and its instruments are likely to have a non-zero charge due to

spacecraft charging [Lai, 2011]. This is commonly due to photoionisation by UV

radiation from the solar wind, and can positively charge the measuring spacecraft

to 10 – 15 V [Lavraud and Larson, 2016]. The UV flux on a spacecraft for a given

distance to the Sun is approximately constant, so the spacecraft potential that de-1365

scribes the level of charging is most sensitive to the ambient plasma density and

temperatures. A non-zero spacecraft potential can affect incoming solar wind par-

ticle properties, changing their velocities and deflecting them into new trajectories

that might be out of the instrument’s field of view. More specifically, a positive

spacecraft potential can force electrons to accelerate towards the spacecraft, and de-1370

celerate or deflect ions [see e.g., Toledo-Redondo et al., 2019]. To minimise these

effects, it is common to estimate the spacecraft potential and take it into consid-

eration when measuring electrons, and to position instruments which measure the

ambient field near the ends of long booms that stick out of the spacecraft body as is

the case for several of the spacecraft we discussed in Section 2.2.1375

2.2 In Situ Plasma Missions
We use in situ solar wind observations in all of the original research chapters in this

thesis (3, 4, 5). In this section we describe the spacecraft and instruments used, in

order of appearance in this thesis.

2.2.1 WIND1380

The WIND spacecraft [Harten and Clark, 1995] was launched in November 1994,

with the operational objective of measuring the near-Earth solar wind. At the start

of the mission, the spacecraft had a variable orbit, sampling the magnetosphere

and lunar environment, and then reached its permanent position in orbit around the
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Lagrange L1 point, upstream from the Earth. Since 2004 and until time of writing,1385

WIND has been capturing data from the solar wind from L1. As some of the payload

benefits from spacecraft rotation for a greater field of view, the spacecraft spins with

a period of three seconds in a plane close to the ecliptic. We use data from two

instruments onboard the WIND spacecraft.

SWE1390

The Solar Wind Experiment [SWE: Ogilvie et al., 1995] on the WIND spacecraft is

a suite of instruments whose goal is to measure solar wind particles in near Earth

space. We use data from the two Faraday Cups onboard the spacecraft, which are

positioned in opposite ends of the spacecraft body. SWE data supports the determi-

nation of detailed three-dimensional measurements of the local plasma population.1395

We use the solar wind proton velocity, density and temperature data.

MFI

The Magnetic Fields Investigation [MFI: Lepping et al., 1995] measures the ambi-

ent magnetic field at the spacecraft. It is comprised of a pair of fluxgate magnetome-

ters, with one mounted near the end of a boom, and the other midway between the1400

first magnetometer and the spacecraft to aid in eliminating spacecraft-created fields

and more accurately capture the ambient electromagnetic fields. From WIND/MFI

we use the vector magnetic field measurements.

2.2.2 Parker Solar Probe

Parker Solar Probe [PSP: Fox et al., 2016] is a mission launched in 12 Aug. 20181405

designed to sample the nascent solar wind, at distances lower than 10 R⊙. At time

of writing, the closest approach of the spacecraft to the Sun was in Encounter 11,

with its perihelion on 25 Feb. 2022, coming within 13.3 R⊙ from the centre of the

Sun. The mission follows a complex orbit which uses Venus for gravitational assists

to progressively lower the distance from the Sun to the spacecraft over successive1410

orbits, with an average orbital period of four months. While magnetic field data is

readily available for the entire orbit, the resolution of plasma observation depends

on the relative positions of the spacecraft, the Sun, and the Earth. Due to the extreme
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temperatures the spacecraft must withstand during encounters with the Sun, it hosts

a heat shield, with instruments positioned either behind it, or outside its protection.1415

We use data from two instruments onboard PSP.

SWEAP

The Solar Wind Electrons Alphas and Protons investigation [SWEAP: Kasper et al.,

2016] is a spacecraft plasma suite which gathers observations from two complemen-

tary instruments: SPC, the solar probe cup (Faraday Cup), and SPAN, an electro-1420

static analyser.

SPC sits outside the heat shield, as its materials and simple design allow tem-

peratures of up to 1600 K to be sustained by its collection grid. SPC can determine

the velocity, density and temperature of electrons and ions with a field of view of

approximately 30 degrees [Case et al., 2020].1425

SPAN is composed of two different instruments, SPAN-A and SPAN-B. These

have wide fields of view to complement SPC in covering the full sky. SPAN-B

detects only at electrons and SPAN-A measures both electrons and ions. We use

the solar wind bulk flow velocity, proton temperature and number density from the

SPAN-A instrument.1430

FIELDS

The PSP spacecraft electromagnetic field measuring suite is named FIELDS [Bale

et al., 2016]. It is composed of five antennas, four of which are positioned outside

the heat shield, and the other in the shade of the shield. The main four antennas cap-

ture a broad range of frequencies, and the fifth antenna is used to generate a clearer1435

picture of the three dimensional, high frequency electromagnetic field properties.

From PSP/FIELDS we use the vector magnetic field measurements.

2.2.3 Solar Orbiter

The Solar Orbiter [SolO: Müller et al., 2013] mission is a joint effort by ESA and

NASA which hosts a combination of remote sensing and in situ instruments to ad-1440

dress a central question in heliophysics: How the Sun creates and controls the he-

liosphere. The spacecraft was launched on 10 February 2020 and during the science
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stage makes an orbit around the Sun every six months, reaching as close as 0.28 AU

to the Sun, and going to high latitudes to observe the polar coronal holes. We use

three of the in situ instrument suites onboard the SolO spacecraft.1445

SWA

The Solar Wind Analyser [SWA: Owen et al., 2020] hosts three different scientific

sensors, the Electron Analyser System, EAS, the Heavy Ion Sensor, HIS, and the

Proton-Alpha Sensor, PAS. In this work, we use the bulk flow velocity and proton

density based on measurements from the PAS instrument, a top-hat electrostatic1450

analyser which collects three dimensional VDFs of solar wind protons and alpha

particles.

RPW

The Radio and Plasma Waves Instrument [RPW: Maksimovic et al., 2020] is de-

signed to measure electric and magnetic fields, the plasma wave spectra and po-1455

larisation properties. From SolO/RPW we use the plasma density derived from

measurements of probe-to-spacecraft potential and electron plasma frequency.

MAG

The Magnetometer [MAG: Horbury et al., 2020] is a conventional dual fluxgate

magnetometer. It hosts two sensors accommodated on the 4-metre spacecraft boom,1460

with one positioned two thirds of the way out, and the other one fourth of the way

out. From SolO/MAG, we use the vector magnetic field measurements.

2.2.4 STEREO

The Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory [STEREO: Kaiser et al., 2008] twin

spacecraft were launched in October 2006. One of the spacecraft was set to trail1465

the Earth’s orbit in the ecliptic, and the other to lead it. Both spacecraft are fitted

with remote sensing and in situ suites, so the spacecraft do not spin. The trailing

spacecraft, STEREO-B, failed in 2014, and attempts to recover connection with it

stopped in October 2018, as in spite of a connection being made no useful infor-

mation was recovered. STEREO-A, the leading spacecraft, continues to function at1470

time of writing. We use data from two of its instruments.
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PLASTIC

The Plasma and Suprathermal Ion Composition [PLASTIC: Galvin et al., 2008]

instrument is formed by three orthogonally mounted top-hat electrostatic analy-

sers to achieve a wide field of view while remaining three-axis stabilised. From1475

STEREO/PLASTIC we use the proton density and the solar wind velocity.

IMPACT

In-situ Measurements of Particles And CME Transients [IMPACT: Luhmann et al.,

2008] is a suite of seven instruments that sample the 3-D distribution of solar wind

plasma electrons, energetic particle ions and electrons, and the local vector magnetic1480

field. From STEREO/IMPACT we use the vector magnetic field measurements

made by the Magnetometer (MAG), whose sensor is situated two thirds of the way

out of the spacecraft boom.

Data for the all solar wind measuring spacecraft described in this Section

is publicly available at https://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/index.html/. We1485

present the missions in order of appearance in this work.

2.3 Remote Observations of the Solar Environment
Research chapters 3 and 4 use remotely captured solar observations. In this section

we describe how the different spacecraft and ground based observatories capture

data which can be used to describe the solar atmosphere.1490

2.3.1 Inferring Plasma Properties from the Corona

In Section 1.2.2 we discuss coronal plasma emission and present the fundamental

processes which form it. A light emission and absorption continuum is generated

due to the capture and release of photons during electron energy level transitions

[see e.g., Culhane, 1969]. By separating and analysing these emission lines, we are1495

able to capture and describe different observable plasma populations. To image the

emitting plasma, it is common to use a telescope with a filter wheel to select specific

wavelengths to image (see Table 2.1 for an example of wavelengths which can be

used in a spacecraft). The telescope receives light from the Sun and then directs it

via mirrors to charge-coupled devices (CCDs), which register the measurements.1500

https://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/index.html/
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2.3.2 Imaging the Photospheric Magnetic Field

Images of the Sun’s magnetic field (magnetograms) can be constructed by consid-

ering the Zeeman effect applied to photospheric lines [see e.g., the application by

Hale, 1908]. The Zeeman effect, or Zeeman splitting, is described as: when a mag-

netic field is applied to an element, spectral transitions that are naturally discrete1505

from one energy to another can split to have different resulting energies (and thus

resulting photon wavelengths). This splitting is due to an interaction between the

magnetic field and the molecule’s magnetic dipole moment, µ , associated with its

orbital angular momentum. As an example, the energy (and thus resulting emitted

photon wavelength λ ) split for hydrogen is from one line at the expected energy to1510

three lines; one at a higher energy, one at the expected energy, and one at a lower

energy.

Components of the line that increase their ∆E for the transition are right-handed

polarised, and components that decrease their ∆E are left-handed polarised. The

non-shifted energy band is linearly polarised. The magnitude or degree of the en-1515

ergy split is correlated with the strength of the external magnetic field. By exam-

ining the polarisation state across a spectral line it is thus possible to determine the

strength and direction of the line of sight (LOS) magnetic field. Magnetograms are

usually shown on grey scale, with magnetic field indicated in white (black) when

coming toward (going away) from the observer, and weak field shown in grey. We1520

show an example magnetogram in Figure 2.2 on 2 July 2014, during the solar max-

imum part of the solar cycle, and presenting at least four large, strong field dipolar

regions.

2.4 Remote Sensing Missions
In this work we use both spacecraft-borne and ground-based facilities to measure1525

and describe the solar magnetic field and atmosphere.

2.4.1 The GONG Network

The Global Oscillation Network Group [GONG: Harvey et al., 1996] is a ground

based program designed to conduct a study of solar internal structure and dynamics
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Figure 2.2: Magnetogram of the solar disc during solar maximum. Sourced from
https://nso.edu/data/nisp-data/magnetograms/.

using helioseismology. It is comprised of a six-station network of imagers planted1530

around the Earth to obtain continuous observations of the Sun’s pulsations and de-

rive the Doppler velocity of the visible solar disc. The data product from the GONG

network that we use in this work are the synoptic LOS magnetograms that are pro-

duced every hour, starting on 20 March 2008. To obtain the LOS magnetic field,

the GONG instrument uses the Ni I photospheric line at a one minute cadence, for1535

a spatial sampling of 2.5 arcseconds per pixel, and an image resolution of 1024 x

1024 pixels [Jain et al., 2021].

https://nso.edu/data/nisp-data/magnetograms/
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2.4.2 The Solar Dynamics Observatory

The Solar Dynamics Observatory [SDO: Pesnell et al., 2012] was launched on 11

February 2010, and began taking measurements on 1 May 2010. SDO operates1540

in a geosynchronous orbit inclined by 28° to the equator, and is operated from a

ground station in New Mexico. Due to its hovering over the control station, SDO

offers a mostly continuous 24 hour stream of solar observations per day, apart from

a few lunar eclipses when the Moon comes in between the spacecraft and the Sun.

In this work we use data from two of the Sun-observing instruments onboard the1545

spacecraft.

HMI

The Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager [HMI: Scherrer et al., 2012] measures the

polarisation of the Fe I line. From SDO/HMI we use LOS magnetograms that are

produced by analysis of Zeeman splitting. The image resolution is high (4096 x1550

4096), and each pixel in the image is equal to approximately 0.5 arcseconds. The

telescope is however limited to observing at a resolution of 0.91 arcseconds due to

diffraction.

AIA

The Atmospheric Imaging Assembly [AIA: Lemen et al., 2012] onboard SDO pro-1555

vides high-cadence (12 second), high-resolution (4096 x 4096), full-disc UV and

EUV observations of the Sun to study variations in the corona. AIA hosts four

main telescopes, each with a filter wheel so able to observe multiple channels. In

this work we exclusively use the EUV observations, made using filters that are each

centred on one of seven spectral lines, which capture observations around 94, 131,1560

171, 193, 211, 304 and 335 Å. We show the instrument response functions for six of

these EUV channels in Figure 2.3, and the relevant regions of the solar atmosphere

that are imaged per wavelength in Table 2.1. From SDO/AIA we use observations

made with several different EUV filters that select temperatures relevant to coronal

holes and active regions particularly.1565
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Figure 2.3: Response functions at different plasma temperatures for six EUV channels used
by AIA. X axis is the logarithm of the Emission Temperature and Y axis is the perceived
light emission intensity. Adapted from Figure 11 of Boerner et al. [2012]

Channel (Å) Primary Ions Region of Atmosphere Char. log(T)

4500 continuum photosphere 3.7
1700 continuum temperature minimum, photosphere 2.7
304 He II chromosphere, transition region 4.7
1600 C IV + cont. transition region, upper photosphere 5.0
171 Fe IX quiet corona, upper transition region 5.8
193 Fe XII, XXIV corona and hot flare plasma 6.2, 7.3
211 Fe XIV active-region corona 6.3
335 Fe XVI active-region corona 6.4
94 Fe XVIII flaring corona 6.8
131 Fe VIII, XXI transition region, flaring corona 5.6, 7.0

Table 2.1: Each AIA channel corresponds to the emission line of one or more primary ion,
and therefore has a set of associated characteristic temperatures. Different channels can
be used to study different heights (regions) of the visible solar atmosphere. Adapted from
Table 1 of Lemen et al. [2012].

Preparing AIA images

Level 0 data is received at the SDO ground station, which is corrected for the charge-

coupled device noise, dark current and bad pixels, as well as flat-field effects. The
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images are rotated by 180° so the solar North is directed towards the top of the

images, and data is then labelled as ‘level 1’ data, made available to users.1570

Throughout this work, level 1 data is used for quick-looks at solar activity.

However, we further process AIA measurements to level 1.5 before further analysis

are conducted, as commonly done for analysis of high-cadence AIA observations.

Converting level 1 to level 1.5 data entails co-aligning all channels, rescaling the

images to a common plate scale, and derotating them to correct for spacecraft tilt1575

so that the solar east-west and north-south axes are aligned with the horizontal and

vertical axes of each image.

Extracting Coronal Dynamics from AIA EUV Images

Once the AIA observations are at level 1.5, we are able to extract further informa-

tion from them. In Chapters 3 and 4 we use ‘lightcurves’ to characterise dynamics1580

within a region of the observed solar disc. These are representations of the activity

in a region (usually a square) of the solar disc, for a given AIA passband. To extract

a lightcurve from a selected region, we calculate the average value of pixels at least

one standard deviation brighter than the mean values observed within the region.

This is effectively a dynamic thresholding algorithm that ignores background dy-1585

namics in the area and selects only brighter pixels, which are often associated with

dynamic features in the corona, as explained in Section 1.3.2. The advantage of this

dynamic thresholding is that the same algorithm can be applied to any region of the

solar atmosphere or AIA passband.

2.5 Methods1590

In this section we describe the techniques and models necessary to generate the

results presented throughout the thesis. Note however that the algorithm which we

employ as a primary research tool in Chapters 3 – 5 is described in Section 3.2.

2.5.1 PFSS: Potential Field Source Surface Models

Due to the optical thinness of the corona, remote sensing instruments are unable to1595

directly measure its magnetic field. To estimate the coronal magnetic field, mod-

elling must be employed [see e.g., Cargill, 2008, for an overview of coronal mag-
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netic field modelling efforts]. In this work we use Potential Field Source Surface

Modelling [PFSS: Schatten, 1972, Altschuler and Newkirk, 1969], and in this sec-

tion we describe the fundamental physics, assumptions, and limitations of PFSS1600

models.

At its core, a PFSS model solves for the coronal vector magnetic field within

a volume between the photosphere and an outer spherical surface referred to as

the “source surface”. The lower bound of the model is the photosphere, where the

magnetic field conditions are described by a synoptic magnetogram, and the upper1605

bound, or source surface, is set to a height typically between 1.5 and 3 R⊙ [Jin et al.,

2016]. The height of the source surface is the one free parameter in the model, and is

associated with the boundary condition that all magnetic field lines reaching it must

be open toward the heliosphere, becoming fully radial, such that B = (BR,0,0).

Magnetic field lines which reach the source surface then map outwards and follow1610

the normal solar wind Parker spiral configuration as they become governed by the

plasma kinematics [Owens and Forsyth, 2013].

The PFSS solution to the coronal magnetic field is the minimum energy state

for the magnetic field configuration between the boundaries. In Figure 2.4 we show

schematics of a PFSS model of the solar corona, where photospheric observations1615

are used to constrain the lower bound, and an arbitrary height source surface is used

to separate closed and open field lines. To achieve this, we must ignore currents to

neglect the first term from Maxwell’s fourth equation (1.2d). It then follows that

the vector magnetic field B can be described as a scalar potential field: B =−∇Ψ.

Recalling Maxwell’s second equation that expresses the divergenceless property of1620

the magnetic field (Eq. 1.2b), we know that ∇2Ψ = 0, and can thus solve Laplace’s

equation to derive the resulting vector magnetic field within the volume [see e.g.,

Stansby and Verscharen, 2022, for an overview of PFSS solutions].

The advantages of the PFSS model are that, since plasma motions within the

corona are controlled by the magnetic field (low plasma beta), it can provide a quick1625

approximation to the coronal skeleton and large scale plasma motions. Additionally,

the user needs only to select a synoptic magnetogram and a source surface height as
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of a PFSS model for photospheric observations from a visible part of
the Sun. At the core, in region 1, the location and polarity of photospheric magnetic fields
is shown. Given their initial configuration, closed field lines (loops) coexist in region 2.
Large loops which reach the source surface denoted by the dashed line have the transverse
components of the magnetic field removed, allowing the solar wind to extend from the
source surface into interplanetary space in region 3, with an arbitrary propagation velocity
V. From Schatten [1972].

boundary conditions. While in the initial proposal of the PFSS model by Schatten

[1972] the source surface radius RSS was set to 1.6 R⊙, more recent studies [such

as; Riley et al., 2006, Petrie et al., 2011] suggest using a larger radius from 2.5 –1630

3.25 R⊙ to more closely match open flux during solar minimum like conditions.

Thanks to spacecraft coming closer in to the Sun such as PSP, it has also been

proven that smaller source surface radii on the order of 2 R⊙ fit in with the open

flux strength and polarity measured at the spacecraft location during perihelion,

within 0.5 AU to the Sun [Badman et al., 2020]. Overall, the choice of source1635

surface depends upon the particular use that is to be made of the PFSS model, and

we indicate our logic and chosen source surface height where relevant.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of the solar wind propagation used in 2-step backmapping proce-
dure. The first step (1) is solar wind observed at a spacecraft location in situ being traced
back from the spacecraft to a coordinate at the PFSS source surface. Once a source sur-
face emission time and footpoint are determined, the PFSS-derived field lines closest to it
are followed to the photosphere. We assume corotation of the plasma parcel with the Sun.
From [Macneil, 2018].

Unfortunately, by virtue of the PFSS model not including electric currents and

thus not modelling coronal dynamics, they provide less relevant outputs for peri-

ods of high solar activity, as active region emergence and coronal mass ejections1640

(amongst other things) can substantially change the photospheric field and thus the

model results [Jin et al., 2016]. We also often do not have synoptic magnetograms

using simultaneous, 360° photospheric observations, so PFSS models must take

data inputs that are sometimes up to several weeks old. The problem of magne-

togram age is often tackled by employing physics-driven photospheric evolution1645

models, such as those provided by the Air Force Data Assimilative Photospheric

Flux Transport model [ADAPT: Hickmann et al., 2015] that make use of far-side

solar observations to minimise these dynamic effects.

2.5.2 Two Step Ballistic Solar Wind Backmapping

Describing the solar magnetic field is not enough to achieve the objectives of this1650

work, as we also compare remote sensing observations to in situ measurements in

Chapter 3 and 4, and need to estimate solar wind propagation time between two

spacecraft in Chapter 5. To enable such comparisons, it is necessary to make an ini-
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tial estimate of the link between the two domains. As explained in Section 1.1.3.3,

while motions in the solar corona are directed by the magnetic field, the progres-1655

sive decline in magnetic field strength with height leads to plasma no longer being

bound by the field evolution, becoming instead directed by plasma dynamics. This

difference in regimes forces us to consider two separate domains (steps) for plasma

that is ejected from the Sun.

The two-step backmapping procedure begins at the time of sampling the aver-1660

age solar wind bulk flow velocity [Nolte and Roelof, 1973]. We show a schematic

of the process in Figure 2.5, adapted from Macneil [2018]. For plasma with a bulk

proton velocity Vsw, it is possible to determine the source surface footpoint from

which radial expansion started by tracking the plasma parcel back to the source sur-

face height of a PFSS model. During the backmapping stage (1), it is necessary1665

to consider solar rotation, so the originating longitude at the source surface will be

different to the sampled longitude. In the second stage (2), magnetic field lines are

followed from the source surface to the photosphere following a PFSS model, and

by assuming corotation of the plasma with the Sun, solar rotation may be ignored,

and a footpoint may be found for the given solar wind packet.1670

Numerically, the time it took a given solar wind stream to be displaced from

the source surface to a spacecraft at a radius r, given a bulk flow solar wind velocity

of Vsw can be calculated with:

∆t =
r

VSW
. (2.1)

This form of ballistic backmapping is the most simple, but some studies [see e.g.,

Jokipii, 1976] demonstrate that multiplying ∆t by a factor greater than 1, correcting1675

travel time, can effectively simulate simple solar wind acceleration. For the case of

coronal hole solar wind detected at 1 AU, an empirical correction factor that aids

photospheric footpoints to lie within coronal holes more effectively is 4
3 [Neuge-

bauer et al., 1998, Macneil, 2018].

Using the result of Equation 2.1, with or without any further empirical cor-1680

rections, it is possible to retrieve the time the solar wind package measured in situ
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ceased co-rotation with the Sun, at the source surface height, and its original longi-

tude and latitude.

Two-step ballistic backmapping is a tool widely used in solar physics to link

plasma measurements within interplanetary space with their photospheric foot-1685

points [see e.g., Neugebauer et al., 1998, Zhao et al., 2009, Culhane et al., 2014,

Fazakerley et al., 2016].

2.5.3 Empirical Mode Decomposition

When the data have been prepared and the relevant windows have been outlined

for a specific pair of datasets, Empirical Mode Decomposition [EMD: Huang et al.,1690

1998] can be used to determine the timescales of variability found in them. Briefly,

the end result of applying EMD to a signal is a set of Intrinsic Mode Functions

(IMFs), which are generated depending on characteristic time scales of oscillations

present in the data. The first IMF captures the fastest timescales in the signal, and

successive IMFs contain increasingly slower components. After all of the IMFs1695

are successfully extracted, only the residual (trend) of the signal is left. Due to the

approach taken by EMD, the original signal can be reconstructed exactly by taking

the sum of all of its IMFs and trend, and it is possible to make use of IMFs that cap-

ture specific timescales exclusively through consideration of their periodicity. EMD

has furthermore been shown to outperform more traditional signal decomposition1700

methods such as Wavelet or Fourier analysis [Stallone et al., 2020].

EMD analysis considers a given time series to be composed of a combination

of oscillations, which may not display purely sinusoidal components. For an input

signal x(t), an IMF can be calculated through the sifting process as follows;

1. Identify all local maxima and minima in the given timeseries (now taken as1705

xm(t)).

2. Interpolate between all identified local maxima, to estimate an upper envelope

xhighm(t), and between all local minima to estimate a lower envelope xlowm(t).

3. Compute the mean of the two envelopes: m(t) = xhigh(t)+xlow(t)
2 and subtract it

from the given timeseries: d(t) = xm(t)−m(t), then set xm+1(t) = d(t).1710
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Steps i – iii are then repeated on the newly defined xm+1(t) until the resulting signal,

x0 in an IMF, i.e., satisfies the following criteria:

• That the number of extremes and of zero crossings are equal, or differ at most

by one.

• That the mean value m(t) of the upper and lower envelope is zero at all times.1715

• That the standard deviation difference between two consecutive repetitions is

not smaller than a predetermined value.

When all of these criteria are met, the resulting signal x0(t) is said to be the first

IMF for the input signal. When this resulting first order IMF is subtracted from the

original data, the residual can be taken as the new data to start the process again. If1720

the IMF criteria are met after following the steps and iterating upon them, a second

order IMF can be defined. This process can then repeated, extracting new IMFs, up

to the point where IMF criteria cannot be met, such as when the residual becomes a

monotonic function.

2.5.4 Intrinsic Mode Function Selection and Correlation1725

Since not all of the derived IMFs provide information that is relevant to the partic-

ular situation of interest, it is useful to consider only those that contain dynamics

occurring within a range of periodicities. P, the implied periodicity of an IMF, is

calculated as;

P = 2T/n, (2.2)

where T is the temporal duration of the IMF, and n is the total number of maxima1730

and minima in the IMF.

In our application to observations, we exclude IMFs with implied periodicities

outside of the expected periodicities relevant to each particular case and indicate

our reasoning in each instance, as oscillations that are too fast are likely linked to

background noise, and oscillations that are too slow and too similar to the trend may1735

give an oversimplified time series with respect to the dynamics of interest.
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2.5.5 Spatial Fourier Transformation

As with timeseries, Fourier Transformations can be applied to images. They de-

compose an image into its sine and cosine components, and output a representation

of the image in the frequency domain. In this domain, each point in the image1740

represents a particular frequency contained in the spatial domain (original) image

[Broughton and Bryan, 2008].

For digital images, it is common to employ the Discrete Fourier Transform

(DFT), which does not contain all frequencies that form an image but instead a

large enough set of samples to fully describe the spatial domain image. The size1745

of the original image and the size of its temporal domain representation after the

transform is the same. Before applying a Fourier Transformation to images, it is

common to spatially apodize the input image, that is, to remove the effects of the

disc-like pattern arising from the best focused part of a lens taking in measurements

by masking out values within the image histogram.1750

In Chapter 3 we present our unique algorithm which, through the use of EMD,

extracts and compares timescales observed in particular regions of the corona and

the presumably outflowing solar wind. Briefly, to apply our algorithm we select

two datasets to compare, extract windows of observations with the same temporal

duration, apply EMD to each of the windows to extract all of the IMFs, and filter1755

out IMFs which are deemed not relevant depending on the timescale they exhibit.

In Chapter 4, we expand the number of test cases, remote sensing measurements,

and comparison methodologies. In Chapter 5 we investigate whether our algorithm

can be used for solar wind measurements captured by spacecraft located at different

distances from the Sun.1760



Chapter 3

Matching Temporal Signatures of the

Solar Wind with Coronal Footpoint

observations.

This chapter is based on the published work “Matching Temporal Signatures of1765

Solar Features to Their Corresponding Solar Wind Outflows”, de Pablos, Long,

Owen, Valori, Nicolaou, and Harra [2021].

3.1 Introduction
The qualitative origins of the solar wind are well understood, and found to depend

on its in situ properties, such as the particle density, the bulk flow velocity, or the1770

ionisation states of the different populations [Stansby et al., 2019a]. The determi-

nation of the specific coronal origin of a given stream, as well as of the particular

coronal regions that have important contributions is, however, more complicated.

Several authors [see, e.g., Ohmi et al., 2004, Sakao et al., 2007, Stansby et al.,

2019b, Rouillard et al., 2020a, and references therein] have suggested a number of1775

methods that intend to aid in the determination of the specific origin of a solar wind

stream, using the range of observations that are currently available. One of the fun-

damental reasons why the origin of the solar wind is hard to constrain is that a large

amount of dynamic processing takes place during propagation, modifying parame-

ters that otherwise might be linked to the specific near-Sun plasma properties of the1780
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stream [Abbo et al., 2016].

One of the main science objectives of the Solar Orbiter mission [Müller et al.,

2020] is to determine the specific origins of solar wind streams, shedding light on

the origin and modulation of the heliospheric magnetic field and its charged particle

population [Zouganelis et al., 2020]. For this reason, the spacecraft is equipped1785

with a number of in situ detectors, as well as a range of imaging instruments. During

close approaches at ∼ 0.3 AU, the high-resolution imagers will cover up to 6% of the

visible solar surface, and require a degree of targeting. The ideal pointing location

to accomplish this objective is the source of the solar wind that is later measured

in situ. Due to the delay between plasma ejection from the Sun and detection at1790

the spacecraft location, modelling must be used to forecast likely coronal origins

of a solar wind stream. The current methods estimating likely solar wind stream

footpoints require knowledge of the solar photospheric magnetic field, modelling of

solar wind propagation, and a range of observations of the stream properties. With

regards to solar wind propagation models, some employ magneto-hydrodynamics1795

(MHD) [e.g. Mikić et al., 1999] to resolve solar wind creation and evolution, and

others assume simple ballistic propagation of the solar wind away from a rotating

Sun [see, e.g., the solar wind model by Parker, 1958]. While the more rigorous

MHD models are useful for generating a time-dependent, 3D representation of solar

wind flows, they take up a large amount of computational resources and time, and1800

are unsuitable for quick predictions of stream footpoints for SolO remote observing

operations. Simpler models that make use of the Parker-spiral-based ballistic back-

mapping, paired with a PFSS model have been shown to perform almost as well

as MHD simulations under simple coronal magnetic field configurations, such as

those corresponding to simpler magnetic-field configurations near the beginning of1805

the solar cycle [see, e.g., Riley et al., 2006].

These simple empirical models are, however, more reliant on output verifica-

tion to provide realistic information, as they are governed by over-simplified kine-

matics. To verify a given solution, different techniques have been suggested based

on different solar wind coronal-origin tracers [Cranmer, 2019]. These tracers have1810
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been taken to be compositional data (ionisation states and ratios), and structural

coronal boundaries along with their effect on the outflowing solar wind. A potential

solar wind origin tracer, which has not yet been explored with the support of rele-

vant observations, is the potential inclusion of characteristic temporal signatures in

the corona, and their propagation as part of the solar wind. As these are numerous1815

and highly variable, they could inject persistent temporal signatures in the outflow-

ing solar wind. When these signatures are sufficiently different to other timescales

observed in the corona, they could be used to aid in the determination of a solar

wind source region for a specific stream.

Coronal jets are one example of these ubiquitous coronal dynamics that are1820

described in Section 1.3.2. Briefly, they are highly collimated, transient structures

observed in coronal plasma that are speculated to be produced due to interchange

reconnection (see Section 1.2.4). These events last between 5 and 20 minutes, and

are thought to contribute a significant amount of mass and energy into the solar

wind due to their large occurrence rate [Raouafi et al., 2016]. In remote-sensing1825

observations, coronal jets are linked to sudden localised enhancements of emission

intensity in both the X-ray and EUV wavelengths that are coupled with collimated

structures. Within in situ observations, quick bursts of particles at an enhanced

speed have been observed, sometimes accompanied by a field inversion and dubbed

“switchbacks”, and other times by themselves, referred to as “plasma jets” [Kasper1830

et al., 2019].

In this chapter we use 193 Angstrom SDO/AIA observations (see Section

2.4.2). These observations have been successfully exploited before to describe

small-scale dynamics occurring in the solar atmosphere [Madjarska, 2019, and ref-

erences therein]. We hypothesise that temporal signatures of coronal jets may be1835

captured in outflowing solar wind plasma parameters, which in turn present unique

timescales often linked to solar coronal jets (5 to 20 minute sudden changes, with

different timescales of variability found).

Figure 3.1 shows three panels representing the evolution of a solar wind stream

that is ejected from an equatorial coronal hole and reaches a spacecraft (marked1840
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Figure 3.1: Schematic illustrating the hypothesis that the work in this chapter ultimately
seeks to provide a means to address. Here we illustrate the case of an equatorial coronal
hole exhibiting three bright points, identified by their light curves (illustrated on the left
of each panel). Temporal variations either within the light curve of each bright-point, or
indeed across the events, may relate to temporal variations in parameters describing the
solar wind leaving the Sun. If the coronal hole is ballistically connected to a spacecraft via
the associated outflow funnel, and even if the solar wind expands from the localised source
into the outflow funnel, as shown in each panel, it is possible that temporal variations from
the source may persist and be identifiable at the spacecraft. There may thus be parameters
within the solar wind flow that have a particular temporal fingerprint leaving the low solar
corona and reaching a spacecraft in the form illustrated in the lower right of the third panel.

“s/c” on the third panel). Within the coronal hole, a series of bright-point eruptions

take place, embedding their characteristic timescales, coloured in the same manner,

into the solar wind. Each of the three panels is labelled by a distinct timestamp (T1,

T2, T3), for each bright-point eruption, with their resulting light curve (BP 1, BP 2,

BP 3), such that each of the bright-point eruptions embeds a specific signature on1845

a solar wind parameter “X”. In this chapter we argue that because of radial prop-

agation of the solar wind, for a given solar wind stream with an estimated source

point, it is possible to compare dynamics observed at the approximate magnetic

foot-points to temporal variations found within solar wind stream parameters mea-

sured at the spacecraft location. Note that Figure 3.1 depicts magnetic-field line1850
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expansion during solar wind propagation, which may have a significant effect on

the signal morphology by implicitly stretching timescales or lowering amplitudes

of variations and thus changing the signal over time, these effects are not consid-

ered in this work due to the complexity in the interpretation of signal “stretching”.

We instead concentrate on extracting a valid light curve containing signatures of1855

coronal dynamics, and compare it against the different solar wind parameters after

applying signal decomposition methods.

Observations extracted from coronal dynamics are highly nonlinear, not being

fully described through a combination of strictly linear processes, as discussed in

the case of long term solar flare statistics by Deng and Feng [2012]. This non-1860

linearity holds for long timescales [Jiang, 2020] as well as for shorter events [see

e.g., Madjarska, 2019]. More specifically, in the remote sensing observations, the

occurrence of particular jetting events or brightenings cannot be estimated through

purely linear means, and their statistical properties are expected to broadly differ

depending on local activity. Equivalently, many different processes may take place1865

in the solar wind, increasing the complexity of the timeseries that is later observed

in situ, such as plasma oscillations, turbulence, and solar wind inter-stream dynam-

ics. Due to this complexity, it is necessary to make use of a signal decomposition

technique that allows for both nonlinearity and non-stationarity, such as the Wavelet

or Hilbert-Huang Spectra [Yanhuai et al., 2018]. Here we employ Empirical Mode1870

Decomposition (see Section 2.5.3), which is the initial step of the Hilbert-Huang

transform that decomposes an original signal into a series of Intrinsic Mode Func-

tions (IMFs), depending on timescales that are captured within them.

In this chapter, we present an algorithm that combines the extraction of a rele-

vant signal from a coronal jet found within remote observations, its linkage to in situ1875

plasma measurements and the windowing of the data for the application of EMD.

We finish with the extraction and comparison of temporal characteristics embedded

within remote and in situ datasets linked to a coronal jet eruption. The algorithm

is first tested for robustness by considering potential problems that come as part of

the observations, such as noise or additional signal buildup, and is then applied to1880
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Observations
Preparation

Synthetic data
Preparation

Data Selection
through windowing

Empirical Mode
Decomposition

of Datasets

Using real
Observations? Yes
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Calculate
performance and

store 
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Alter window
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displacements required?

No

End Analysis
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IMF set for both
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Create all generic outputs for all of the selected windows:

1. Figures displaying both signals and all derived IMFs
storing the data

2. Correlation Matrices and array for selected IMFs
3. Table of number of IMF correlation pairs above each of

the correlation thresholds

Figure 3.2: Flowchart describing steps taken in timeseries analysis. The observations re-
quire preparation before starting the process, explained in Section 3.2.1. Following prepara-
tion, the steps describe an object (grey rectangles), and an action that is applied on it (yellow
rounded rectangles). Details on each of the steps may be found in the text. IMF is used as
“Intrinsic Mode Function”.

SDO/AIA and WIND observations of the solar corona and the solar wind, respec-

tively.

3.2 Algorithm Overview
The main purpose of this algorithm is to find matching temporal signatures in two

datasets of different duration. It achieves this goal through the use of a signal de-1885

composition method that retains all the information in either signal through selec-

tive windowing of the longer of the two datasets. Figure 3.2 displays the steps taken

from the input of a (real or synthetic) dataset to the conclusion of the algorithm
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analysis. To apply the algorithm, we begin by procuring and preparing the datasets

that are to be compared. We extract data from the long timeseries using a shifting1890

window with the same duration as the short timeseries. For the short and each of the

windows of the long dataset, a signal decomposition method is deployed to extract

timescales of variability present in both in the form of functions, ignoring IMFs

which display timescales not relevant to the problem based on knowledge of the

physical system. We calculate the Pearson R correlation [Freedman et al., 2007], a1895

measure of the linear correlation between two variables, for functions with relevant

timescales, and generate a correlation matrix. This procedure is repeated until in-

formation included in the entirety of the long dataset is exhausted. Afterwards, the

windows with statistically significant correlation identify the portions of the long

timeseries where timescales of the short duration signal are present.1900

3.2.1 Pre-processing Techniques

When applying this algorithm, we often compare variables which are different in

nature to one another, which are represented with different units, and have differ-

ent magnitudes. To minimise these effects, all timestamped datasets used in this

work are normalised to take values between 0 and 1. When the two datasets have a1905

different measurement cadence, we reduce the higher cadence dataset to the lower

cadence. In the case of in situ missions whose data is in a different coordinate

system (e.g., geo-stationary magnetic for near Earth missions), we first convert the

measurements to the Radial Tangential Normal (RTN) coordinate frame.

3.2.2 Use of Empirical Mode Decomposition by the Algorithm1910

When the data have been prepared and the relevant windows have been outlined

for a specific pair of datasets, EMD can be used to determine the timescales of

variability found in them. Section 2.5.3 explains the application of EMD for any

input signal in more detail.

3.2.3 Intrinsic Mode Function Selection and Correlation1915

Since not all of the derived IMFs provide information that is relevant to the signal

of interest, it is useful to consider only those that contain dynamics displaying a cer-
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tain range of periodicities. We calculate the implied periodicity for each IMF with

Equation 2.2. In our application to observations, we exclude IMFs with implied

periodicities smaller than 5 minutes or larger than 100 minutes. After selecting the1920

IMFs that are deemed as relevant for a given window, it is possible to correlate these

against IMFs derived from the short dataset, effectively generating a correlation ma-

trix similar to the one shown in Figure 3.3.

3.3 Algorithm Testing with Artificial Data

When using synthetic data, it is possible to define the performance of the technique1925

for typical scenarios. By generating a synthetic short dataset with a characteristic

signature and embedding it within a long dataset, we can test whether high degrees

of correlation in the IMFs of the short dataset and a window of the long dataset are

found where the pulse is embedded, or if the high correlation was instead a false

positive.1930

We employ a correlation threshold corrthr to define a “hit” as a window where

temporal signatures of the two datasets match with an absolute correlation value

stronger than the given corrthr. Using this definition, a single window can display

multiple hits in the case where several IMF pairs are correlated more strongly than

corrthr. By deciding how strict we are with IMF pair correlation, such that the1935

number of false positives is minimised with respect to the number of correct identi-

fications, we are able to optimise the performance for different use cases.

For any given corrthr, we may consider hits within the bounds of the real peak

location to be ncorrect, and total hits as ntotal, declaring the hit-rate as;

Hit rate =
ncorrect

ntotal
100. (3.1)

By using the hit-rate, we may quantify how well the synthetic pulse location1940

was predicted for a specific corrthr, taking values from 0 – 100 % depending on how

well the real peak location was identified.
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3.3.1 Results from Artificial Data Tests

For application and assessment of the performance of the algorithm under realistic

constraints, artificial timeseries representative of expected coronal and solar wind1945

properties were generated as follows. A short timeseries (referred to as AIAsynth

hereafter) that displays properties of a typical solar signal of interest, i.e. an AIA

spatially averaged intensity lightcurve of a jet observation, and a long timeseries

(WINDsynth hereafter), within which the synthetic solar wind data were embedded,

were created. We created AIAsynth as a 12-second cadence timeseries with a dura-1950

tion of 1.5 hours, with a constant value of 40 arbitrary units. We then added a Gaus-

sian pulse with a duration of 20 minutes (1200 seconds) inside AIAsynth to broadly

replicate characteristics of a jetting region as observed by SDO/AIA [Alipour and

Safari, 2015]. We created the WINDsynth signal with a cadence of 3 seconds and a

duration of 24 hours, taking a constant value of 10 arbitrary units, which are a sim-1955

ilar cadence and average value for proton-density measurements at 1 AU. We then

decimated WINDsynth to a cadence of 12 seconds, to match that of the AIAsynth

signal, and added the Gaussian pulse from within AIAsynth to WINDsynth.

After generating this simple short and long signal pair, different tests were

used to evaluate the performance of the algorithm under some more realistic con-1960

straints. These were the addition of white noise to the datasets, and the addition of

a secondary pulse within WINDsynth.

Effects of Varying Levels of White-noise on Signal Recognition

By considering a range of white noise levels, we derive information about how well

our technique would perform in a turbulent medium, as is the case for both the1965

solar corona and the solar wind. Gaussian noise was added to both the AIAsynth and

WINDsynth datasets, with a standard deviation of 1, 2.5, 5, and 10 % the amplitude

of the embedded Gaussian pulse.

In the left panel of Figure 3.3 we show AIAsynth (black), and a window of

WINDsynth (blue), with their calculated Pearson correlation of ∼ -0.19, where 1 %1970

of the peak value is added as white noise to either signal. In the right panel of Figure

3.3 we show the corresponding correlation matrix for the derived IMFs for either
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Figure 3.3: Left: normalised value over time for a window of WINDsynth (blue) and
AIAsynth (black), with white noise up to 1 % of the value of the peak, with the calculated
linear correlation between the two on top. Right: Combined correlation matrix for the
timeseries on the left, for all calculated IMFs, with colour linked with value of the linear
correlation shown on each IMF pair. IMFs that are relevant for the analysis are highlighted
with a red box.

dataset, with IMFs relevant for analysis highlighted with a red square. Each of

the squares is coloured depending on the absolute Pearson correlation value for the

specific IMF pair, and the numbers show the value rounded to two decimal places.1975

We observe that, out of the four IMF pairs that are within the red square, and thus

considered relevant, two show a high degree of correlation (>0.6). We also note

that, while directly calculating the Pearson correlation between the two datasets

leads to a very small linear anti-correlation of ∼ -0.19, the IMF matrix is effectively

able to extract a stronger correlation, which may be expected of the two datasets by1980

eye, as timescales included in both datasets are expected to behave similarly. With

regards to the significance of the results, we have added the two-tailed p-values

correlations of another case study in Appendix 3.6.2.1, using a similar number of

measurements, such that the significance results are thus also relevant for these test

cases.1985

The correlation matrix shown on the right side of Figure 3.3 is useful to de-

termine the likeness of the two empirically decomposed datasets for any specific

window, but is lacking in terms of determining how well the signal was identified

overall. For this reason, we examine the entirety of the WINDsynth dataset, and we

identify all the windows where strong correlations were found.1990
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Figure 3.4: Normalised values of WINDsynth (top), and windows (bottom) where consid-
ered IMF pair correlation is above a given corrthr, for signals with up to 1, 2.5, 5, and 10 %
of Gaussian noise compared to the amplitude of the embedded Gaussian pulse. For the bot-
tom panels, the colour of the bar segments indicates how many IMFs display a correlation
above the given level, with green for one pair, and magenta for two. Darker bar segments
indicate an overlap of different windows, due to the small time shift between consecutive
windows.

Figure 3.4 shows the number of IMF pairs (colour of bar in bottom plot for

each) that reach a given correlation (y-axis) for a given time window. We derive

each of the panels in Figure 3.4 from an AIAsynth, WINDsynth signal pair with a

given white-noise percentage compared to the peak of 1, 2.5, 5, and 10 %. Within

each of the panels, the top displays the normalised WINDsynth signal over time, and1995

the bottom displays the IMF correlation achieved at each of the derived windows.

The width of the bar shown in the bottom was set to be equal to the time duration of

AIAsynth, and the colour was set to green for cases where there was one hit (AIA–

WIND IMF pair), and magenta for two. The opacity of the bar increases when hits

are found consecutively. As we can see in Figure 3.4, most of the hits found at2000

correlation thresholds higher than 0.85 are located in windows where the Gaussian

pulse was embedded.

For summarised information about the results, Table 3.1 describes the hit-rate

for each of the noise levels, at each of the correlation threshold values. We see that

100 % hit-rate is achieved for all noise profiles when the corrthr is taken to be at2005
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Table 3.1: Hit rate as calculated for a given Gaussian noise percentage at each of the corre-
lation thresholds.

0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95
1 % 14 % 16 % 22 % 20 % 24 % 33 % 40 % 100 % 0 % 0 %
2.5 % 24 % 35 % 51 % 76 % 84 % 96 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 %
5 % 56 % 60 % 67 % 74 % 84 % 93 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 %
10 % 61 % 69 % 80 % 90 % 90 % 94 % 97 % 100 % 100 % 0 %

least 0.85, implying that selecting the window of any match above this corrthr will

always yield a correct identification of the Gaussian pulse. On the other hand, we

can see that more strict correlation thresholds of 0.9 or 0.95 lead to the cases with

1 %, and 10 % noise respectively failing to identify any IMF pairs as valid.

Effects of Additional Signals on Signal Recognition2010

Due to the large number of dynamic events taking place in the solar atmosphere, it

is important to consider the effects of multiple pulses being captured in the in situ

dataset. These pulses may add complexity to the original remote sensing signal,

and could change the temporal signatures that are observed as part of the in situ

data, changing the morphology of the derived IMFs. As the separation of signals2015

depends on the timing of their release into the solar wind, it is necessary to explore

the effect of an additional pulse on IMF pair correlation and hit-rate with varying

distances between the peaks. We choose to use a small amount of white noise of

1 %, similarly to the first test case in Section 3.3.1.

To perform this test, the pulse found within AIAsynth was isolated and dupli-2020

cated, with the original and the copy being embedded in the WINDsynth timeseries.

The time difference between the peaks of the two signals was altered, selecting

values from a quarter of the Gaussian width up to to three times the signal width,

providing a range of WINDsynth shapes. Extending the definition of hit-rate from

Equation 3.1 for this test, we considered hits as correct when either of or both of the2025

Gaussian pulse peaks were included in the selected window.

Figure 3.5 shows the hit-rate for a range of peak distances between the two

signals on WINDsynth, with background noise taking values of up to 1 % of the peak
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Figure 3.5: Normalised values of WINDsynth (top), and windows (bottom) where consid-
ered IMF pair correlation is above a given corrthr, for signals with up to 1 % of Gaussian
noise compared to the amplitude of the embedded Gaussian pulse, and a duplicated pulse in
WINDsynth positioned at 0.25, 0.75, 1, and 3 times the width of the original pulse from the
centre of the original pulse. For the bottom panels, the colour of the bar segments indicates
how many IMFs display a correlation above the given level, with green for one pair, and
magenta for two. Darker bar segments indicate an overlap of different windows, due to the
small time shift between consecutive windows.

signal value. Within each of the four test cases, the top panel shows the modified

WINDsynth signal, and the bottom shows windows where valid IMFs show corre-2030

lations at each of the thresholds with the bars, with width equal to the duration of

AIAsynth and the colour of the segments being determined by the amount of short–

long IMF pairs found to be correlated more strongly that each of the thresholds.

The distances between the peaks of the duplicated signals tested here are taken to

be, starting from the top left and following clockwise, 0.25, 0.75, 1, and 3 times the2035

width of the original signal. All of the generated signals in this test can be directly

compared to the performance of the first case on the previous test (top-left panel in

Figure 3.4), as the white noise level is taken to be 1 % in both. We can see that most

of the hits are found at the correct time if corrthr is set to 0.8.

Table 3.2 displays the original results from 1 % noise on top of the simple2040

signals on the first row, copied from Table 3.1, followed by the hit-rate results for

the different peak separation distances shown in Figure 3.5. Table 3.2 shows that,
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Table 3.2: Hit rate as calculated for the simple case with 1 % noise, and for each of the
given duplicated signal peak separation, at each of the correlation thresholds.

0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95
1 % 14 % 16 % 22 % 20 % 24 % 33 % 40 % 100 % 0 % 0 %

0.25x 57 % 78 % 86 % 94 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 0 % 0 %
0.75x 38 % 47 % 56 % 64 % 88 % 91 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 0 %
1x 50 % 53 % 57 % 61 % 72 % 80 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 0 %
3x 52 % 64 % 73 % 80 % 92 % 92 % 100 % 100 % 0 % 0 %

unlike in the previous 1 % noise test signal, a correlation threshold of 0.8 is enough

for the hit-rate of all cases to be 100 %, compared to the corrthr of 0.85 that is

required on the case with 1 % noise. In Table 3.2 we can also see that every one2045

of the duplicated peak cases performs better than the simple 1 % noise test, with

higher calculated hit-rates across all correlation thresholds.

Discussion of Tests

After assessing the performance of the technique under different scenarios, we have

established the conditions under which the method performs poorly. Generally, a2050

correlation threshold above 0.7 shows hit-rates above 80 % in all cases, except the

one with 1 % Gaussian noise. This is likely because too many IMFs are ignored in

this case, as the signal is over-simplified with such a small amount of noise. Based

on this assessment, we expect IMF Pearson correlations above 0.7 to be relevant,

and correct in three out of every four cases, therefore implying strong temporal2055

signature correlation between the two datasets.

3.4 Case Study with SDO and WIND Data
After the testing of the algorithm with synthetic datasets, the same methodology

was employed to match temporal signatures of an observational case which used

remote-sensing and in situ measurements of solar features. In the case of coronal2060

jet signals and the injection of their temporal signatures into the solar wind, the

assumptions we make for application of the algorithm here are:

1. That dynamics observed as intensity changes in the 193 Angstrom passband
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of SDO/AIA impose particular timescales that then propagate with the out-

flowing stream.2065

2. That these timescales do not suffer significant changes during propagation out

to 1 AU.

3. That the Parker spiral model of the solar wind can be used to predict solar

wind origins within a 12-hour error bar.

The first step to select data for a case study was to explore coronal-hole solar2070

wind streams near solar minimum, at a time when SDO observations were avail-

able. The chosen period was the second week of November 2016, when a coronal-

hole solar wind stream was identified through low charge-state ratios, high bulk

flow velocity, and low proton density in solar wind measurements at L1. This

time period was checked using the Cactus Coronal Mass Ejection catalogue2075

[https://sidc.be/cactus/] to ensure that there was no large scale, Earth-facing activity

that may have affected the persistence of small-scale coronal activity in the solar

wind stream. The second step was to identify the likely origin of this solar wind

stream. It was identified to be a large southern coronal-hole extension, observed in

SDO/AIA EUV images of the solar atmosphere. This coronal hole extension was2080

large, spanned the solar Equator, and showed no active regions surrounding it.

We first required a characterisation of observational signatures of relevant tem-

poral signatures in the solar corona. Through investigation of these measurements,

we inferred events that could potentially affect solar wind temporal characteristics.

The measurements that we used for this purpose were intensity measurements of2085

the solar corona on the remote-sensing side, and proton density, temperature, mass-

flux, solar wind velocity, and magnetic-field strength on the in situ side. See e.g.,

Stansby et al. [2021a] and references therein for other examples of studies which

compare coronal properties and mass flux to solar wind observations.

Due to the uncertainty in time of ejection and duration of travel, for the 1.52090

hours of remote-sensing observations, we collected 24 hours of in situ observations

to apply the algorithm to.

https://sidc.be/cactus/
https://sidc.be/cactus/
https://sidc.be/cactus/
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Figure 3.6: Solar wind stream from 9 to 19 November 2016. From the top to the bottom
panel, we show total magnetic-field strength, solar wind radial velocity, proton temperature,
number density, and mass-flux. Highlighted in grey the portion of solar wind with coronal-
hole plasma-like properties: high bulk flow velocity (above 500 km s−1) and low proton
density. The red vertical line highlights data which are used for ballistic backmapping
(18:05 – 18:15 12 November 2016). The orange column highlights data that is used in the
analysis, selected up to 12 hours before and 12 hours after data used for backmapping.

3.4.1 Observations

We use in situ solar wind measurements of plasma bulk flow velocity from the 3DP

instrument onboard the WIND spacecraft (see Section 2.2.1), along with the space-2095

craft position at the time of the in situ observation to perform ballistic backmapping

of the solar wind stream to the solar corona. We highlight measurements used

in the backmapping with the red bar in Figure 3.6 (18:05 to 18:15 UT on the 12

November), and the 24 hours of measurements used for analysis in orange. The

backmapped stream shown in red was selected to be at the peak of outflowing ve-2100

locity of a coronal-hole solar wind stream, which lasts several days and is illustrated

in grey.

For the application of our algorithm, we used data from 06:00 UT on 12

November to 06:00 UT on 13 November 2016, and considered several different

measurements from the WIND spacecraft. From the 3DP instrument, we consid-2105
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ered the solar wind velocity Vx, proton number density Np, proton temperature TP,

and calculated mass-flux radially away from the Sun, M f = −Np ∗mp ∗Vx. From

the MFI instrument onboard WIND we calculated total magnetic-field magnitude

as BT =
√

Bx
2 +By

2 +Bz
2.

To construct the remote-sensing signal, we employed EUV measurements of2110

the 193 Å passband from SDO/AIA. These provided us both with context informa-

tion for the magnetic footpoint location, and with observations needed to charac-

terise dynamics in the low corona. The coronal region of interest was selected using

results from a combination of ballistic backmapping and coronal field-line tracing,

named two step ballistic backmapping and described in Section 2.5.2, leading us2115

to employ SDO/AIA 193 measurements from 15:00 to 16:35 UT on 9 November

2016.

We obtained remote-sensing measurements of the photospheric magnetic-

field using synoptic magnetograms from GONG network observations (see Section

2.4.1). The selected time for the synoptic map was 18:00 UT on 9 November 2016,2120

as it was the closest available map to the calculated time of solar wind ejection of

∼ 16:00 on 9 November. These magnetograms were used as the boundary condition

for a Potential Field Source Surface model of the coronal magnetic-field. The PFSS

model solver that we employed can be found in the “pfss” package [de Rosa, 2010]

as part of SolarSoftWare, IDL [Freeland and Handy, 1998]. This package allows for2125

the derivation of potential-field solutions to the coronal magnetic-field, with the free

parameter being the Source Surface height, usually set at around 2 – 2.5 R⊙ above

the solar surface (See Section 2.5.1). In this analysis we used a high source-surface

height of 2.5 R⊙, to prevent the model from showing the spacecraft photospheric

footpoints within closed fields.2130

3.4.2 Data-Driven Modelling and Image Processing

To link remote and in situ observations of the stream, we applied a two-step

backmapping technique, commonly used to produce mapped solar wind source-

point locations at the photosphere. The technique combines a PFSS model (Sec-

tion 2.5.1) with ballistic backmapping (Section 2.5.2) to establish a connection be-2135
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.7: a) PFSS extrapolation overlaid on 193 AA observation of the solar atmosphere,
showing closed field-lines in white, and open field-lines in green (positive polarity) and
magenta (negative polarity). b) Coronal field-line tracing from source-surface height of 2.5
solar radii, at the sourcepoint “SP”, to the field footpoints in the solar photosphere, “FP”,
with the black bounding box representing the field of view used in the case study. c) Cutout
of an SDO/AIA 193 image of the area used in the case study, with numbered regions, and an
indicated footpoint location for WIND observations (FP) with a grey pentagon. d) Average
intensity in SDO/AIA 193 for numbered regions outlined to the left, considering only values
at least a standard deviation above the regional mean within each respective square for one
hour and a half of observations.

tween a given solar wind stream, and a time and location of ejection from the solar

atmosphere. We apply an empirical correction factor to the ballistic travel time

[treal =
4
3 ∗ tballistic], discussed within the introduction to ballistic backmapping.
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We show the PFSS extrapolation of solar photospheric magnetic-field at the

relevant time in Figure 3.7a, and overlay SDO/AIA 193 measurements to guide the2140

reader in the relative position of closed field lines in white, and open field lines

of either polarity in green (positive) and magenta (negative). In Figure 3.7b we

overlay a black square representing the location of the bounding box identified and

used by the study, as well as calculated footpoints for the ten minutes of WIND

observations used in the ballistic backmapping, after following the relevant open2145

magnetic-field-lines to the photosphere.

We took these magnetic footpoints to be within a 250 arcsec2 bounding box

shown in Figure 3.7c. We used a cutout of the selected pixels to extract the

lightcurves shown in Figure 3.7d. These extreme ultraviolet light intensity images

were processed with the normal SDO/AIA preparation, explained in Section 2.4.2.2150

From this 250 arcsec2 cutout we create a grid with a set of five rows and

columns, separating each of the images into 25 squares, such that the small-scale

dynamics present within each of them could be well resolved by SDO/AIA, while

some context was retained. Within each of these squares, we extract the lightcurve

as shown in Section 2.4.2. In Figure 3.7d we show four EUV lightcurves, one for2155

each of the numbered squares. The third outlined region “Jet” shows data from

a part of the coronal-hole where a coronal bright point emerged and produced four

brightening events that showed jet-like features (collimated intensity enhancements,

fast timescales), with durations over 10 – 20 minutes, lasting about 20 minutes over-

all. The other numbered regions were extracted to be used as control datasets for2160

both the signal extraction and analysis methods, and chosen to be different from the

“Jet” region in background intensity and expected timescales.

We applied the algorithm to the four selected remote-sensing datasets, as well

as to each of the five parameters in the in situ dataset shown in Figure 3.6 for the

period shown as shaded orange. The remote-sensing data were taken to be the short2165

dataset (AIA), and the in situ parameters were taken to be the long dataset (WIND).

As with the synthetic cases, each dataset was normalised before analysis.
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Figure 3.8: Left: Resulting IMF decomposition for normalised signal of a region of the
solar atmosphere that displays jetting activity on top of a coronal bright point. Right: Re-
sulting IMF decomposition for a window of the proton density measurements which shows
a high degree of correlation against the jetting signal. Top panel of each column shows
original signal (red), along with residual (black), with panels below displaying all derived
Intrinsic Mode Functions with the residual values added, from smallest to largest implied
periodicities P, accompanied by IMF number.

3.5 Results from the Case Study

Both of the columns in Figure 3.8 display a signal decomposed using EMD, as well

as their calculated IMFs with periods (P) found to be between 5 and 20 minutes, as2170

calculated using Equation 2.2, and in line with timescales of coronal bright-point

jets [Madjarska, 2019], along with the IMF number on the top left of each IMF.

On the top panel of either column, we show the signal in red, and the residual in a

dashed black line.

On the left panel of Figure 3.8, we show the “jetting” signal. On the top panel2175

we find a clear signal compared to the background, with a localised peak around the

centre, and several features of varying magnitude within it, which are captured in

the IMFs. IMF 3/6 captures dynamics that take place on approximately 10-minute

timescales, capturing four sudden brightening events of different intensities. IMF

4/6 contains dynamics that have a timescale of 20 minutes, namely the two main2180
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features of the jetting signal. IMF 5 captures the entire coronal bright point event,

which shows an estimated period of 63 minutes, similar to the implied duration of

the event.

On the right column of Figure 3.8, we show a window of the mass-flux signal

that shows a high degree of correlation to the remote-sensing dataset when applying2185

the algorithm. Of all of the tested in situ parameters, the mass-flux provides the

highest correlation between the IMFs that are considered. On the top panel of Figure

3.8, we do not find a structure as clear as on the jetting signal. IMFs 3, 4, 5 and

6 show implied periodicities of 5, 12, 32, and 63 minutes, respectively, and are

therefore all considered for correlation.2190

For each of the WIND parameters, the algorithm described in Section 3.2

was applied, correlating them against the remote-sensing jet observations, and

thus yielding time shifts for which temporal signatures found within relevant IMFs

match up with those also found in the remote data.

Figure 3.9 shows the results from the algorithm being applied to M f (top left),2195

Np (top right), BT (bottom left), V x (bottom right), and Tp (centre bottom), ordered

depending on the highest correlation achieved between valid IMFs. Within each of

the five plots, the top part shows the normalised in situ dataset over time, and the

bottom part shows the highest Pearson correlation achieved for valid IMF pairs over

time. The width of the bars is equal to the temporal duration of the remote-sensing2200

signal, and the colour of each of the segments corresponds to the number of IMF

pairs which are correlated more significantly than each of the specific thresholds.

The red vertical bar shown in all of the panels is co-temporal with the radial solar

wind velocity used for pinpointing the origin of the solar wind stream.

Broadly, the highest correlations for all variables in Figure 3.9 are reached near2205

the start of the timeseries, approximately 10 to 11 hours before the backmapped time

(07:00 UT on the 12 November). The variable that shows the strongest correlation

is the mass-flux M f , with a window displaying a Pearson correlation between one

IMF pair higher than 0.9. The rest of the parameters shown here are correlated

less significantly, displaying similar timescales to the jetting observations between2210
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Figure 3.9: Normalised values of in situ parameters (top), and windows (bottom) where
considered IMF pair correlation to the jetting signal is above a given corrthr, for the set of
WIND measurements used in the algorithm, decimated to 12 seconds and then normalised.
The width of the green bars is equal to the temporal duration of the jetting dataset (1.5
hours), and the red bar shows the time used for ballistic backmapping. Variables shown are:
top left, solar wind mass-flux [M f ] ; top right, proton number density [N p]; bottom left,
Total magnetic-field strength [BT ]; bottom right, solar wind radial velocity [−V x]; bottom
centre: proton Temperature [Tp].

07:00 UT and 10:00 UT on 12 November.

Figure 3.10 contains the IMF correlation matrix for a window of the normalised

mass-flux dataset that corresponds to the peak correlation reached on the top left

panel of Figure 3.9. The intensity of the blue/red colour in Figure 3.10 is linked

to the strength of the calculated Pearson linear correlation between IMFs. The fifth2215

AIA IMF is positively correlated with the sixth WIND IMF with a high value of

0.91. The remainder of the correlations highlighted in the red rectangle are below

0.4, and therefore are not strong enough to be relevant for the purpose of finding

similar timescales within the two datasets. Appendix 3.6.2.1 shows the correspond-
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Figure 3.10: Pearson linear correlation matrix for IMFs derived from a highly correlated
window of the mass-flux. Colour of the square indicates positive or negative correlation,
with the intensity of the shade related to the absolute value. The highlighted rectangle in
red, spanning WIND IMFs 3 – 6, and AIA IMFs 3 – 5, shows IMF pairs that were considered
for correlation.

ing p-values for the Pearson R values that we show in Figure 3.10, which are in-2220

dicative of the significance of these results.

3.6 Discussion and Conclusions
After presenting our novel technique, testing the method with simple synthetic data,

and applying it to data captured in the corona and the solar wind, we bring together

our findings. In this section we discuss the performance of the technique for our2225

artificial and observational datasets, argue that the solar wind is accelerated at a rate

other than that expected from the empirical correction factor, and explain uncertain-

ties and limitations to this study.

3.6.1 Technique Performance on Artificial Datasets

We have described an algorithm that is able to correctly identify the location of2230

a simple Gaussian-like pulse under idealised circumstances in synthetic observa-

tions. The performance appears to be poor when the used correlation threshold is

below 0.7. We therefore see that the technique requires a strong, clear pulse, that

needs to stand out well above background oscillations, and benefits from a degree
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of complexity on the background noise up to the case with 10 % noise.2235

When including an additional pulse in the dataset, the algorithm performance

is better for larger separation between the pulses. This is likely due to a large over-

lap between the signals significantly deforming the original shape of the relevant

window, affecting the derived IMF shape and by extension timescales that are de-

tected.2240

3.6.2 Technique Performance on Observational Dataset

We have shown that our method can distinguish between coherent enhancements

and random fluctuations of a signal by accounting for expected periodicity of events

that occur in a remote sensing dataset (see Figure 3.8), while still considering the

amplitude of the decomposed variability thanks to EMD. For our case study, the cor-2245

relation matrix for the window showing the highest correlation for the two datasets

overall, the solar wind mass-flux, is shown in Figure 3.10. We also note that the

only IMF pair which is highly correlated is that with the slowest variability for ei-

ther dataset, and see similar behaviour on all of the other matching windows, where

the highest order IMFs of either dataset are the ones found to be correlated more2250

strongly. This is a different behaviour to that observed from the synthetic case,

where a cluster containing several different IMF pairs shows strong correlation be-

tween them (see Figure 3.3).

3.6.2.1 Significance of Correlation Values for Wind Case Study

In order to verify the statistical significance of the calculated correlations, we ex-2255

tracted the two-tailed p-values for the correlation matrix shown in Figure 3.10. The

two-tailed p-value gives the probability that the null hypothesis can not be rejected.

In the case of the Pearson R correlation, the null hypothesis is that the absolute value

of a correlation value could be achieved by a different pair of datasets, therefore the

p-value is a measure of the statistical significance of any calculated correlation. In2260

this work, we take a p-value below 0.05 to be showing that the found correlation is

statistically significant.

We show p-values for the Wind case study shown previously in this Chapter
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Figure 3.11: Matrix containing two-tailed p-values for IMF pairs calculated with the mass-
flux observational test case and the jetting signal shown in Section 3.4. Intensity of the blue
colouring is linked to p-value. Red highlight denotes IMF pairs that are used in analysis.

in Figure 3.11, with lighter colours referring to lower p-values, and darker colours

referring to higher p-values. We note that in pairs of strong or moderate correlation2265

within Figure 3.9 (e.g. AIA IMF 5: Wind IMF 6, with a Pearson R correlation of

0.9, or AIA IMF 4: Wind IMF 5, with a Pearson R correlation of 0.35), the p-value

is low, and therefore the calculated Pearson R correlation is statistically significant.

As the number of measurements is equal on all other parameters and correlations

shown in Figure 3.9, as well as throughout the synthetic datasets from Section 3.3,2270

we expect moderate and strong correlation values (above 0.3) to be statistically

significant throughout this work. A small caveat with this approach is that due to the

auto-correlation between windows extracted from the long dataset, the number of

independent measurements (Nind) is by definition smaller than the actual number of

measurements N, so these calculated p-values act as an upper limit to significance.2275

3.6.3 Solar WIND Reaching 1 AU Faster than Expected

After applying our algorithm to observations, we observe that the best match for the

timescales of the jetting eruption occur in the solar wind dataset some 10 – 12 hours

before the time identified using solar wind back-mapping. This high correlation
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is seen most notably in the mass-flux but is identifiable also in the proton number2280

density, total magnetic field, and across other analysed parameters with varying de-

grees of linear correlation values. Overall, these results imply that the solar wind

from the coronal ejection could have reached 1 AU rather faster than would be ex-

pected from the simple ballistic back-mapping. The latter technique was applied in

the case presented here with the “empirical correction factor” of 4/3 originally sug-2285

gested by Neugebauer et al. [1998]. These authors employed this factor to force a

closer match between mapping of coronal-hole boundaries and their corresponding

solar wind streams, and this factor has been subsequently used in other studies of

solar wind propagation such as Macneil [2018] to great success. However, given

this is a rather simplistic approach, it may be that one of the primary uses for our2290

technique would be fine-tuning solar wind travel times for use in studies of the link

between the solar corona and the heliosphere. Indeed, application of the technique

for different events and over different radial distance ranges (either between the

corona and spacecraft such as SolO and PSP or between pairs of such spacecraft in

the solar wind) offers the possibility of refining the value of the average empirical2295

correction factor, and determining its dependence on distance range. In this sense,

the technique developed here could offer the opportunity to determine the degree of

acceleration different kinds solar wind may experience at different distances. Nev-

ertheless, in the case study presented here, our results imply a solar wind travel time

of 64 hours instead of the 75 hours predicted by the simple back-mapping with a 4/32300

correction factor. Application of this factor implies that the solar wind has an aver-

age speed over its journey to 1 AU that is only 75 % of that observed. Performing

the back-mapping without the 4/3 factor, the calculated travel time (for solar wind

travelling at constant speed – the observed speed at 1 AU) would be 56 hours. Our

result clearly falls between these two values, and so in this case we can conclude2305

that the result would be consistent with the solar wind having an average speed

which is 87.5 % of the observed speed at 1 AU. Since this speed is 17 % faster than

use of the 4/3 empirical factor would imply, it appears that the solar wind stream

had experienced less acceleration over its journey than the case studied by Neuge-
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bauer et al. [1998]. This means that a smaller empirical correction factor of 64/56 =2310

8/7 would have performed better than the 4/3 acceleration factor for this solar wind

stream.

We performed the EMD analysis using a number of parameters categorising

the solar wind. As we noted above, of these tested parameters, the solar wind mass-

flux is the parameter that shows the greatest similarity in EMD timescales with the2315

coronal-hole jetting signal. This may indicate that variation of the mass-loss rate

from the coronal-hole, which manifests as variation in the mass-flux detected at a

spacecraft in the solar wind, has a broad relationship with the intensity variations in

the bright-point light curve (cf. Figure 1). The good correlation for the mass-flux

may then be due to this being a conserved quantity, decreasing at a rate directly2320

proportional to radial distance.

3.6.4 Uncertainties and Limitations

Several assumptions made when extracting the timeseries must be considered.

These are with regards to the kinematics of plasma near and away from the solar

origin, signal persistence and propagation, impact of solar activity on performance,2325

or are imposed due to constraints of the modelling.

In terms of assumptions related to the kinematics of the plasma, there could

be problems with the calculation of the backmapped time and location. The first

potential problem is that the time taken for jet plasma to reach from the low corona

to the point where the solar wind is generated, the “source-surface”, is not consid-2330

ered here. Additionally, although we have argued above that the technique could be

used to refine the empirical correction factor and more accurately identify a travel

time, problems may result if in reality that correction factor, reflecting the degree of

acceleration of the wind, changes rapidly from stream to stream.

These issues can be reduced by making use of in situ measurements taken2335

closer in to the corona, such as those provided by PSP and SolO, which we try in

follow-up Chapters 4 and 5, or using a more precise model for the coronal magnetic

field.

Regarding assumptions related to the persistence of the signal during propa-
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gation, there is an important assumption that the morphology of the Intrinsic Mode2340

Functions, and therefore of the maxima and minima present in the original signal

and respective frequencies that are extracted, would be maintained from emission

in the corona to the measurement at WIND. Furthermore, the relationship between

light emission intensity changes in the corona and plasma density and temperature

has been shown not to be one-to-one. In spite of the idea of modifying signal shape2345

slightly being discussed in the case where the duplicated signal overlaps with the

original signal in Section 3.3.1, it could be further tackled by testing the effects of

modifications of signal morphology.

While we have tested the effects of one additional Gaussian pulse on synthetic

observations, we have not considered the effects of a more active underlying corona.2350

The current test case is purposely made on as quiet conditions as possible for avail-

able observations, and further work would need to be done in order to constrain

and differentiate potential source regions of solar wind streams for more complex

coronal configurations.

Regarding assumptions made in the modelling of the coronal magnetic field,2355

the selection of a representative source-surface height for PFSS models has been

studied extensively in the past. More recently, it was demonstrated that in order for

the polarity of a coronal-hole source region to match that of the solar wind captured

at PSP, different modifications to the height of the source-surface were required [see

Badman et al., 2020, and references therein], with current work agreeing with a2360

non-spherical source-surface based on near-Sun observations from PSP [Panasenco

et al., 2020]. Similarly to the plasma-kinematics problem, making use of PSP or

SolO data to verify the connection through, e.g., polarity on the two domains can

help in deciding what the best-performing source-surface height is for the specific

stream.2365

3.6.5 Conclusions

We have created an algorithm that, through the use of windowing and EMD, is able

to compare the timescales of variability of two different timeseries. We have tested

the algorithm with synthetic datasets over a range of noise levels and found that, if
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using a correlation threshold of at least 0.7, we ensure temporal signatures are found2370

where expected over 75 % of the time. We have investigated the effects of additional

signals on the performance of the algorithm and have found that it was still able to

extract relevant signatures with an even lower correlation threshold required.

When we have applied the algorithm to SDO/AIA and WIND observations,

we find similar variability timescales at a time 10 – 11 hours earlier than expected2375

on the basis of the solar wind stream used for backmapping, and that the best per-

forming parameter is the mass flux. The former finding implies that the ballistic

backmapping underestimates solar wind speed by about 15 % at 1 AU when using

an empirical correction factor of 4/3 to simulate the effects of solar wind accel-

eration, suggesting that a smaller empirical correction should be instead applied.2380

We have argued that the latter finding is supported by the conservation of mass

flux when assuming the magnetic-field lines to be frozen into the plasma for high

plasma-β environments.

In the next chapter, we will apply the algorithm developed here to solar wind

observations captured closer in to the Sun, using coronal observations from several2385

passbands, for two distinct case studies. This enables us to test our algorithm for

different kinds of solar wind origins, to improve our simple categorisation of coronal

activity, and to test a case where a lesser degree of solar wind evolution can be

expected.



Chapter 42390

Multi-wavelength Study of near-Sun

Solar Wind Origins

The first case study presented on this chapter is based on unpublished work by the

author as part of his PhD. The second case study is derived from work by the author

within a collaboration under an International Space Science Institute (ISSI) group2395

of which the thesis writer is the lead author, specifically contributing the introduc-

tion, data analysis, and application of the EMD algorithm: “Searching for a Solar

Source of Magnetic Field Switchbacks in Parker Solar Probe’s First Encounter”

de Pablos, Samanta, Badman, Schwanitz, Bahauddin, Harra, Petri, Cormack, Man-

drini, Raouafi, Pillet, and Velli [2022]. However, some figures presented here in the2400

analysis of the second case study have been provided by collaborators in the ISSI

group, as stated in their figure caption, and are reproduced here to provide context

to the analysis done by the author of this thesis.

4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, we presented a new algorithm that employed Empirical Mode De-2405

composition to isolate timescales of variations in different data sets and test for

their persistence from the corona into the outflowing solar wind measured at 1 AU.

The results implied that for the period the solar wind was reaching the spacecraft

faster than expected when utilising a 4/3 acceleration factor [see e.g., Neugebauer

et al., 1998], but slower than expected on the basis of the constant solar wind speed2410
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approximation. In this chapter we used in situ observations from the PSP and SolO

spacecraft that were captured closer in to the Sun, with both measuring the solar

wind inside of 0.5 AU, in an attempt to reduce the effect of radial evolution on the

solar wind properties. We use our algorithm to compare these observations with the

relevant multi-wavelength coronal AIA remote sensing observations for different2415

magnetic field configurations.

The first spacecraft to take near-Sun (within 0.5 AU) solar wind measurements

were the twin Helios spacecraft, launched in 1974 (Helios A) and 1976 (Helios

B), with mission goals that required taking observations both between the Sun and

the Earth, and beyond Earth’s orbit. A summary of the scientific results of the2420

Helios mission is available in the ‘Physics of the Inner Heliosphere’ book [Schwenn

and Marsch, 1990], which details how the twin spacecraft were the first to observe

modifications in the solar wind due to coronal holes and comet tails, and how the

spacecraft were able to make the first detection of helium ions within the solar wind.

Unfortunately, no high-cadence remote sensing observations of the solar corona2425

(UV, EUV) were made at the same time as the mission was active, so it is not

possible to compare Helios measurements to e.g., AIA measurements, as we do

with WIND in Chapter 3.

The second spacecraft to sample near-Sun solar wind with specialised instru-

ments was Parker Solar Probe [PSP: Fox et al., 2016]. While it hosts a white2430

light imager that captures the solar wind 90° from the spacecraft-Sun line [WISPR:

Vourlidas et al., 2016], PSP does not host remote sensing instruments which we

can use to study the solar wind which will reach the spacecraft. Still, as other

measurements of coronal activity are available while PSP is active, it is possible to

investigate the solar origin of plasma that is sampled by the spacecraft provided the2435

relevant candidate source region was captured on disc by a remote sensing instru-

ment, such as AIA or STEREO-A.

Solar Orbiter is the third mission designed specifically to take dedicated near-

Sun solar wind measurements. Additionally, the spacecraft does host a full remote

sensing payload, such that even when the origins of solar wind reaching Solar Or-2440
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biter is not observable from Earth, it is possible for the spacecraft to observe plasma

escaping the corona and then capture it with its plasma instruments.

In this Chapter we present two distinct case studies that tackle the question of

solar wind origins for different streams, using data from different spacecraft. One

case investigates the solar wind emanating from an Active Region and reaching2445

Solar Orbiter, and the other explores solar wind from a small equatorial coronal

hole captured by Parker Solar Probe.

4.2 First Case Study: Active Region Solar Wind
The first case study in this Chapter considers the solar wind that is expected to

be released from Active Region SPoCa 24280 (not registered by National Oceanic2450

and Atmospheric Administration). Compared to coronal hole solar wind, active

region sources typically exhibit lower bulk flow speeds, higher charge states, and

greater variability in plasma composition and other plasma parameters [Neugebauer

et al., 2002]. There exist a range of mechanisms which may explain how solar

wind is released from active regions. These include interchange reconnection at2455

active region boundaries [Baker et al., 2007], and at high-altitude magnetic null

points above Active Regions [Del Zanna et al., 2011]. Evidence has also been found

indicating a multistep reconnection process, driving plasma from closed loops to a

high-altitude null point, and then into the solar wind [Culhane et al., 2014]. As

alternatives to the mechanisms involving magnetic reconnection, it has also been2460

suggested that closed loops can expand enough that they effectively join the solar

wind flow [Morgan et al., 2013].

In this case study we explore whether signatures linked to magnetic reconnec-

tion, i.e., intensity enhancements in EUV passbands, are preserved into the solar

wind, and whether or not they are sampled by SolO.2465

4.2.1 Data and Methods

We again use the algorithm described in Section 3.2, which extracts and compares

timescales from a ‘short’ and ‘long’ duration datasets. In this case study, the short

datasets are active region EUV observations in several wavelengths, and the long
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dataset is solar wind in situ observations from SolO.2470

4.2.1.1 Data Analysis

We use full-disk EUV observations from AIA to identify and characterise

timescales present in signatures related to Active Region SPoCa 24280. We choose

to use the 94, 193, and 211 Å channels, for which temperature profiles and relevant

structures expected to be observed are described in Section 2.4.2, all of which are2475

expected to be relevant for active region dynamics. We use data from 19:30 UT 27

May to 12:30 UT 28 May 2020.

We use GONG (see Section 2.4.1) synoptic magnetograms generated from

white light continuum images as the lower boundary condition to a PFSS model

with the source surface height set at 2.5 solar radii. These enable the extrapola-2480

tion of photospheric measurements to the source surface, and in combination with

ballistic backmapping enabled us to make an initial attempt to connect in situ mea-

surements to their remote counterpart, as we explain in Section 2.5. In this study,

we used the synoptic map produced for 04:00 UT 27 May 2020.

We use SolO/SWA measurements of the solar wind both to estimate the ex-2485

pected times of emission of solar wind every half hour and for timescale compar-

ison and verification of the two-step backmapping results after the technique was

applied. Due to these observations being earlier than the start of more continuous

observation campaigns, there were few SolO measurements available. We use data

captured between 12:00 UT 30 May and 13:31 UT 1 June 2020, when SolO was at2490

a radial distance of 0.5 AU from the Sun.

4.2.1.2 Observations

We first calculate the average solar wind speed for the selected observations, Vavg =

275 km s−1. For every half-hour period of in situ observations, Vavg was used as

the constant solar wind velocity for ballistic backmapping calculations, following2495

the flow back to the source surface height. We use two-step ballistic backmapping

(see Section 2.5.2) to identify the most likely photospheric footpoints to solar wind

which was subsequently sampled by SolO. Some of these prospective footpoints

were rooted at Active Region SPoCa 24280, showing links may have existed to
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Figure 4.1: AIA193 Å passband observation of the west side of the Sun, showing in blue a
field line from the active region to the source surface at 2.5 solar radii which then connects
ballistically to Solar Orbiter. The black highlighted regions the 5x5 grid from which obser-
vations were extracted, with the numbering indicating regions that we study and discuss.

different parts of the active region for more than 30 hours. This active region is a2500

possible originator of solar wind which was sampled by SolO. For this reason, we

characterise and compare dynamics within the active region with those captured as

part of the solar wind by SolO.

4.2.1.3 Assessing Active Region Coronal Dynamics

As we did in the Chapter 3, we take localised intensity enhancements to be signa-2505

tures of dynamic solar wind release processes, such as magnetic reconnection. We

again test the hypothesis that this small-scale activity forms a unique temporal fin-
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gerprint that solar wind originating from the region retains, and test whether we can

identify this timescale within the in situ measurements.

We select a region of 250 arcsec2, subdivided into a 5x5 grid, to enable a2510

more granular characterisation of small-scale dynamics in the area. We extract the

average brightness value of pixels at least a standard deviation brighter than the

regional mean for each of the 94, 193, 211 Å passbands, as with the coronal hole

data in Chapter 3. As we show in Figure 2.3, each of these wavelengths has a

different characteristic temperature, with the response function of the 94, 193, and2515

211 Å passbands peaking at 6.8, 6.2 and 7.3, and 6.3 MK respectively (note 193 is

a double-peaked line). This difference in characteristic temperature allows us to

sample the flaring corona (94 Å), the corona and hot flaring corona (193 Å), and the

active region corona (211 Å).

For this case study, as well as tracking the differential rotation of the solar2520

corona, we fit the 5x5 grid to the shape of the solar surface as the observations are

close to the solar limb. The size of all evaluated squares is thus the same when

projected to the solar sphere’s surface area, but spans a varying number of arc-

seconds in the East-West direction, with observations closer to the limb spanning

fewer degrees in longitude. For the analysis of active region dynamics we select the2525

lower central 3x3 square, which largely encompasses the candidate active region.

In Figure 4.1 we show a snapshot of the active region at the first time a potential

connection is identified with Solar Orbiter (19:30 UT 27 May 2020 coronal obser-

vations reach Solar Orbiter at 03:00 UT 30 May 2020). Given the average measured

velocity of 275 km s−1, Solar Orbiter is expected to disconnect from the Active Re-2530

gion on 20:00 UT 31 May 2020, which corresponds to coronal observations from

12:30 UT 28 May 2020. In Figure 4.1, we highlight the numbers in the lower central

3x3 grid, and the magnetic field extrapolation from the photosphere to the source

surface footpoint of SolO in blue. Numbered subregions that surround the active

region are numbered from top to bottom, left to right, as follows: [(11, 12, 13),2535

(16,17,18), (21, 22, 23)] due to the original enumeration in the 5x5 grid being 0–24.

In Figure 4.2 we show all of the extracted lightcurves for each of the regions, in all
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Figure 4.2: Overview of lightcurves extracted from the active region for each of the 9
regions, shown in different panels and enumerated to the left of each. Within each of panel,
we show the 94, 193 and 211 Å lightcurves in green, red and blue, respectively. Values of
the lightcurves are normalised such that each curve takes up one third of the height of the
panel.

three investigated wavelengths. Note that in Region 17, within the 94 Å curve, there

exists a data gap due to a large deviation in lightcurve values from faulty data.

4.2.1.4 Data Preparation for Analysis2540

To prepare the in situ datasets for analysis, we downsampled the 1-second in situ

measurements and 12-second AIA measurements to 1-minute cadence by block

averaging, limiting the influence of extremely short-lived coronal dynamics. We

selected the AIA measurements as the short data, and extracted 1-hour windows of
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Figure 4.3: Example of analysis of correlation of 1-hour AIA lightcurves against four
different in situ parameters (left column): radial velocity, mass flux, proton number density,
and proton temperature, and three distinct AIA EUV passbands (right column): 94, 193 and
211 Å. Over-plotted on top of the in situ parameters, on the right-axis, with the horizontal
grid to support comparison, we show correlation achieved for each of the wavelengths at
each point in time, with the colour of the bars linked to the wavelength which shows strong
correlation. We display the required constant propagation velocity for plasma to reach Solar
Orbiter, given the emission time of 01:30 UT 28 May 2020 and add a orange shaded region
which highlights values between the minimum and maximum solar wind radial velocity of
the period.

observations, which were compared to the SolO observations using the algorithm2545

described in Section 3.2, considering three AIA passbands and four different in situ

parameters. After EMD was applied to the data in 1-hour windows, we filtered

out IMFs which had a periodicity shorter than 5 and longer than 20 minutes to

remove noise and background oscillations from both sets while retaining IMFs with

periodicities relevant to coronal observables.2550

4.2.2 First Case Study: Results

In Figure 4.3 we show all in situ parameters used for correlation along with the three

AIA passbands that were used. From top to bottom, in the left column, we show the

solar wind radial velocity, mass flux, proton number density, and temperature. On

the right column we show the three AIA passbands used here: 94, 193 and 211 Å2555
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in green, red, and blue, respectively. Overlaid on each of the in situ datasets are the

correlation results, shown as bars with a height comparable to the right vertical axis,

and coloured depending on which of the three passbands the correlation is relevant

for. The top panel for the proton radial velocity has an additional horizontal axis

above it that shows the required constant propagation velocity for the solar wind2560

released by the corona and imaged by AIA to reach the SolO at each given instant.

We highlight in orange times when a plasma outflow from the corona at 01:30 UT

on 28 May 2020, moving at a constant velocity, is expected to reach SolO within

the measured bulk velocity range.

We first note that the oscillations embedded within the 211 Å passband (scale2565

±0.25) show greater amplitude, and the correlations against all in situ parameters

are strongest for it, when compared to the other two studied passbands. Correlations

against the 211 Å passband are strong (0.7 to 0.9) and appear across a range of im-

plied average propagation velocities. The highest correlations lay within the orange

shaded region (indicated in the top panel) for the mass flux and the proton density,2570

at a Vavg of 275 km s−1. The 94 Å passband shows some weaker correlations of

∼ 0.75 at the faster velocities of the left as well as at velocities slightly slower than

those measured by the spacecraft. The 193 Å passband shows no correlation above

0.7 with any of the in situ measurements.

While in Figure 4.3 we present correlation results for one hour of remote sens-2575

ing observations, in Figure 4.4 we present the summary results for mass flux ex-

tracted from Solar Orbiter measurements against all of the studied lightcurves, com-

bining all compared 1-hour windows. The horizontal for all panels is the time of

Solar Orbiter observations, and the vertical shows times of emission for every hour,

starting at 19:30 UT 27 May 2020, and finishing at 12:30 UT 28 May 2020. The2580

panels are numbered in the same way as the subregions shown in Figure 4.1, i.e.,

[(11, 12, 13), (16,17,18), (21, 22, 23)] from top to bottom row. Within each panel,

we show a correlation strength of 0.85 or 0.9 proportionally to the size of the circle

and colour them depending on which AIA passband displays the correlation. The

orange shaded region that spans multiple emission times from the source surface2585
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Figure 4.4: Correlation results for the 9 individual subregions that form part of the extracted
3x3 grid encompassing the active region used in the study, for SDO AIA lightcurves, com-
pared to mass flux as calculated on Solar Orbiter. For each panel, the X-axis is the time at
Solar Orbiter, and the Y-axis is the time of release from the source surface as given from
ballistic backmapping. The circle colour is related to the wavelength for which the corre-
lations are found, and the circle size is related to the strength of the correlation, with the
smallest circles representing a strong correlation of 0.85. The orange shaded region dis-
played across all panels is provided as a reference, based on minimum and maximum solar
wind velocities found in the period, and is effectively the equivalent of the orange rectangle
in Figure 4.3 for multiple times of release from the corona. The red diagonal shows the Vavg

of 275 km s−1.

highlights the minimum and maximum solar wind radial velocity measurements

within the available observations, with speeds being calculated based on the time

difference between the calculated time of emission in the corona and the measure-

ment time by Solar Orbiter. The parallelogram shape of the shaded region naturally

arises from the fact that we use AIA measurements every hour, and we stack them2590

from bottom to top over predicted connection times. The red diagonal line shows

Vavg, indicating the expected time for high correlations if no solar wind acceleration

was present, for simple ballistic propagation without any correction factor.

We choose to show the correlations for AIA lightcurves with mass flux as this is

the parameter that displays the strongest correlations, as well as acting as a proxy of2595

volume of coronal plasma release. We note that for the larger correlations, found in
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the top-centre and bottom-right subregions, the implied propagation speed is either:

slightly faster than Vavg; is centered in the shaded region; or is otherwise found at

a velocity slower than measured. There are 23 small circles, out of which 12 are

found inside the expected velocity range, 8 for faster velocities (left), and 3 for2600

slower velocities (right). All passbands show at least a 0.85 and a 0.90 correlation

strength to at least one subregion, with 211 Å, shown in blue, being the passband

with the largest number of strong correlations as mentioned.

4.2.3 First Case Study: Discussion

We have estimated source release times and locations for Solar Orbiter observations2605

of the Sun made before the formal start of the science mission. By applying our

timescale comparison technique to the remote sensing measurements of the active

region and available solar wind observations at 0.5 AU, we have created a more

favourable situation in which to apply our algorithm. In contrast with the coronal

hole bright point jetting solar wind example from Chapter 3, we now use three2610

separate passbands, a longer period of in situ observations, and a shorter distance

from the Sun to the spacecraft making in situ measurements.

In Figure 4.4 we expected high correlations to lie within the orange shaded

region that delimited observed solar wind speeds within the SolO observations, and,

if there were no acceleration of the stream, to lie close to the red line, denoting2615

Vavg. This was the case for correlations with an absolute value above 0.9, which

fell within the expected times. Slightly weaker correlations of 0.85, while mostly

(12/23) lying within the expected velocity bounds, also occur (8/23) at times earlier

than expected from measured speeds. If all of the correlations are indicative of valid

connections, this would imply that small-scale features from several subregions are2620

being decelerated with respect to the measured speed during propagation, instead of

accelerated as is generally agreed upon in solar wind models. While coronal plasma

is shown to decelerate and possibly stagnate to precipitate down below 1.8 R⊙, it has

been reported that the early stage solar wind is accelerated between 1.8 and 6 R⊙

[see e.g., Bemporad, 2017].2625

Based on the above results, we would argue that the bottom-left subregion of
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Figure 4.4, number 21, has the strongest evidence for its timescales being present

in Solar Orbiter observations at times that would match a constant solar wind ve-

locity propagation. This is because the observations of this subregion from three

different passbands correlate well with the in situ mass flux variations, and we2630

find the strongest correlations with it for two of the three passbands. The coronal

plasma whose temporal fingerprint is most evident within the solar wind is emitted

at 19:30 UT 27 May 2020, and at 01:30 UT 28 May 2020. This might be expected

because this subregion is closest to the edge of the target active region, and active

region edges have been observed to be a source of coronal upflows that could be2635

expelling plasma into the solar wind [see e.g., Tian et al., 2021, for an overview].

4.2.4 First Case Study: Limitations

Compared to Chapter 3, this case study presents a different set of limitations. Firstly,

the fact that the Active Region appears to be the source of Solar Orbiter-directed

solar wind is not a definite indication of whether open magnetic field lines were2640

present at the time, as PFSS modelling is limited with regard to Active Region con-

figuration and evolution (see Section 2.5.1). The connection in this case is thus

less certain than if the spacecraft photospheric footpoints were based at an equato-

rial coronal hole, and it is necessary to invoke reconnection for the material to be

transported into the solar wind and reach SolO. This could be alleviated by making2645

use of a more complex magnetic field model that together with EUV observations

would describe the active region and its magnetic field structure in greater detail

[e.g., with a Non Linear, Force Free Field extrapolation as in DeRosa et al., 2009].

Another limitation for this case study when compared to the coronal hole bright

point example in Chapter 3 is that the remote sensing observations are taken closer2650

to the solar limb, and therefore the optical depth is greater, capturing a larger per-

centage of the solar atmosphere within each individual subregion, as they approach

the limb, instead of it being mostly constant as at disc centre. It is worth noting that

out of all of the explored subregions (see Figure 4.1), region 21 for which we find

the most convincing correlation results is the most central both in latitude and in2655

longitude, so is least affected by optical depth effects that might occult or modify
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the active region dynamics in other subregions.

The proton temperature, while also investigated, presented a very inconsistent

set of results, with implied velocities well below 100 km s−1, not adding any useful

information.2660

Additionally, the context of the in situ observations is relevant, as the reason

for the Solar Orbiter switch-on was to sample a comet ion tail crossing. This ion

tail could add material to the solar wind, slowing down the stream due to the con-

servation of momentum, and could be affecting the measured solar wind velocities

and populations.2665

4.2.5 First Case Study: Conclusions

In this case study we have demonstrated a more specific use of our algorithm: we

have been able to extract meaningful 1-dimensional representations of coronal ac-

tivity producing lightcurves from observations made in several AIA passbands, and

compared them to in situ observations taken closer in to their origin than was the2670

case for the study presented in Chapter 3. We find very strong correlations and must

apply strict correlation and IMF filtering, allowing only IMFs of 1-hour duration,

with periodicities between 5 and 20 minutes, and which display correlations above

0.85.

As in Chapter 3, we find that the best performing in situ parameter is the mass2675

flux, followed by the number density and the proton velocity. All of these three

parameters show very strong correlations with the lightcurve extracted from the

bottom left subregion (21), at either the same times as the mass flux (proton number

density) or for times bounded by or near the expected arrival time (proton velocity).

In contrast to Chapter 3, in this case study we utilise data from three AIA pass-2680

bands with different characteristic temperatures and thus representative of distinct

regions of the solar atmosphere. We find the strongest and most numerous corre-

lations for the 211 Å passband. As explained in the text accompanying Figure 4.2,

lightcurves extracted from data observed in this passband show stronger variations

than others, and we expect this to affect how many IMFs can be described and2685

therefore how many are considered to have a valid periodicity. We would expect
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this behaviour due to the 211 Å passband peaking at 6.3 MK, a temperature most

representative of solar active regions.

In summary, in this first application of Solar Orbiter data for our studies, we

have found that many of the investigated parts of the active region are strongly2690

correlated to the presumably outflowing solar wind. For some of the regions, signa-

tures were found for multiple wavelengths, with implied solar wind velocities close

to those measured by the spacecraft. We therefore note that timescales of brighten-

ings in the active region appear to be present within these in situ observations taken

closer in.2695

4.3 Second Case Study: Small Coronal Hole Solar

Wind
The ubiquity of magnetic field ‘switchbacks’ within near-Sun in situ observations

was one of the most surprising early results of the PSP mission. These features

consist of rapid rotations of the magnetic field of up to 180° [Bale et al., 2019], that2700

are accompanied by velocity jets [Kasper et al., 2019]. Various studies of possible

switchback generation mechanisms have been conducted, and their results can be

divided in two categories: those that find switchbacks to be formed during transit

as part of the solar wind, and those that believe switchbacks are instead formed in

the corona and then propagated outward. For in situ generation theories, magneto-2705

hydrodynamic simulations have been shown to present small amplitude Alfvénic

perturbations which grow with increasing distances to the Sun [Squire et al., 2020].

Regarding coronal origin studies, most recall interchange reconnection between

closed and open field lines [Fisk and Schwadron, 2001, Fisk and Kasper, 2020].

Specifically, in works such as Sterling and Moore [2020] and Sterling et al. [2020],2710

solar transients in the corona (e.g., coronal jets) are presented as potential sources of

Alfvénic disturbances which would effectively be switchbacks escaping the corona.

In this case study we investigate, using our EMD technique, whether certain coro-

nal and photospheric signatures from the magnetic footpoints of the PSP spacecraft

were carried into the solar wind captured by it during its first perihelion.2715
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4.3.1 Data and Methods

In this section we use a range of remote sensing measurements and contextualise

the small coronal hole to correlate intensity enhancements in the corona with PSP

observations. We complete multiple tests: direct cross-correlation; IMF correlation

through the algorithm described in Chapter 3.2; and a spatial Fourier Transforma-2720

tion of coronal measurements before comparing the remote and in situ datasets.

4.3.1.1 Data Analysis

We use full-disk AIA observations to characterise coronal activity in the 171 and

193 Å passbands. We use AIA 193 Å observations to determine coronal hole bound-

aries when identifying open photospheric flux.2725

We use synoptic photospheric data from SDO/HMI as the base for the PFSS

modelling of the corona, from which we determine the connectivity of PSP to the

photosphere based on the two-step backmapping model shown in Section 2.5.2.

We exploit PSP 1-minute observations from the PSP/FIELDS and PSP/SWEAP

instruments, available from 08:00 UT 31 October 2018 for ballistic backmapping2730

and for correlation against coronal dynamics and open magnetic flux over time.

4.3.1.2 Observations

All in situ observations used in this case study are from the PSP spacecraft. We col-

lected variables which help us understand the nature of the solar wind stream and

that are observed to change within switchbacks. We used 1-minute cadence mag-2735

netic field data measured by the FIELDS flux gate magnetometers. We also used

radial proton velocity, proton density, and temperature from the SWEAP instrument

suite, measurements which are available from 08:00 UT on 31 October 2018.

Figure 4.5 shows 48 hours of 1-minute PSP measurements that were used for

our analysis. We show, from the top to the bottom panel, the spacecraft distance2740

to the solar surface, the scaled radial magnetic field, the radial velocity, the proton

temperature, the proton density, and the calculated mass flux. We identified switch-

backs as measurement intervals when the scaled radial magnetic field component

became positive during the predominantly negative polarity field.
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Figure 4.5: PSP Measurements used for correlation in this work. From top to bottom we
show the radial distance to the solar surface, scaled radial magnetic field, radial proton
velocity, proton temperature, proton number density and mass flux.

We derived the PSP orbital positions using available SPICE kernels, and em-2745

ployed ballistic backmapping and PFSS modelling (see Section 2.5.1) to determine

the likely solar footpoints of the stream crossing the spacecraft, as in the other case

study in this chapter, and that in Chapter 3. For ballistic backmapping, we used the

average proton velocity measured in PSP to calculate the expected emission time,

and collected remote observations which contextualised and described the coronal2750

activity in the region.

We show in Figure 4.6 the PFSS-calculated footpoints for the PSP positions

during the encounter, with the dots indicating prevailing polarity detected in PSP,

the magnetic field lines being coloured depending upon the predicted photospheric

polarity, and the black line indicating the heliospheric current sheet. The small CH2755
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Figure 4.6: Blue and red scatter points show PSP’s trajectory ballistically backmapped to
2.0R⊙ for its first solar encounter, with blue (red) indicating negative (positive) polarity in
situ. Field lines connect the backmapped trajectory to its solar source via a PFSS model,
coloured by their photospheric polarity. A solid black line indicates the PFSS model he-
liospheric current sheet. The background image shows an AIA 193 Å synoptic map for
Carrington Rotation 2210. Figure provided by S.Badman as part of the ISSI group collabo-
ration.

is positioned between 330 and 350◦ in the Carrington frame, within Figure 4.6,

and shows predominantly negative polarity, which is in broad agreement with the

coloured dots. We take this together with the model results as evidence that PSP

was located within a solar wind stream originating from the small coronal hole.
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4.3.1.3 Identifying and Extracting Coronal Observations2760

After determining that PSP was connected to a small coronal hole, we collected

coronal and photospheric observations of this region. We concentrated on the coro-

nal hole and surrounding area, and defined five distinct coronal regions which were

likely to influence the outflowing solar wind. Figure 4.7a shows the investigated re-

gions and Figure 4.7b shows the extracted lightcurves from each of them, where the2765

lightcurves are detrended using a 200-measurement box car average (effectively de-

stroying the highest order IMFs) as the considered windows are considerably longer.

The five selected regions from top to bottom are a coronal plume, a coronal bright

point, a plume encountered within the coronal hole, a portion of the coronal hole,

and a portion of quiet Sun. We use AIA 171 and 193 Å observations to describe2770

coronal activity in each of these regions.

4.3.2 Second Case Study: Results

We calculated the direct cross-correlation results for 3, 6, and 9-hour windows

within the remote and in situ datasets. We present one of the results from our analy-

sis in Figure 4.8, where we slide a 9-hour window to select data from the PSP radial2775

magnetic field (x-axis) and lightcurves extracted from each of the five coronal re-

gions (y-axis), showing a large range of possible ballistic propagation times from

the corona to PSP. We use light shading to indicate the strength of the linear corre-

lation, with brighter colours indicating strong correlations and we contour regions

of correlation with an absolute value above 0.5. We find no strong correlations be-2780

tween the AIA 171 Å lightcurves for any of the regions and the PSP radial magnetic

field in Figure 4.8.

In Figure 4.9 we show the times and location of correlations between 9-hour

windows of the AIA lightcurves and 9-hour windows of the PSP proton density

observations using our algorithm (see Section 3.2 for more information on the al-2785

gorithm). For each of the panels, if the material being released from the solar atmo-

sphere maintains timescales below 180 minutes and in our IMFs, we would expect

the strongest correlations to be embedded within the orange lines if the solar wind

was propagating at a constant velocity from coronal height to PSP.
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Figure 4.7: a): Small coronal hole in AIA 193 and 171 Å passbands, with five labeled
regions: ‘CH’: Coronal hole, ‘QS’: Quiet Sun, ‘BP’: Bright point, ‘PL’: Plume, and ‘CHPL’:
Coronal hole plume. b) Detrended lightcurves extracted from each of the regions shown in
4.7a for the 171 Å passband. From top to bottom we show the Plume, Bright point, Coronal
Hole Plume, Coronal Hole, and Quiet Sun regions. Figure provided by T. Samanta as part
of the ISSI collaboration.

We find the strongest correlations for the plume and coronal hole plume re-2790

gions, at different propagation speeds and different times for both PSP and AIA.

Most of these are found against the 171 Å passband, with only several strong corre-

lations with the AIA 193 observations. The plume region shows coronal timescales
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Figure 4.8: The panels show the absolute correlation coefficient between the PSP proton
number density (Np, Figure 4.5) and the AIA 171 Å lightcurves that we show in Figure
4.7b. The correlation coefficients are obtained by correlating time windows of 9-hours
from both the PSP Np and AIA 171 Å lightcurves. The maps are computed by shifting the
9-hour time windows by 1 minute in the PSP number density and subsequently in the AIA
171 Å lightcurves. The time on each axis represents the mid-time of the 9-hour window.
The correlation coefficients of different amplitudes are marked by different colours (see the
top right panel). The oblique ridges in the plots appear due to the shifting of the 9-hour
time windows in both directions (AIA and PSP) with a 1-minute cadence that eventually
leads to almost a similar light curve with just a 1-minute shift in the diagonal space of the
plot. Hence the cross-correlation values also become similar in the neighbourhood point
that creates diagonal ridges in the plot. Figure courtesy of T. Samanta as part of the ISSI
collaboration.

matching to in PSP number density timescale observations with an average solar

wind speed of 200 km s−1, or 50% slower than the average measured radial veloc-2795

ity, with coronal timescales is solar wind released between 07:00 UT and 14:00 UT

30 Oct being identified in PSP between 12:00 UT 1 Nov and 00:00 UT 2 Nov 2018.

Finally, we investigate and correlate spatial signatures in the corona to in situ

parameters through a spatial Fourier transformation of coronal observations. The

images were spatially apodized, (see Section 2.5.5) using a two-dimensional cosine-2800

bell taper with a 45 pixel width, to then be Fourier transformed in time and space.

Applying 8 spatial Fourier filters, with each using a particular Gaussian profile to

select ranges of allowed spacial scales. The mean and standard deviation of the
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Figure 4.9: Results for correlation of IMFs generated from 9-hour windows AIA light
curves against the proton number density, for all investigated regions. We show time of
observation at PSP in the X-axis and time of observation in AIA in the Y-axis. The size of
the circles is directly proportional to the strength of the correlation of each 3-hour window
of PSP data to the AIA data. The circle colour is blue when the correlation is found with the
171 Å passband, and orange when the correlation is found with the 193 Å passband instead.

profiles were set to (µ,σ) = (736.08, 515.26), (220.82, 234.45), (103.59, 117.22),

(53.09, 50.50), (26.89, 26.19), (13.53, 13.35), (6.79, 6.74), (3.40, 3.39) Mm.2805

After filtering, the 8 data cubes in k−ω space were inverse Fourier transformed

to produce 8 distinct image time series that represented the evolution of a given

spatial scale of events in the corona. To produce lightcurves from these images

we extracted the intensity of the brightest pixel within each of the filtered image

time series, and generated a 1D array that represented the amplitude of the brightest2810

events. We note that due to this reduction, even if the maximum correlation is found

at the same time for two in situ variables, the spatial position of the responsible event

may not be the same.

We compared this curve of maximum intensities over time against the evolu-
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Table 4.1: List of maximum Pearson correlation coefficient for radial magnetic field, radial
proton velocity, mass flux, proton temperature, and proton number density vs AIA 193 Å
image timeseries with the corresponding spatial scale and temporal location.

PSP rmax sign(rmax) Spatial Tmax
Variable Scale (Mm)

Br 0.42 − 103.59 Oct 31 18:11 UT
Vr 0.76 + 736.08 Oct 31 16:17 UT

m f lux 0.86 + 736.08 Oct 31 16:15 UT
Tp 0.84 + 26.89 Oct 31 17:53 UT
np 0.78 + 26.89 Oct 31 20:41 UT

tion of each of the PSP variables. The window size that we used was equal to the2815

duration of the AIA dataset, which we correlated against each of the PSP variables.

The result from this process, similarly to Figure 4.8 a set of 2D images where the

correlation coefficient varies with time, for each of the spatial filters, which we show

in Figure 4.10.

We determined the spatial scale for which the maximum correlation was found2820

for each PSP parameter, as well as the relevant time window. We illustrate this in Ta-

ble 4.1, which shows that both the radial velocity and mass flux exhibit a strong cor-

relation of +0.76 and +0.86 respectively with events corresponding to the largest

spatial scale with µ = 736.08 Mm. Such a large spatial scale indicates correlation

with global hemispherical events. On the other hand, the proton temperature and2825

proton number density are strongly correlated (+0.84 and +0.78 respectively) with

events of relatively much smaller spatial scale with µ = 26.89 Mm, more represen-

tative of bright coronal loops in e.g., AIA 193 coronal observations. However, the

radial magnetic field does not show strong correlations against any particular spatial

scale, with a maximum found correlation coefficient of −0.42 for µ = 103.59 Mm.2830

We capture the values and time delay for the maximum correlations found for

each variable on Table 4.1. The timestamps of maximum correlation for the radial

velocity and mass flux are nearly coincident, while the timestamps of maximum

correlation for proton temperature and proton number density fall within the range

of +583 to 761 min after 21:50 UT on 29 Oct. Within this range we also find the2835

strongest correlation for the radial magnetic field component.
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Figure 4.10: Figure courtesy of S. Bahauddin produced as part of the ISSI collaboration.
Temporal evolution of Pearson correlation coefficient for five measured in situ parameters:
(top to bottom) radial magnetic field, radial velocity, proton temperature, mass flux, and
proton number density, against the AIA 193 Å image time series classified according to
spatial scale length.

4.3.3 Second Case Study: Discussion

We investigated coronal observations in order to contextualise the main polarity of

the outflowing solar wind observations in Parker Solar Probe. We in particular con-
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centrated on timescales which could be relevant for localised radial field polarity2840

reversals, or “switchbacks”. We extracted coronal observations for the first PSP

perihelion from several distinct regions around the spacecraft magnetic footpoints.

We correlated these measurements directly and found very weak correlation (≤0.6)

for all investigated parameters and regions. The two datasets most strongly corre-

lated against one another were the lightcurve from the coronal hole plume region2845

with the scaled radial magnetic field from PSP.

After testing using the direct correlation, we used EMD to remove frequencies

which were likely noise and background oscillations, separating the signal into its

intrinsic components. We compared the IMFs with the algorithm described in Sec-

tion 3.2. The results suggested that the solar wind arrived later than expected from2850

simple ballistic backmapping, so an acceleration factor would be required. For our

EMD analysis, the two parameters most strongly correlated were the proton num-

ber density and the coronal hole plume and plume lightcurves. We also performed a

spatial Fourier transformation of the coronal observations and correlated the results

against the outflowing solar wind measurements. We found that large scale events2855

in the corona (µ = 736.08Mm) were strongly correlated with the radial proton ve-

locity and the mass flux, indicating that global hemispherical events have a strong

influence on solar wind speed. The proton temperature and number density are in-

stead well correlated to small spatial scale events of µ = 26.89 Mm, similar to the

scale of coronal brightpoints and coronal upflows in EV and EUV observations.2860

4.3.4 Second Case Study: Limitations

While at the time of the study Parker Solar Probe’s first encounter was the closest

approach of a solar wind measuring spacecraft during times where high-resolution,

high-cadence supporting spacecraft like SDO were available, there have been more

perihelia and other spacecraft which captured remote sensing data closer in such as2865

Solar Orbiter, which could have been used if this study was conducted now.

As we use data from the first encounter, some of the observations which would

be useful to characterise the solar wind are not available, since PSP/SWEAP turned

on at 08:00 UT on 31 October 2018. This is relatively late compared to when solar
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wind emerging from the small coronal hole should reach the spacecraft, so it limits2870

which parameters can be correlated unless we assume a very slow average solar

wind propagation speed.

4.3.5 Second Case Study: Conclusions

Previous work [Macneil et al., 2020] has shown that the occurrence rate of switch-

backs found within the solar wind is directly proportional to distance from the Sun2875

beyond 0.3 AU based on Helios measurements. If this trend can be extrapolated

inside 0.3 AU, we can expect events in the coronal footpoints of the PSP spacecraft

to play an important role in forming switchbacks which are measured by it, as it

captures solar wind inside 0.2 AU where we expect them to be less common.

Our results in this case study imply that the solar wind is arriving later than2880

expected, with an average solar wind speed on transit lower than the measured ve-

locities, of about 200 km s−1 instead of 400 km s−1. We find that the two parameters

most strongly correlated for this case study when employing our algorithm are the

proton number density, and the coronal hole plume and plume regions.

We find through a spatial Fourier transformation that large scale events in the2885

corona (µ = 736.08 Mm) are strongly correlated with the radial proton velocity

and the mass flux, indicating global hemispherical structures have an important

influence on the solar wind speed and outflowing mass. The proton temperature

and number density are instead found to be well correlated to small scale spatial

events (µ = 26.89), which is similar to the scale of bright coronal loops observed in2890

AIA 193 Å observations and active region upflows, as well as the spatial scale seen

in switchbacks [Bale et al., 2021].

4.4 Conclusions
In this Chapter we have presented two new applications for our algorithm: to probe

and verify the two-step ballistic backmapping from Solar Orbiter to an active re-2895

gion near the solar limb; and to provide insight into the possible coronal origins

of solar wind magnetic switchbacks observed by Parker Solar Probe. To achieve

this, we have generalised our methodology from Chapter 3 and performed a more
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comprehensive exploration of coronal small-scale dynamics through use of differ-

ent passbands, comparing timescales in several distinct coronal regions to in situ2900

observations for each case study.

For the first case study which links an active region to its outflowing solar wind,

we find more than half of the strong correlations (≥ 0.85) within the range of mea-

sured velocities in Solar Orbiter, a quarter at slow implied velocities, and another

quarter at faster implied velocities. We find evidence of these strong correlations in2905

multiple AIA passbands, for several different in situ parameters but most clearly for

the mass flux. We conclude that the candidate active region timescales are present in

solar wind observed inside 1 AU, and take this to be evidence that the datasets from

the two spacecraft were sampling signatures created by a solar wind stream with a

similar same temporal fingerprint, suggesting that the two domains were connected.2910

In the second case study we investigate a solar wind stream released from a small

equatorial coronal hole and captured by a spacecraft within 0.2 AU of the Sun. We

apply multiple techniques to extract timescales present in either domain, and find

that different variables that are measured by PSP strongly correlate to small or large

scale heliospheric observables.2915

Overall, we conclude that the results are consistent with early stage solar wind

acceleration observations and theory, as stronger correlations are found at times

that indicate lower average propagation speeds from the corona to the spacecraft.

We also find that these strong correlations are consistent amongst multiple in situ

parameters and AIA passbands, implying a global picture of solar wind release,2920

with different coronal temperatures contributing and modulating the outflowing so-

lar wind.

In the following chapter, we seek to examine datasets observed with an ideal

set of conditions for the application of our algorithm. Instead of using remotely

sensed coronal observations, we will use solar wind data from pairs of spacecraft2925

that we expect to capture the same solar wind stream in succession due to them

being in radial alignment.



Chapter 5

Exploring Persistence of in situ

Signatures at Different Radial2930

Distances

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we performed a multi-wavelength study of the temporal sig-

natures of coronal activity in comparison to those of the outflowing solar wind from

an Active Region and a small Equatorial coronal hole. As in Chapter 3, we em-2935

ployed EUV measurements of the solar corona, and derived a proxy for properties

of the outflowing solar wind, such as the mass flux or proton number density. We

then compared our implied bulk flow propagation velocities based on the algorithm

results to those resulting from other methods, comparing coronal measurements

captured remotely to plasma measurements taken in situ in all instances.2940

In this chapter, we opt to compare datasets of the same nature, i.e., measure-

ments of the same parameter made by different spacecraft. The advantages in ex-

ploring data in this manner are two-fold: 1) We no longer need to make assumptions

about the relationship between emission intensity measurements from the corona

and solar wind variables; and 2) The measurement location is no longer constrained2945

by available coronal observations but instead depends on spacecraft encountering

the same solar wind stream at different stages in its evolution.
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While investigating the same parameter at two locations would be a strong use

case for our algorithm, as it could potentially identify the propagation delay accu-

rately, it is important to reiterate that the solar wind undergoes significant evolution2950

during its transit [Vidotto, 2021]. For this reason, investigating the evolution of

properties of the same plasma parcel at different points in its trajectory away from

the Sun can give interesting insight to kinematic properties of the solar wind be-

yond its release and early acceleration. This has often been addressed for large

events, such as Coronal Mass Ejections [Kilpua et al., 2021], or co-rotating inter-2955

action regions [Gonzalez-Esparza et al., 2013]. As these structures are oftentimes

large in comparison to the longitudinal differences with respect to the Sun between

the spacecraft which capture it in sequence, a difference in several degrees can be

tolerated in these studies. For smaller structures, however, the positional difference

between the spacecraft is to be mitigated through other means. The historic so-2960

lution to this problem is to study solar wind ejected from the same region of the

corona, but in consecutive rotations, as was done with data from the Helios space-

craft [Marsch et al., 1982]. This, of course, hinges on the understanding that solar

wind from a stable coronal source will keep many its most significant properties

for several rotations [see e.g., Bavassano et al., 1982, for a multi-rotation study on2965

effects of propagation on solar wind turbulence]. Ideally, however, a plasma parcel

would be sampled at least twice in its lifetime: Once closer to the Sun and then at

another point further away. This requires an orbital alignment that would allow us

to investigate the evolution of the plasma parcel released at the same instant and

location by the corona.2970

In this chapter we thus explore whether in spite of evolution of solar wind

parcels, through careful examination of the data and some assumptions with re-

gards to solar wind propagation, it is possible to link solar wind observed at two

spacecraft to a good degree of certainty. This chapter would, in effect, be the begin-

ning of a survey of solar wind propagation speeds and necessary velocity correction2975

factors for different radial distances and solar wind streams, as well as solar cy-

cle stages, based on current and future possible spacecraft alignments and available
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observations.

5.2 Methods
In this chapter, we compare datasets expected to be from the same solar wind stream2980

as captured by pairs of spacecraft. This allows us to test our algorithm under a

different set of assumptions from those made in Chapters 3 and 4. In this section

we describe the methodology we used to find new datasets on which to use our

algorithm, considering a spacecraft closer in to the Sun and another further away

(close and far spacecraft, respectively).2985

We started by exploring the orbits of solar wind observing missions, priori-

tising those inside 1 AU. After identifying three distinct case studies with different

solar wind profiles and observing spacecraft, we described the expected radial so-

lar wind propagation trajectories measured at the close spacecraft outward. We

expected plasma packets to travel at the average measured radial proton velocity2990

from either spacecraft and allowed a deviation in longitude between the trajectory

and the far spacecraft dependent upon the size of the observed structure, allowing a

greater longitudinal separation for events such as CMEs, and a lesser separation for

other stream types. After collating available measurements from both spacecraft,

we used the algorithm described in Section 3.2 to correlate each of the magnetic2995

field or plasma measurements to data captured by the other spacecraft.

5.2.1 Alignments for in situ Observations

To verify each alignment, we first determined a starting time tcl and longitude φcl

for a plasma parcel reaching the close spacecraft. Afterwards, we considered that

for an alignment with another spacecraft, the longitude of the far spacecraft φ f at a3000

time t f should be equal to the starting longitude plus some allowed separation φsep,

i.e.,

φcl(tcl) = φ f (tcl +∆t)±φsep, (5.1)

where tcl +∆t is equal to t f , and ∆t depends upon the the measured proton velocity

and radial separation between the spacecraft. While 1-minute data is used in the
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rest of the application, both timeseries are downsampled to a cadence of at least one3005

and a half hours through averaging to find suitable alignments.

As will be evident throughout this chapter, plasma measurements are not com-

plete for all relevant spacecraft in each of the three case studies. We indicate what

missing data there is if any where necessary.

5.2.2 EMD Application and Interpretation3010

In order to apply the algorithm described in Section 3.2 to these new datasets, we

decimated the cadence of the measurements to one minute except for the case with

WIND observations, where we instead decimated to 92 seconds due to this being

the highest available resolution for proton data. We explain in each of these case

studies which of the close or far spacecraft is taken as the short or long spacecraft.3015

After decimation, we fixed a window at the start of the short dataset and cor-

related its IMFs to IMFs extracted from windows of the same length from the long

dataset, filtering out those with periodicities outside the relevant bounds (see Eq.

2.2). After the first window of the short dataset was investigated, we selected

another window of the short dataset and applied the same analysis technique. In3020

the end we created a two-dimensional representation of the results, where for each

window of the short dataset (vertical axis), we compared IMFs from windows of

observations of the long dataset (horizontal axis), resulting in a grid of time of ob-

servation in either spacecraft and correlation strength between the two windows of

observation in either spacecraft.3025

5.3 Results
We begin by studying a long-distance (∼ 0.8 AU) radial alignment between PSP and

SolO. This period was previously investigated in Telloni et al. [2021] for a study of

solar wind turbulence evolution, who estimated a time difference between the ob-

servations of 7 days. We continue in the second case with a Coronal Mass Ejection3030

studied by O’Kane et al. [2021] and captured by each of the SolO and WIND space-

craft, with 1 day difference in observation time. In the third and final case study in

this chapter, we consider a close approach of PSP to the ST-A spacecraft, with just
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Figure 5.1: PSP (red) and SolO (black) observations. From top to bottom we show the
unscaled proton radial velocity, and the scaled radial magnetic field, total magnetic field
strength, number density and mass flux. We show the SWA measured and RPW (derived
from the spacecraft potential) Solar Orbiter measurements in black and grey respectively.
The coloured columns represent times investigated in Telloni et al. [2021].

a three hour difference in measurement time. For each of these cases, we first out-

line the solar wind measurements available and the expected orbital alignments, to3035

then show and explain the results from applying our algorithm to the data from both

spacecraft.

5.3.1 PSP and SolO

In Figure 5.1 we show in black the PSP observations and in red the SolO measure-

ments from 24 Sep to 6 Oct 2020. In the top 2 panels, we present the unscaled3040

proton radial velocity and the radial component of the magnetic field, and in the

bottom three panels we present the scaled total magnetic field strength, proton num-

ber density and mass flux. The proton density that we show is derived from PSP

measurements, and from measurements of two different instruments onboard SolO,

indicated by the red, and grey and blue lines respectively. The two vertical bars3045

represent the 1.5 hour period investigated in Telloni et al. [2021], when the peak

correlation in scaled total magnetic field of ∼ 0.7 was found. As can readily be
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Figure 5.2: Orbital schematic for SolO (far spacecraft, black dots) and PSP (close space-
craft, red dots). The dots show the calculated spacecraft positions for the given 90-minute
cadence. We show radial propagation lines that pass through PSP in orange. We highlight
the closest approach between radial measurements in PSP and in Solar Orbiter in red, show-
ing the times in the top label, for a constant proton velocity of 320 km s−1.

observed from the gap in the black line in the top panel, SolO did not measure the

proton velocity for this peak correlation time. For this reason, a proton velocity of

320 km s−1, calculated to maximise the magnetic field strength correlation within3050

the highlighted regions by Telloni et al. [2021] is used for further analysis.

In Figure 5.2 we show the PSP and SolO orbital positions every 90 minutes,

colouring them depending on the date of observation. We again show in orange the

lines from the Sun to PSP, extrapolating them beyond 1 AU as a guide for propa-

gation of solar wind which crosses the PSP trajectory. The red line represents the3055

closest approach in time and space to a radial connection to the given SolO posi-
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tions, for a proton speed of 320 km s−1. In the top right legend we indicate the times

tcl (PSP) and t f (SolO) for the same plasma parcel observed by PSP to reach the ra-

dius of SolO, such that the distance from the parcel to SolO is less than 1.5 degrees

in longitude at the time. The closest match in time under these conditions is found3060

to map to a plasma parcel which crosses the PSP trajectory on 27 September 2020

at 03:34 UT and passes within 1.5 degrees of SolO on 2 October 2020 at 00:15 UT.

To have our investigation be comparable with that of Telloni et al. [2021], we

use 1.5 hour (90 minute) windows for our comparisons as they do in their study. We

additionally filter out Intrinsic Mode Functions with an implied periodicity lower3065

than 5 and higher than 22 minutes to retain only relatively long lived structure when

compared to the 1.5 hour windows, while capturing several oscillations within the

time period.

In Figure 5.3 we show the algorithm results for the scaled radial magnetic field,

scaled total magnetic field and scaled number density for the PSP-SolO alignment.3070

We show the time of measurements PSP on the X-axis, the time of SolO measure-

ments on the Y-axis, and times studied by Telloni et al. [2021] in the red rectangle

for each panel. We show three of the four investigated parameters which show

strong temporal fingerprint correlations: the scaled radial magnetic field (top left),

scaled total magnetic field strength (top right) and the scaled proton density (bot-3075

tom). We are unable to show the mass flux and bulk flow speed correlations due to

the data gap in SolO plasma measurements at the start of October 2020.

In the top left panel we show the results for the scaled radial magnetic field.

This is the metric used by Telloni et al. [2021] to tune the proton velocity for the

PSP-SOlO radial alignment. We find two strong correlations bounded within an 83080

hour range in the vertical, at 22:30 UT 1 Oct and 06:00 UT on 2 Oct 2020. We

additionally observe a correlation of 0.8 near the start of 27 September 2020 in PSP,

corresponding to an implied solar wind propagation speed of 400 km s−1.

In the top right panel, the scaled total magnetic field shows the strongest corre-

lations of any variable, as high as 0.9. These are observed at the start of 25 Septem-3085

ber 2020 in PSP, and based on the time difference to the time of measurement by
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Figure 5.3: Intrinsic Mode Function correlation results for the scaled radial magnetic field,
total magnetic field strength, proton velocity and scaled proton number density captured
in two distinct spacecraft. The X-axis shows time and measurements from PSP and the
Y-axis time and measurements in SolO. Circle size is proportional to the strength in the
correlation, with smaller circles indicating a correlation of 0.8, and larger circles indicating
a stronger correlation of 0.85. The red shaded region indicates the 1.5 hour window of the
radial alignment shown in Figure 5.2, and the numbers on top of the Figure indicate the
necessary solar wind proton velocity to reach from the PSP radius during the conjunction
to the radius of SolO at each moment in time.

SolO, display an average velocity of 230 km s−1, which is within the measured

bounds that we show in yellow, and 8.5 hours before the time of study by Telloni

et al. [2021]. Another strong correlation of 0.8 is found to arrive in PSP near the
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end of 26 September 2020, corresponding to a velocity of 210 km s−1.3090

In the bottom left panel of Figure 5.3 we show the proton number density.

A supposedly fast propagating strong correlation is calculated for 12:00 UT on 1

October in SolO, with an implied velocity of 500 km s−1. We find two instances of

strong correlation at 03:00 UT on 2nd October for SolO, coinciding with velocities

of 250, and 295 km s−1. At 12:00 UT on 2 October for SolO, we find a correlation3095

of 0.8 for a velocity of 380 km s−1. The time for strongest correlations in SolO to

PSP is at the same time as the red rectangle, however the PSP observations which

match more strongly are slightly earlier than the rectangle, at the end of 25 and 26,

instead of the start of 27 September 2020.

In summary, when comparing solar wind measurements captured within 1 AU3100

observed at large radial distances, and considering a small temporal window and

strict timescale periodicity, we are able to identify several times where strongly cor-

related IMFs are captured. The dispersion of the results indicates that the algorithm

is not performing optimally, in spite of some of the proton number density and ra-

dial magnetic field results concentrating around the region of interest shown in the3105

red rectangle. Due to this, we are not able to confidently determine what the true

propagation speed was in this case.

5.3.2 SolO and WIND

In Figure 5.4 we show observations captured by the SolO and WIND spacecraft in

the between 15 and 24 April 2020. At this time, parts of a CME were observed3110

by both spacecraft, with its shock region reaching SolO (0.809 AU) at 05:06 UT on

19 April 2020 and WIND (0.996 AU) at 01:34 UT 20 April 2020, implying a mean

proton velocity of 346 km s−1 [O’Kane et al., 2021]. Unfortunately, in this case,

plasma measurements (bulk flow velocity, plasma density, ...) from SolO are not

available.3115

In Figure 5.5 we show the orbital paths of the SolO and WIND spacecraft at the

time of the observations. We note in orange lines propagating radially away from

the Sun and passing through SolO, and highlight in red those that, for a flow speed

of 346 km s−1, are found less than 5 degrees in longitude away from the WIND
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Figure 5.4: SolO (red) and WIND (black) observations in April 2020. From top to bottom
we show the solar wind radial proton velocity, radial, tangential and normal components of
the magnetic field, and the total magnetic field strength.

spacecraft at the respective time. We show times in the close spacecraft (SolO) as3120

diamonds, and at the far spacecraft (WIND) in a filled x, coloured in pairs. We note

that plasma passing SolO from 18 April to 20 April 2020 can be expected to arrive

in WIND between 19 and 21 April 2020, with a propagation time of one day. The

radial separation between the spacecraft is ∼ 0.2 AU, about one quarter of the radial

separation of spacecraft in the previous case study.3125

Here, we explore whether a large event captured by two in situ spacecraft in

radial alignment can be analysed through our algorithm, investigating whether all

parts of the CME are advected at the same velocity and maintain their structure

or instead they are allowed to change significantly during propagation. To study

this CME, we use a large window for correlation of 18 hours and exclusively con-3130

sider Intrinsic Mode Functions with periodicities between 1 and 6 hours to maintain

only dynamics with an approximate radial extent for 450 km s−1 between 0.01

and 0.06 AU. These periodicities were selected to only consider long-lived features
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Figure 5.5: Orbital positions of the SolO (red) and WIND (black) spacecraft every 24
hours. The legend on the top left highlights times where a plasma parcel crosses SolO at
346 km s−1 and arrives within 5 degrees in longitude of the WIND spacecraft.

within the structure, filtering out background oscillations.

In Figure 5.6 we show the algorithm results for the three magnetic field com-3135

ponents and the total magnetic field strength for the CME captured in April 2020.

In the top left panel, we show the tangential component of the magnetic field, and

overlay circles depending on the maximum IMF correlation strength. For each of

the panels, we should take high correlations far into the upper left quadrant to be

unlikely, as they would require the signal to travel against the solar wind flow direc-3140

tion.

The tangential component results of the magnetic field shows the strongest cor-

relation out of the four investigated parameters. We observe a large cluster of points
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Figure 5.6: Intrinsic mode Function correlation results for the tangential and normal mag-
netic field (top left, top right), and the radial and total magnetic field strength (bottom left,
bottom right), for IMFs with periodicities between 1 and 6 hours and considering 18-hour
long windows from two distinct spacecraft. We show the time of observation in WIND and
the original measurements on the X axis and time and measurement in SolO on the Y axis
of each panel, with the y position of the horizontal bars indicating the midpoint of each
18-hour window, and the correlation positions shown for the midpoint of the WIND and
SolO window. In the top left panel, we show the legend, with small circles indicating a
correlation coefficient stronger than 0.85, and large circles a coefficient stronger than 0.95.

at an implied velocity of 450 – 500 km s−1 on 20 April 2020 in WIND, starting

hours before the arrival of the CME shock.3145

The normal magnetic field component results found which we show on the top
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right panel, show no particular cohesion in the strong correlations, and we instead

find the results scattered across the velocity range, with correlations of 0.85 encoun-

tered before the solar wind could realistically propagate to the WIND spacecraft

(three periods with proton velocity above 900 km s−1), two points falling within the3150

shaded region, and another three at far slower speeds than those measured in the

stream (∼ 100 km s−1).

The radial magnetic field component results that we show on the bottom left

panel shows the smallest number of strong correlations of any of the studied param-

eters. We observe two periods with a correlation of 0.85 within the shaded region,3155

found 12 hours earlier than the tangential magnetic field signatures from the top

left panel. We find another three strongly correlated windows for 21 April 2020 in

WIND, corresponding to velocities between 200 and 100 km s−1.

In the bottom right panel of Figure 5.6 we show the IMF correlation results

for the total magnetic field strength. The scattering in the results is even more3160

pronounced than in the case of the normal magnetic field. We find two strong cor-

relations on 18 April 2020 in WIND, which we deem unlikely to be physical. Five

strong correlations can be found within the shaded region, approximately 36 hours

before and after the cluster we find in the tangential magnetic field component. We

additionally find two strong correlations at 00:00 UT 21 April 2020 in the WIND3165

spacecraft, that imply a solar wind propagation velocity of 100 and 1000 km s−1

respectively.

In summary, apart from the tangential magnetic field component, all of the

other variables show significant scatter in the results and do not allow for a more

convincing determination of the arrival time of the temporal signatures without a3170

measure of the true solar wind speed. Although the average solar wind speed and

the shock front show a mean proton velocity of 346 km s−1, we find the strongest

correlations in the tangential component for a velocity of 450 km s−1.

5.3.3 PSP and STEREO-A

As the final case study of this section, we explored a situation in which the Parker3175

Solar Probe rapidly approached the position of the STEREO-A spacecraft, captur-
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Figure 5.7: PSP (red) and ST-A (black) timeseries in November 2019, delaying PSP mea-
surements by three hours. From top to bottom we show proton velocity, the radial, tan-
gential, and normal components of the magnetic field, and the total magnetic field strength.
Missing values within the ST-A dataset are interpolated by forward filling from the last
measured value.

ing solar wind in situ observations within 0.03 AU of one another in the x-y plane,

and within 0.05 AU in the y-z plane. During this time period, no plasma measure-

ments were available from the PSP spacecraft.

In Figure 5.7 we show measurements by the PSP and ST-A spacecraft in red3180

and black, respectively. In the top panel, we show available radial proton velocity

measurements from the ST-A spacecraft, which we use as the expected solar wind

velocity to determine that solar wind packets should reach ST-A 3 hours after pass-

ing PSP. We forward fill gaps in the ST-A dataset by repeating the last available

value in all variables. These gaps range from several minutes to more than a day, as3185

can be observed for the flat line around 5 November and other times.

We note that the radial magnetic field shows intense field reversals only in PSP

between 1 and 5 November, even after correcting for the 3-hour lag. These have a

predominantly positive field that reverses into negative values for several minutes
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Figure 5.8: Orbital positions of the PSP (red) and ST-A (black) spacecraft every 180 min-
utes. The legend on the top left highlights radial alignments between plasma that crosses
PSP at a constant velocity of 369 km s−1 and approaches within 0.1 degrees of ST-A.

or hours at a time and then returns to positive values. Some of the predominantly3190

positive values are successfully captured by ST-A, along with shorter spikes into the

negative values. As referenced in Chapter 4, these features are named ‘switchbacks’

and are observed throughout the heliosphere [see e.g., Macneil et al., 2020, for

details on their occurrence rate at varying distances to the Sun]. The total magnetic

field that we show in the bottom panel matches fairly consistently throughout the3195

timeseries, with ST-A matching the strength from the 3-hour corrected PSP total

magnetic field strength. The similarities in normal and tangential magnetic field

components break down in the instances where switchbacks are found in the radial

field, with PSP measurements diverging from the ST-A observations.
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Figure 5.9: Orbital positions of the PSP (red) and ST-A (black) spacecraft every 180 min-
utes in the Y-Z axis. Legend shows the same positions as Figure 5.8.

In Figure 5.8 we show the orbital positions of the PSP and ST-A spacecraft3200

from 00:00 UT 1 Nov to 00:00 UT 6 Nov 2019, in 180 minute intervals. We colour

in pairs the calculated orbital alignment with a maximum of 0.1 degrees separation

in longitude. We assume that the average measured velocity in ST-A is representa-

tive of the solar wind propagation speed. We show times where ST-A is in radial

alignment with PSP as diamonds, and as a filled X in ST-A, colouring in pairs. We3205

find that the solar wind captured by PSP between 21:00 UT 2 Nov and 06:00 UT 3

November can be expected to be captured in ST-A between 00:00 UT and 09:00 UT

3 November in ST-A. The time difference between each of the radial alignments is

thus close to the three hours required for plasma passing PSP to reach ST-A for the

measured solar wind proton velocity.3210
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In Figure 5.9 we present the orbital path taken by both PSP and ST-A at the

relevant time, in the Y-Z plane. As we can see, while the two spacecraft are within

0.03 AU in the X-Y plane (0.1 degrees in longitude), they are similarly separated

by approximately 0.04 AU in the Z plane (2.5 degrees in latitude). If during the

first half of the data series PSP was positioned near a current sheet separating two3215

oppositely directed magnetic field lines, it might have crossed it several times, ex-

plaining the quick radial field reversals that appear in PSP but not in ST-A in Figure

5.7. Again, no plasma measurements are available for PSP at the time.

In Figure 5.10 we show the summarised algorithm results for the case study for

the radial, tangential, and normal components of the magnetic field as well as the3220

total magnetic field strength. As the distance between the two spacecraft increases

after 09:00 UT 3 November, strong correlations should be less frequent after this

time.

In the top left panel we show the correlation results for the tangential compo-

nent of the magnetic field. We observe that a majority of the strong correlations are3225

found around the yellow shaded region, including within the times where the two

spacecraft are in radial alignment within 0.1 degrees. We find other strong corre-

lations scattered in the top-left region, and two distinct clusters in the lower-right

area, with a similar implied propagation speed as they lay along the same diagonal.

In the top right panel we show the results for the normal magnetic field component.3230

We find the largest group of strong correlations, both near the yellow region; corre-

sponding to much slower propagation velocities; and within the top left region. In

the bottom left panel of Figure 5.10 we show results for the radial magnetic field

component. As explained, while the BR component measured in PSP presents mag-

netic field switchbacks during the first three days, ST-A does not observe them. As3235

a result we can see that strong correlations are scattered throughout time both in ST-

A and PSP. During 4 Nov in ST-A, correlations were found at two distinct times,

1 and 4 Nov 2019. In the bottom right panel we present the correlation results for

the total magnetic field strength. We note that there is only one strong correlation

found, just offset to the expected line.3240
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Figure 5.10: From top left to bottom right: Intrinsic mode Function correlation results for
the radial, tangential, normal, and total magnetic field strength, for IMFs with periodicities
between 1 and 12 hours, considering 30 hour long windows from two distinct spacecraft.
We show time of observation and measurement in ST-A in the X-axis and in PSP in the
Y-axis of each panel. We use small circles to indicate a correlation coefficient stronger than
0.85, and large circles for a coefficient stronger than 0.95. The blue-shaded region indicates
times where solar wind that passed PSP can be found within 0.1 degrees in longitude of
ST-A.

In this case study we have presented two spacecraft encountered close-by in

the x-y plane, and within a few degrees in the z-plane. We find that the tangential

magnetic field, when considered within the expected arrival time, can be used to
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confirm that our algorithm performs correctly. The normal magnetic field compo-

nent, however, presents a large amount of correlations outside of the likely physical3245

bounds of the case study. Although the initial goal of this case study was to present

a clear-cut application of the technique and its results, the differences in the original

PSP and ST-A observations should not be understated, as they are likely the culprit

of the incoherent scattering of highly correlated windows.

5.4 Discussion and Conclusions3250

In this chapter, we have presented a new application for our algorithm, comparing

datasets from pairs of spacecraft measuring the same solar wind. Each of these

pairs was in a distinct, independent solar wind stream and had a different separation

distance between spacecraft. We attempt to provide a more comprehensive view

into solar wind evolution and persistence of temporal signatures within it.3255

With respect to the objective of testing the technique, we have learned that, for

small scale events found at large radial distances such as the first case study, we

expect the algorithm to not perform reliably, as the scales of significant changes in

solar wind parameters are much shorter than the 7 days it takes for plasma to reach

the far spacecraft. Large events such as the Coronal Mass Ejection that we show in3260

the second case study are, however, well described in the tangential magnetic field

component, with other magnetic field measurements not providing as much clarity.

In the third case study we again find that correlations of IMFs extracted from the

tangential magnetic field component lay within the expected times of arrival and

speeds. However, normal and radial magnetic field components show far more3265

scattered results. It is likely that for the third case study the difference in magnetic

configuration of the surrounding region for each spacecraft affected the accuracy of

the results. We can see from the second panel in Figure 5.7 that local dynamics are

adding complexity in the form of switchbacks to the signal in PSP but not in ST-A.

With the three case studies in this chapter, we are able to further test our method3270

to extract an empirical correction factor necessary for the correlations to be stronger

and, therefore, more representative of the emission and arrival time of the signa-
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tures. We argue that the first case study does not improve our knowledge of the

solar wind acceleration factor enough, possibly because we are looking at a small

window of time over a long (0.8 AU) distance, and while there are some strong3275

correlations found, they are incoherent with respect to the expected arrival time.

In the second case study, we find the peak in correlation for a velocity of 450 km

s−1, instead of the expected mean travel speed of 346 km s−1, such that the cor-

relation cluster solar wind packets are travelling 44 percent faster than the mean

velocity, implying solar wind deceleration within the CME, a common observation3280

that has been illustrated through CME-drag models [Subramanian et al., 2012], and

a correction factor of 36
25 . In the third case study we find two spacecraft within a

very small radial separation and a few degrees in latitude, that in spite of displaying

similar large-scale dynamics, namely in the total magnetic field strength, present

significant differences locally, and display very scattered correlation results. While3285

the tangential magnetic field component is well behaved and arrives at the average

measured solar wind speed, with no necessary empirical corrections to the mean

propagation velocity, the other components do not show such coherent structures.

Overall, we determine that our algorithm has not been much more accurate

than purely empirical corrections to the data. Although this might be due to the3290

window durations and IMF periodicity limits, these were chosen after multiple con-

figurations were tested for each of the case studies, and unfortunately the most con-

vincing results (stronger correlations, coherent structure) are shown here.



Chapter 6

General Conclusions and Future3295

Work

Modelling solar wind propagation is a core element in understanding how the Sun

creates and controls the heliosphere. In this thesis, we compare coronal observa-

tions captured remotely with solar wind observables in order to attempt to estab-

lish a link between the two domains, and in the process create and test a flexible3300

timescale comparison algorithm. Our algorithm takes any two datasets, compares

the temporal fingerprint of the two by extracting embedded timescales through Em-

pirical Mode Decomposition, filters out parts of the signal which are deemed to

be irrelevant, and then cross-correlates the remaining signal components. When

applied to coronal and solar wind observations, and through interpretation of the3305

results of the algorithm, we are able to infer the average propagation velocity of

the plasma and to determine which particular part of the prospective coronal source

region influences the outflowing solar wind most. Both of these results can be in-

valuable pieces of information when exploring solar wind connectivity, as (i) most

simple solar wind models are unable to account for solar wind acceleration and need3310

to instead expand the transit in an ad hoc manner; (ii) identifying and characterising

the contribution of regions close to the footpoints of the stream is challenging. In

this closing chapter, we provide a brief summary of the results from the research

chapters that compose this thesis and describe possible extensions to this work.

In Chapter 3 we develop and test the algorithm described above. For this,3315
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we first construct simple synthetic datasets which consist of a Gaussian pulse and a

longer synthetic signal embedding the pulse with some modifications. We then scan

the pulse and find its embedded timescales to compare them to windows of the syn-

thetic signal, thus testing our technique and finding the limits of our algorithm. We

continue by constructing a simple test case considering solar wind being expelled3320

from an equatorial coronal hole and reaching the WIND spacecraft at 1 AU, finding

that mass flux is the best performing solar wind parameter, and that the required

acceleration factor of plasma in the ballistic backmapping model for this particular

stream is slightly smaller than the expected 4/3 factor proposed for general coronal

hole solar wind sampled at 1 AU by Neugebauer et al. [1998].3325

In Chapter 4 we probe different regions of the corona at multiple wavelengths,

and compare lightcurves extracted from each region to solar wind measurements,

in these cases using observations captured inside 1 AU In the first case study in

this chapter, we characterised timescales in an active region which we believe to

be connected to SolO, and again found that mass flux is the best performing in situ3330

parameter in terms of correlation strength and coherence of the results. We note

that the best performing passband is 211 Å, which is most representative of active

region plasma, and that the subregion most likely to have been the origin of the

solar wind that reached SolO was the one closest to the edge of the active region,

which fits in with upflow observations and likely contributions to the slow solar3335

wind. In the second case study we investigate the temporal and spatial dynamics

of a small equatorial coronal hole, and compare their signatures to variations in

observations captured by the PSP spacecraft. We discuss the results from several

different methodologies involving each of direct cross-correlation, the application

of our algorithm, and performing a spatial Fourier transformation. We thus find ev-3340

idence for strong correlation between distinct coronal spatial scales and solar wind

parameters. From these analyses we conclude that a sub-population of magnetic

switchbacks observed by PSP originate in the solar corona.

In Chapter 5 we explore the persistence of timescales for the same solar wind

parameter in different spacecraft that sample the same solar wind stream. We begin3345
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with spacecraft with a large separation distance (∼ 0.8 AU) and relatively small

temporal windows for correlation, and find conflicting results and no clear implied

propagation velocity. We continue by exploring a CME detected in two spacecraft

closer to one another (∼ 0.3 AU), and find for the first time in this thesis an implied

average bulk flow velocity larger than the in situ measured velocity, which implies3350

that the solar wind within the CME had been decelerated. Finally, in the third case

study, we explore a close approach of two spacecraft, which capture the solar wind

within less than a tenth of an AU of one another, and thus would be expected to show

strong correlations from application of our algorithm. However, the data display

significantly different magnetic field observations and very scattered correlations3355

from which little information can be reliably extracted. We conclude that to use our

algorithm for two in situ datasets, it is extremely important to consider the large

scale magnetic field configuration of the heliosphere, and that using it on simple,

large scale phenomena, yields more precise results.

Future Work3360

There are several potential avenues worth exploring that arise from the work pre-

sented in this thesis. The first one is, similarly to Chapter 4, to correlate solar

wind observations with coronal measurements, but using a larger sample size. This

should be done by logging times and positions of the footpoints of relevant so-

lar wind-sampling spacecraft, recording their distance to the Sun, and verifying3365

whether these footpoints are visible from any spacecraft which image the Sun such

as ST-A, SDO, or SolO, to link and compare the two domains. Then, it would be

possible to compare the measured solar wind velocity to the implied propagation

velocity to learn about solar wind acceleration for each case. The expected out-

come of such a study would be an empirical approximation for the true solar wind3370

acceleration in multiple cases, from different vantage points, and could be used to

improve the solar wind ballistic backmapping model by studying common empirical

acceleration factors for different types of solar wind. At time of writing, some in-

teresting case studies include the SolO remote sensing observing window of March

2022, during which time the spacecraft was positioned between the Sun and the3375
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Earth, and had a large number of in situ and remote instruments switched on. This

opportunity could be explored both from the SDO and SolO vantage points, as well

as with spacecraft which sample near-Earth solar wind downstream from SolO.

Another interesting avenue left to explore is the purely in situ and in-kind com-

parisons that we show in Chapter 5. By removing some of the uncertainty in the3380

interpretation of light emission measures from the corona and instead directly com-

paring two equivalent measurements from two spacecraft, we are able to identify

similar structures and timescales with greater certainty. A natural extension of this

idea is to create a survey of spacecraft that are in orbital alignment, at different rela-

tive distances to one another, to explore the solar wind acceleration profile in detail3385

and without the need for large-scale features to be evident in both. This kind of

analysis would be key to aid studies of solar wind evolution that compare results

from any two spacecraft, such as the recent study by Telloni et al. [2021].

Finally, and more broadly, there is no particular reason why the original signal

should be retained exactly in the solar wind. We make the assumption throughout3390

this work to simplify the signal comparison method and maintain a consistent ap-

proach, but modifying the signal morphology of the original observations (stretched

in time, changed in magnitude, ...) as we do in the synthetic cases in Chapter 3,

based on processes that are relevant to solar wind evolution, would aid in a gen-

eralisation of the applicability of the method to linkage science. Considering the3395

evolution of the solar wind as expressed by a solar wind model would return a

range of possible modifications to the signal as it travels, with one model that might

be strongly suited for this type of analysis being MULTI-VP, discussed in Pinto and

Rouillard [2017]. This model creates a 1D extrapolation from the solar corona and

calculates solar wind parameters for individual flux tubes, and the authors find that3400

it has the capability to predict the dynamical and thermal properties of the solar

wind fairly accurately, on par with state of the art global MHD simulations. We

would thus consult MULTI-VP model results to modify the original signal from the

corona and compare them to the outflowing solar wind observations with greater

confidence.3405



Appendix A

Colophon

This document was set in the Times Roman typeface using LATEX and BibTEX, com-

posed with Overleaf. Most of the data analysis was done using Python, the free and

open source programming language, using packages developed by the community3410

such as SunPy, AstroPy, HelioPy, Matplotlib, Pandas, and Numpy.
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